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Congratulations and Wishes /103

Chairman of the Society of Aeronautics of China, Ji Wenmei

The aerospace industry is one of. the important markers of

science and technology, as well as industrial development for a

country. Its rapid development is based on the success in many

disciplines of science and engineering. It, in turn, promotes

the development of other science and engineering disciplines.

The use of computers and a series of new instruments and panels

significantly shortens the design, development and production

cycle. The quality is improved and the cost is reduced. In the

last twenty years, the ratio of electronic equipment in flight
vehicles has increased steadily. The rate at which

communication, navigation, control, instrument and electronic

confrontation devices are developed far exceeds that for the

flight vehicle itself. New materials and technologies are

developed rapidly. Composite materials, in particular, are
widely used in flight vehicles. The development of materials

science in the past thirty years has surpassed the development in
three hundred years prior to the fifties. Furthermore, materials

science is closely linked to engineering.
((Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica)) printed over 300

papers to reflect the results of aerospace research in China. To
some extent, it shows the academic level of scientists in China.

The journal thoroughly implemented the "double hundred" policy

and published some articles of different views. It helps the

gradual build-up of a good atmosphere of collaboration. The

journal began to pay attention to articles written by young and

middle age scientists. It also recommended certain articles to

participate in evaluations and international conferences in order

to discover, encourage and raise useful talents.

((Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica)) was born in

1965. A year and half later, publishing was stopped due to the

culture revolution. It was reinstated in 1978 and worldwide

publication began in 1980. In the last 3-4 years, the
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editing and publishing of the journal continued to improve. Very

encouraging accomplishments have been obtained. The journal is

gradually becoming a more important portion of society.

In order to satisfy the needs in the development of the

aerospace industry, especially in electronics and materials

science, we wish to publish more articles concerning experimental

studies and techniques, as well as reports on actual practices of

theoretical results. In addition, we hope to be able to control

the number of words based on the rules specified. The purpose is

to free more space for technical communications, overviews

and reviews of specific topics, and letters from readers to make

the journal more lively. Moreover, a youth corner should be made

available to young scientists who are most aggressive and have

the highest potential. This will allow them to make creative

contributions as early as possible.

I wish that ((Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica)) can

continue to improve the academic level under the guidance of the

Chinese Society of Aeronautics. It should be closely linked to

production. The contents should be enriched with its own

characters. On the twentieth anniversary of the Society of

Astronautics of China, I wish that the journal can be make an

even larger contribution to the aerospace industry of China.
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Table 1 Introduction to Structure Design Development /104

7 , 1903 *T.hK$, 9, , U, fff
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1. layout
2. structure
3. materials
4. design requirements5. analytical methods
6. experimental techniques
7. structure design characteristics in the

Wright era in 1903
8. biplane or supported single wing plane

(relative wing thickness 15-16.)9. rod and canvas
10. wood, steel wire, tension line, linen
11. simple load capability
12. usual structural mechanics
13. old-fashioned static tests
14. after aeronautic development: new structure,

new materials and new methods15. single wing plane, high speed wings
(relative thickness 4-6), high speed
airfoil (small aspect ratio), bulk fuel
tank, attachments, varying sweepback,
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capable of folding
16. thin wall structure, bulk structure,

jacketed structure, honeycomb structure,
composite material structure

17. aluminum alloy (since 1930), magnesium
alloy (since 1930-1940), stainless steel
(since 1940-1950), titanium alloy (since
1950), composite materials and ceramics
(since 1960)

18. strength, rigidity, stability, shock
resistance, complicated environmental
requirements, structural integrity,
durability, tolerance to damage, computer
aided integrated design, optimization,
reliable design

19. flight vehicle structure mechanics, finite
element method, structural analysis system,
comprehensive structure analysis, elastic
aerodynamics, modal control and analysis,
fatigue and fracture, high temperature
structure analysis, statistical treatment,
structural reliability analysis

20. automatic control coordinated loading
system, ground vibration test, data acqui-
sition and processing, fatigue and damage
tolerance test, advanced detection methods
for stress, deformation and cracks, thermal
strength test and simulation of complicated
environment.

Table 2 Major Incidents Due to Flight Vehicle Structure Failure

I.

ftf 4.Y -
1903 - -. XLangley If t 1 1 iIt ISm ro ff

IF -- ka 6. AM DH--910

1934 F. E3I (Comet) I I'(| Z 1

1958 • - ,EB-47,,L ixVL 3. ,

1. ~ 1.3
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1. era
2. First World War
3. now
4. type of vehicle
5. British Langely vehicle
6. British DH-9
7. German D-8
8. British Comet Passenger Jet
9. American B-47 bomber
10. American F-111 fighter
11. supersonic aircraft and spacecraft
12. cause of failure
13. twisted wing
14. tail fluttering
15. fatigue cracking of air tight cabin
16. fatigue fracture of wings
17. wing hinge fracture
18. thermal barrier
19. promoted discipline
20. rigidity indicator
21. elastic aerodynamics
22. fatigue
23. fatigue
24. cracking
25. thermal strength and high temperature

protection

Table 3 Example of Drastic Improvement of Flight Performance

13 3 t. & 26 5. 3 I/ 1t

'I. M =2,... . N 2. io 18300

,ey:

1. era
2. aircraft
3. American Boeing P-26A
4. American F-15A
5. flying speed
6. 377 km/hour
7. 2655 km/hr, M = 2.5
8. altitude
9. 2286m

10. 18300m
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In the area of structure, the situation is also similar. A /105

new efficient structure must also be tested under static,
dynamic, thermal, fatigue and cracking, and environmental

conditions. In addition, it is sometimes necessary to establish

new strength theory, analytical method and experimental

technique. It requires a long cycle. The thin wall structure is

still the primary structure. Various new structures such as bulk

structure, jacketed structure, honeycomb structure and composite

material structure are mixed in on occasion..

In the past 20 years, people have been studying methods to

make breakthroughs away from the conventional methods for

increasing structure strength or adjusting structure parameters

in solving some serious structure problems especially for

spacecraft. Servo systems combined into the structure are

employed to avoid any weight increase. For example, in order to

reduce the random and gust load on the lift surface (wings and

tail) and to avoid flutter, an active modal control technique was

developed in the sixties. It relies on changing the aerodynamic

profile and aerodynamic elasticity of the lift surface to

suppress the undesirable effect. The introduction of an active

system must be tested for stability and reliability.

The situation in the eighties can be described in the

following. On one hand, the structure of a vehicle is facing

very complex problems which must satisfy the various requirements

(statics, dynamics, heat, fatigue and cracking, complicated

environment). On the other hand, a large number of revolutionary

technologies are emerging. The introduction of these

technologies can overcome certain problems. However, they also

frequently bring new endangering factors. Usually, it requires a

10-30 years or longer research cycle to perfect the process. The

following data can explain this situation. In the United States,

there were, on the average, 12 new aircraft introduced based on
revolutionary technologies each year between 1930-1940. However,

it is estimated to be not more than 2 in the eighties. New

technologies used in a new model must be considered in the

6



preliminary design 6-8 years before the initial flight. The

cycle required between the introduction and the widespread use of

a new technology is much longer than before.

In the area of design analysis, the traditional methods for

checking the structure design and strength have been drastically

changed since 1960 , because of rapid development in computer

technology, especially after the successful development of finite

element methods and structure analysis systems suitable for

complicated aeronuatical structures. A computer video aided

design method to integrate overall, structure, aerodynamic and

technical design is gradually being developed. Furthermore, a

comprehensive structure analysis technique based on the finite

element method and a mathematical program is used to optimize the

structure. Structure design is no longer a simple process which

involves designing first and checking later. Instead, it

requires the simultaneous consideration of a large number of

complicated conditions. An intercorrelated, iterative flow chart

is created by combining the knowledge in various aspects. It

becomes an integral part of flight vehicle systems engineering.

The structure designers not only are required to have

considerable experience in the selection of an optimized overall

plan but also must master advanced computer aided design

techniques. They must be able to utilize various subroutines,

including profile design, structure design, overall structure

analysis, elastic and plastic analysis, servo system analysis,

etc., in order to meet the structure reliability requirements and

to achieve the objective of design optimization.

II. Modern Structure Design Programs

As described above, the performance of the vehicles

drastically raised the complexity of the structure and the design

cost. In order to reduce cost and design time, shorten the

cycle, avoid design errors, CADAM (Computer-graphics Augmented

Design and Manufacturing) systems were introduced to obtain

7



The calculations and experimental determination of the

dynamic characteristics of a structure is another basis for

aeroelastic analysis. In this area, an aeronautical structure

dynamic analysis system named HAJIF-II was established.

Furthermore, the multipoint excitation technique for the

determination of state parameters which is based on the phase

resonance theory and the state parameters identification

technique were applied industrially.

Design optimization of the structure with aeroelastic

constraints has already been applied in engineering. To achieve

this objective, a system for structural optimization with

multiconstraints based on nonlinear mathematics, YIDOYU-1, and a

multiconstraint design optimization system, SAFDOP, were

established.

Installation of various external stores is a problem facing

modern aircraft. To this end, a systematic experimental study

was carried out on the flutter of external stores with flexible

support. Some patterns were recognized.

Suppression of flutter is a new subject. As we conduct

theoretical studies on various control patterns, active flutter

suppression experiments are also being carried out in a low speed

wind tunnel using dynamic models of two and three-dimensional

wings, as well as a small aspect ratio, large sweepback angle

wing.

In the area of flutter experimentation, after the random

decay and least square method was successfully used in wind

tunnel tests, it has already been employed to analyze the data on

flutter experiments.

Some aspects are briefly discussed in the following:

21



New Developments of Aeroelastic Research /112

Guan De

(Shengyang Aircraft Corporation) *

ALtract

Some new developments in aeroelastic research in China were

discussed in this work. Primarily they include the calculation

of transonic unsteady aerodynamics, the aircraft structure

dynamic analysis system HAJIF-II and its applications, the

aircraft structure multiconstraint optimization program YIDOYU-I,

experimental investigation on external stores flutter and active

flutter suppression.

I. Introduction

As we knowaeroelastic requirements have an important effect

on the design of high performance aircraft. For these

aircraft, in order to satisfy these aeroelastic requirements,

the consequence is not limited to changes of certain structural

dimensions. As a matter of fact it was actually demonstrated

that an intolerbie weichtpenaltymay result if aeroelastic

requirements were not taken into account in the selection of the

structure and aerodynamic layouts. The designers may be forced

to reselect these fundamental layouts.

This objective requirement promotes the development of

aeroelastic research in China. In recent years, some progress

has been obtained in aeroelastics, a leading edge multi-

discipline subject.

The calculation of unsteady aerodynamic forces is a basis

for aeroelastic analysis. A transonic unsteady aerodynamic

calculation method was initiated by developing and perfecting a

method based on the linearization of lift surface. Some two-

dimensional results were obtained.

*received in Januarlh'4
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Reliability Requirements, Repeated Load and Fatigue,

August 22, 1975; MIL-A-008867E (USAF), Aircraft

Strength and Rigidity-Ground Tests, August 22, 1975.
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loading points, several hundred measuring channels, and several

thousand foil gages. Furthermore, there is a computer data

acquisition and processing system to obtain results on-site. The

number of measurements may reach sveral hundred thousands in a

test.

Various countries built large scale laboratories. The

largest in the world is located in Georgia by Lockheed. The main

laboratory was built for the military transport C-5A. The
3dimensions are 189 x 148 x 43m 3 . The maximum load is 1300000 kg.

Stress can be measured at 3850 points. The investment was

1,500,000 dollars. Large size equipment for fatigue, high

temperature, vibration, sway and shock is available in various

countries.

Measuring techniques have been revolutionized in development

testing. In addition to electrical measurements, there are laser

holography, the cloud pattern method, optical elastic freeze, opticpl

elastic coating,, x-ray acoustic emission and optical fiber

detection.

IX. Conclusions

As described above, structure design and strength problems

have become very complicated. A huge research team is required.

In order to satisfy this need, all nations have established

authoritative organizations to formulate strength specifications

and to form advanced laboratories and research institutions. In

order to solve major problems encountered, it is necessary to

develop corresponding disciplines. Computer technology is widely

used to build various data bases for data, reports, programs,

manuals and literature so that the technological reserve is

always ahead of production. New experience and methods are also

obtained in the development of new models to perfect the

structure design of the vehicle in order to promote continuous

development of systems engineering of aerospace vehicles.

17
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VII. Structure Reliability Analysis

Reliability design of electronic elements has already been

extensively investigated. In the structure design of a flight

vehicle, load environments of the structure, as well as material

and structure characteristics, have random factors. It is

especially true for fatigue fracture characteristics. Therefore,

a rational analysis should employ a statistical method to predict

the probability of structure destruction as a reliability

analysis.

In early 1960, the concept of reliability design of the

structure was introduced. In the reliability analysis on the

structure, we must consider many factors such as the.

static strength of the structure, formation of fatigue cracking,

propagation, loss of stability, residual strength of the

structure, statistical distribution of load, crack inspection

cycle and detection capability, initial damage, and structure

changes. An optimized design aimed at reliability is

significantly different from an optimized design based on static

strength. Because a statistical distribution of a large amount

of raw data is required in a reliability analysis and it is very

difficult to analyze a complicated structure of vital importance,

it is still far from being a practical tool for structure design.

VIII. Structure Testing /110

With the development of aerospace technology, structure

testing of a vehicle is required to be done more and more

rigorously. Items to be tested also increase due to structure

problems in statics, dynamics, heat, fatigue fracture and

environment.

Between 1970-1980, computer controlled hydraulic servo-

systems have been used to automatically adjust the loading system

in full size structure tests. In thermal strength tests, heating

systems are also included. There re several hundred loads and

16



Current experience is insufficient to formulate specifications

for advanced composite materials and landing gear parts.

VI. Complex Environmental Conditions

Aerodynamic heating of the modern high speed aircraft can

reach 200-800°C. The surface temperature of a spacecraft

reentering the atmosphere will rise to above 1200°C. This brings

about a serious thermal strength problem, technically called a

thermal barrier. In addition, the heat released by the engine,

solar radiation and high temperature radiation due to nuclear

explosion will create a severe thermal environment. In order to

break the thermal barrier, not only a thermal strength analysis

including thermal flutter, thermal fatigue and thermal impact is

required, but also high temperature resistant materials such as

titanium alloys, stainless steel, ceramics and composite

materials must be selected. Furthermore, appropriate structures

such as wave, jacket and composite structures must be selected.

Thermal protection design must be done for extreme temperatures.

It is usually classified into absorption and radiation. The

former uses a melting mechanism to disperse the heat by using

materials such as resin, carbon, phenol and aldehyde dacron. In

the latter case, materials such as molybdenum, titanium,

ceramics, graphite, and boron-silicon composite are used to form a

double or multiple layer structure which is radiating on the

outside and insulating on the inside.

An aerospace structure must also be capable of surviving the

vibration and impact during transport and launching, the thermal

vacuum in space, high energy particle (electron, proton)

radiation, ultraviolet radiation and electromagnetic fields. In a

cold and hot alternating environment in space, materials and

bcnding agents will age and fatigue.

15
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order to minimize the maintenance cost. Materials section,

processing, inspection, design details, stress level and

*preventive measures are adopted to reach a good state of

application. In the designed load environment, the structure

lifetime of an aircraft should be greater than the design

lifetime.

Damage tolerance is to eliminate the potential harmful

effect due to defects in materials, manufacture and technique

through materials selection, stress control, anti-fracture design

concept, technical control of manufacturing processes and prudent

inspection procedures. The analysis is to assume that the new /109

structure has an initial damage to predict the time to reach

critical cracking under a variable load by performing a fatigue

fracture analysis. After taking the scatter into account, an

inspection cycle is specified. The dimension of the initial

damage is determined by the capability of the non-destructive

testing equipment at the manufacturer. The probability of

detection must also be considered. The dimension of the critical

$* crack is determined by the rule that the residual strength of the

structure should not be less than the fail-safe load. The latter

-is related to the detectability of the crack, which is specified

in the strength specification.

A full size damage tolerance test usually uses available

* experimental parts, including those used in development testing,

full size static test or durability test.

A great deal of progress has been made in fatigue and

fracture. Hundreds of calculation models were mentioned in the

literature. However, a breakthrough is still needed in mechanistic

study. Miner Law and Paris equations are still mostly used in the

structure design of freight vehicles, perhaps with some

modifications. The accuracy and reliability of the analysis are

still to be further improved. It may be concluded that

design experience is more important than quantitative analysis,

" development testing is more important than full size

*[ verification, and fatigue fracture still needs long term studies.

14
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* separate the free decay response due to random input through

statistical averaging in order to obtain the frequency and damping

* characteristics of the structure.

Direct parametric identification is to directly measure the

* structural response due to an input force. The mechanical

resistance matrix of the structure is established to determine

the modal parameters through characteristic analysis.

V. Applications of Fatigue and Fracture

Since the incidents of the Comet in 1954 and F-ill in 1970,

*fatigue and fracture is a key topic in the aerospace industry.

* U.S. Military specifications represent the advanced technical

standards in the world. Relevant documents include ASIP

* (Aircraft Structure Integrity Program), durability requirements,

* damage tolerance requirements and ground testing.

ASIP was established by the United States in early 1970.

Its objective is to ensure the combat readiness of military

aircraft. The aircraft are required to have sufficient

* structure strength, rigidity, damage tolerance and durability.

* They are called structure integrity as a whole. ASIP requires

that damage tolerance and durability should be included in the

* early design stage. Materials, weight, performance and cost

* should be investigated and development testing should be

* initiated. A full size test should be conducted in the

development process in order to determine whether the structure

design is appropriate. ASIP also requires that potential defects

- should be discovered in use as early as possible. Structure

* elements should be checked, replaced or repaired systematically.

Furthermore, they should be measured to serve as the basis for

- improving future design methods and guidelines. ASI? exceeds the

* scope of conventional strength analysis. It is a comprehensive

system from design to end use.

The objective of durability design is to reduce fatigue

cracking and other deterioration of structures and materials in



* parameters of the servo system are also included.

Some researchers also introduced plans to actively prevent thE/108

sway of the front wheel.

Modal analysis is widely used in the dynamic analysis of a

complicated aeronautical structure. 'Since 1970, modal analysis

has been rapidly developed. Both analytical techniques and

experimental methods are revolutionalized. It is still being further

developed.

Currently, Guyan's condensed method and mode synthesis

* technique are commonly used in the analysis. Furthermore,

analytical methods are used to improve the shape function.

Dynamic analysis programs have been established in most structure

analysis systems. Damping (complex mode analysis) and non-

linearity are also considered in modal analysis.

In addition to the conventional single point excitation

* frequency analysis and multiple point excitation mode response

* method such as the semi-automatic MAMA (Manual-Apparatus) and

automatic GRAMPA (Ground Resonance Automatic Multipoint

* Apparatus), many new experimental techniques have been developed.

* They include the instantaneous excitation method, random

excitation method and parametric identification technique.

The Multipoint excitation frequency response method is a

* recently developed method. It combines the advantages of the two

* conventional methods mentioned above. In addition to solving the
simultaneous equations, signal processing and measurement are

* similar to those in the single point method.

The Ibrahim time domain method does not require the

instantaneous input from the measuring system. Modal parameters

are determined by the free delay response in the time domain.

* However generalized mass or rigidity of the mode cannot be

* determined.

The random decrease technique was an experimental technique

developed by Henry A. Cole Jr. in 1971. It only had qualitative

requirements for the input and performs data processing with

respect to the response. The fundamental principle is to

a. 12



commercial software systems in the international market.

Relatively famous aerospace structure analysis systems include

the NASA's NASTRAN system, AFFOL's MAGIC system, and the ASKA

system developed by Stogart University and ISD in Germany. In

addition, the Chinese Aerospace Industry Ministry is also

developing the HATIF system. A large scale structure analysis

system usually contains several hundred thousand lines.

The capability of structure analysis systems continues to

expand and improve toward the direction of graphics interaction.

Man-computer dialogue is carried out through graphics display

devices. The data input/output and processing techniques are

perfected to be more closely coordinated with computer aided

design.

IV. Active Modal Control and Modal Analysis

Because of the effect of dynamic load and elastic

aerodynamics on the structure, particularly in the area of lift,

serious overload or flutter may be induced at times. The

* conventional technique to overcome this type of problem is to

adjust the rigidity and mass distribution. Sometimes certain

aerodynamic parameters are also adjusted and dampers are used.

These techniques are called PCT (Passive Control Technology).

In the sixties , ACT (Active Control Technology) was
* introduced. When serious overload or flutter is expected to take

place, sensors will transmit signals to alter the aerodynamic

profile of the lift surface through a servo system to reduce load

* and to avoid flutter. ACT can reduce the area of the tail and

* improve the structural efficiency.

ACT is still in the development stage. This new technology

adds a control system which introduces the problems of servo

* system reliability and structure-system stability. A new branch

discipline - Aero-Servo Elasticity-was thus created. In the

analysis, in addition to the degree of freedom and characteristic

parameters of the structure, variables and characteristic
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* III. Finite Element Method and Structure Method Analysis System /107

Between 1950-1960, Professor J.H. Argyris, M.J. Turner and

R.W. Clough introduced the theoretical basis for analyzing a

* complicated aeronautical structure with a computer. In addition,j they came up with specific programs and established a finite

* element method for engineering applications. Because of its

* suitability and effectiveness, this method has been rapidly

developed since its inception. It has already become an

independent discipline. Its application has greatly exceeded the

domain of structure analysis. In analyzing the structure of

flight vehicles, the finite element method had been successfully

* applied to large complicated structures such as the Apollo Lunar

landing vehicle, Columbia space shuttle and Boeing 747 jumbo jet.

* In addition to linear elasticity problems, a great deal of

progress has been made in elastic plasticity, stability, major

* deformation, viscoelasticity, thermal stress, creep, vibration,

dynamic response, fracture, fatigue cracking, temperature field,

fuel swaying in the tank, noise response and flutter analysis.

The finite element method has already become a routine analysis

for the structure design of vehicles. It provides data in the

evaluation of airworthiness as well as the inspection of new

planes. This method is still being developed. In the structure

analysis of a flight vehicle, leading edge problems such as main

strain, instantaneous response, fatigue and cracking, and

interaction between the structure and other media are yet to be

investigated.

In the early stage of development, computer programs used in

the finite element method were compiled in response to specific

problems. They are not generalized programs. As the scope of

the finite element method broadened, computer programs were

perfected due to accumulation of experience and improvement of

computation methods. In addition, the finite element method is

suited for standardization because it can be generalized. There

are many small generalized programs available. Since the late

sixties, some large generalized systems began to be created as

10
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CADAM also includes a series of production and manufacturing

programs.

Overall structure analysis was initially introduced in the

* early 1960's. A computer program system is created with advancc

* structural analysis and optimization.' It includes:

(1) a finite element analysis program

(2) a generalized optimization program

(3) user provided supplemental programs, including

(a) design variables - such as cross-section, overall

geometric size

(b) target function - such as weight,

(c) constraints - such as stress, displacement, yield,

and vibration.

For example, the PROSSS program at NASA-Langley center includes:

SPAR - a finite element analysis program

CONMIN - an optimization program with constraints

It is used on the CDC-NOS computer.

The use of the structural optimization method did not catch up

with theoretical developments because specific programs are

ineffective, inconvenient and not quite suitable. In the early

seventies, it was discovered that the amount of computer time

required to calculate the variables was too high. People turned

to stepwise design optimization programs.

The ACCESSi (Approximations Concept Code for Efficient

Structural Synthesis) program developed by the University of

California in the United States used an improved approximation

concept. It includes specifying the relation between design

variables, eliminating constraints and approximation analysis to

obtain a series of small volume mathematical planning problems.

However, the major design features are maintained. The final

optimization is achieved through step-by-step improvements. In
ACCESSi, in addition to CONMIN, NEWSUMT is also used. It is a

frequently used program for optimization without constraints. It

involves a penalty function and modified Newtonian method.
Currently, overall structure analysis must be extended to

larger structures with more variables.

9
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accurate results, as well as to facilitate iterative designs.

This type of system is up to 40 times more effective economically

as compared to a conventional design process.

Lockheed in the United States began in 1965 to establish the

*first software system which was put in place in March 1966. It

was a design software package including many analytical systems.

It could be used on-line in series as well as in batches. These

* systems could perform graphics design, structural analysis and

data processing for certain steps. CADAM has a graphics

terminal. It is equipped with light pen control, keyboard /106

control, function key control or AID control for input. As for

* output devices, X-Y plotters, microfilm, digital control tape,

* printed reports and forms are used. The areas to be developed

include large color display and human-machine sound interaction.

CADAM had been used in the development of the L-IC.11 TriStar, S-

-3A Viking and many spacecraft. Furthermore, it was used in the

* appearance design for more than one half of Lockheed's aircraft.

The entire system has 90 displays, 4 main-frame computers, and 6

* rooms. It includes IBM 2250, IBM 3250, Adages and Vector

* Generals. CADAM has already been used by 50 companies.

* Furthermore, independent studies and program development are sill

in progress, incuding SURFACE DESIGN, NETWORKS, KINEMATICS, etc.

In the conception design stage, the CADAM TRANSLATE program

- may be used to shift the relative positions of the wings, engines

* and tail within seconds. Many combinations are listed. An

advanced overall technical evaluation program ASSET (Advanced

Systems Synthesis and Evaluation Technique) can be used to

determine the performance and cost of various layouts.

In the preliminary design stage, in addition to overall

layout and geometry design, structure arrangement and detail

* design are also carried out to separate main structure components

- and their weight data. The program MESH is used to establish a

-. finite element model and the program DETAIL is used to evaluate

individual components.

8



II. Calculation of Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics /113

In the transonic region, because of decreasing flutter rate

(ram), a "transonic indentation" is created. For most modern

aircraft, serious flutter occurs in the transonic region.

Therefore, accurate analysis of transonic flutter is an urgent

problem in the design of an aircraft.

Up to date, there is not a rigorous transonic unsteady

aerodynamic wing. Designers are required to rely on empirical

correction. Or, results of transonic wind tunnel experiments are

directly used to determine the transonic flutter characteristics

of an aircraft.

As computers are rapidly developed, the investigation of

transonic unsteady aerodynamic calculation methodsbecomes

feasible.

The studies on transonic unsteady aerodynamic calculation

methods are progressing along two different, but inter-related

avenues.

One approach may be called the "accurate method", which

seeks the solutions to the transonic small perturbation equation,

the full potential equation and even the Navier-Stokes equation.

The problem of this method is the workload is too large. It will

be very difficult to be rapidly used in the engineering flutter

analysis of a three-dimensional wing. However, only this method

can possibly treat the transonic problem rigorously, especially

involving shock wave and viscidity. The other way is the

"engineering method" such as the Cunningham's configuration

method, Liu's mixed nuclear function method, and the integration

method introduced by Voss and Hounjet. In summary, the idea is

to find a transonic unsteady aerodynamic calculation method which

has far less workload than the "accurate method" and can be

* quickly used in the engineering flutter analysis of three-

dimensional wings.

The method adopted by the Institute of Aerodynamics of China

• 0is to use a time integration method to solve the transonic low

22



frequency small perturbation equation. Small perturbation theory

is used to capture shock waves. In addition to the conventional

ADI method, a new format is introduced in view of the fact that

the accuracy will be affected because some added terms cannot be

eliminated when the ADI method is used in three-dimensional cases.

.0.7

0.7 F 0 .6 0 0 .6

@. Q0 0 O" ."-O ",.
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(a)AE II (b.8M,-=o.875 M=o.854k=O.46S k=0.358

Fig.1 Shock movement on a NACA 64A006 airfoil

with osciilating trailing ed-c flap

Figure 1. Shock Movement on a NACA 64A006 Airfoil With

Oscillating Trailing Edge Flap

1. shock wave position
2. shock wave position
3. flap position
4. flap position
5. no shock wave
6. no shock wave
7. facing down
8. facing up
9. facing down

10. facing up
11. type A
12. type B
13. distance from shock wave position to leading edge
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14. arc length
15. deviation of control plane
16. Mach number
17. decrement frequency

There is a frequency upper limit in the use of the low /114

allowable frequency range, terms related to k are maintained while

those related to k 2 are omitted in the expressions for pressure

* coefficient as well as surface and trail conditions.

Many actual cases were calculated using this method. Figure

1 shows the shock wave motion of the NACA 64A006 wing with a 1/4

arc length trailing edge flap when the flap is oscillating

* sinusoidally. From the figure one can see that this method is

capable of simulating two different shock waves (types A and B)

* observed experimentally by Tijdeman.

III. The HAJIF-II System and Its Applications

HAJIF-II is a dynamic analysis system for aircraft

structures developed by the Institute of Aeronautics of China 1 .

It is capable of calculating the characteristic dynamic features

* of aircraft with active control systems, as well as the effect

* of flutter and gust. In the calculation, 99 substructures may be

* used. The number of degrees of freedom for each substructure can

reach 7000. Each unsteady aerodynamic calculation can be divided

into 300 blocks. 50 states may be used in calculating the

response of flutter and gust.

The system allows the mixed use of topological descriptions

* created by manually collected and automatically generated data

with flexibility. In order to improve the efficiency, a modified

super matrix method is used tc handle the rigidity and mass

matrices. In addition, a new simultaneous iteration method was

used to solve the real characteristic problem.

The system includes two major factions of morphological

technology - thie fixed boundary method anid free boundary method .In

the free boundary method, the "quasi-constraint form" and "quasi-

24



fixed boundary form" concepts were used to unify the free

boundary method with the fixed boundary method. Furthermore,

the "imaginary structure" concept was used to find the

*] flexibility matrix for the free structure. The "characteristic

-direction" (i.e., approximate value obtained by a few iterations)

was used to replace the precise major form of the substructure in

order to improve the efficiency of the calculation.

This system was used to compare the efficiency and accuracy

-of the free boundary method with those of the fixed boundary

method through 4 different models. Model 1 is a triangular wing

* with 858 degrees of freedom. It is divided into three

*. substructures with 384, 294 and 252 degrees of freedom,

respectively. Model 2 is a triangular wing with 2 external

*stores. There are 1200 degrees of freedom in total. It is also

divided into 3 substructures with 858, 180 and 186 degrees of

freedom, respectively. Model 3 is a simplified model consisting

of a straight wing, fuselage, tail and external store. There are

a total of 138 degrees of freedom. It is divided into four

substructures with 33, 39, 39 and 36 degrees of freedom,

respectively. Model 4 is a combination of a straight wing,

fuselage and tail. There are 882 degrees of freedom. It is

divided into 6 substructures with 180, 180, 180, 180, 150 and 150

degrees of freedom, respectively.

It was demonstrated that both methods have comparable

accuracy. But, there is a large difference in efficiency, as

shown in the following table:

25
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I.21 2 3

. 21 i 1 858 1200 138 42

3 3 38

__ __ _ __ __ _ __ ___ft__ _ dI 62 9 114

( 710 1109 56 517
CPU
( )

gAS 3 !4385 191

1. model
2. total degrees of freedom
3. number of substructures
4. degrees of freedom on the boundary
5. CPU (sec)
6. total structure
7. free boundary method, using "characteristic

direction"
8. fixed boundary method, using "characteristic

direction"

Overall, the fixed boundary method is obviously

more effective in cases compared.

IV. The YIDOYU-I System /115

YID0YU-IL[21 is a multiconstraint design optimization system

based on non-linear mathematical planning developed by the

Institute of Aeronautics of China. It is capable of performing

full stress design optimization of a structure. A design can be

optimized under the minimum dimensional constraint when

conditions for stress, displacement, frequency, flutter and

static aeroelastics are fully or partially met.

The system can optimize a design for the following airfoil:

finite element model with <3000 degrees of freedom, static external

load number . 20, degrees of freedom of the dynamic model < 200,

26
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flutter analysis statis < 20 and design variables < 100.

The system uses an analytical method to calculate the

generalized displacement, stress, flexibility coefficient,

inherent vibrational characteristics, flutter velocity, and

derivatives of static aeroelastic characteristics. The

sequential unconstraint optimization method (SUMT) was used. The

penalty function used is a second order expansion of the internal

penalty function. The unconstraint extremum can be solved by

* either the gradient method, the conjugate gradient method,

Newtonian method, DFP method, or BFGS method. One dimensional

searching can be done by either the parabolic method or the gold

division method.

V. Experimental Study of External Store Flutter

Modern aircraft are generally required to carry a large

number of external stores. Therefore, external store flutter is

an urgent problem.

In recent years, systematic experimental studies have been

"" conducted on external store flutter. Shengyang Aircraft

" Corporation performed wind tunnel experiments on external stores

located at the wing tip and under the wing using flexible

hangers. Different span and chord positions as well as hanger

pitches, yawing and sway flexibility were tested.

Experimentally, there are three different types of flutter,

i.e., (1) flutter causing the bending and twisting of the wing,

(2) flutter causing the bending of the wing surface and pitching

of the external store, and (3) flutter causing the swaying of the

external store and yawing.

27
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For an external store under the wing at mid wing span, the

wing is almost bent by the pitch frequency of the external store

*when the pitch rigidity of the external store is low. In this

* case, wing bending and twisting flutter begin to appear. The

* flutter rate is comparable to or higher than that without the

external store (See Figure 2). When the pitch rigidity of the

* external store increases, under the pitch frequency the wing is

near a twist type. The wing surface is bent and the external

store flutters. The flutter rate is usually lower than that

without an external store. Furthermore, the flutter rate will

notincrease significantly when the pitch rigidity increases.

3.

4r5.

*Figure 2. Transition of the type of external store flutter

Pe 1. wing twisting flutter
2. no external store
3. wing bending and external store pitch flutter
4. flutter rate
5. pitch frequency
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For an external store under the wing at an outside span, it

is very difficult for the wing to bend and twist due to flutter

at normal flexibility of the external store. There is only wing

bending and external store pitch flutter.

With regard to external store yawing and sway, the external

store will yaw and sway due to flutter in certain combinations of

yawing and sway flexibility. However, new coupled flutter

between the wing surface and the external store was not found in

the experiment. The effect of external store yawing and sway

flexibility on the wing bending and external store pitch flutter

is generally not very apparent.

In the experiment, we also observed the effect of the shift

of the center of gravity of the external store, as shown in

Figure 3. In conclusion, the effect of a center of gravity shift

is not obvious.

As for external stores at the wing tip, there are also

similar flutter problems. The transition is also determined by /116

the fact of whether the wing is bent or twisted at the pitch
frequency.

VI. Active Flutter Suppression

Active flutter suppression is an active subject in

aeroelasticity. There are large numbers of papers reporting the

progress in this field each year. They include studies based on

aerodynamic energymethods, classical and modern cybernetics,

adaptive control systemsand digital control system:-,. Americans

and Europeans are still conducting wind tunnel experiments on

these problems. In addition, there are manned and unmanned-

aircraft experiments.

29
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Figure 3. Effect of chordwise position of center of gravity

of flexibly mounted external store

1. flutter rate

2. center of gravity of external store
shift - forward

3. increasing external store pitch frequency

The future of active flutter suppression is basically

dependent on the reliability of the system. In this premise, it

may first be used to suppress the flutter cf an external store.

As described above, a modern aircraft carries more types and

combinations of external stores. In this case, certain external

store combinations cannot satisfy the operational requirements.

It is not cost effective to strengthen the wing structure for

these specific combinations. Therefore, an active suppression

technique is used to solve the flutter problem.

The use of an active suppression technique to increase the

flutter rate of the wing may also be considered as use of the

structural rigidity to ensure the flutter speed is not less than

the maximum flying speed. Then, the flutter speed is increased

30
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by 15%w using an active suppression technique to satisfy the

excess flutter speed requirement.

In summary, the flutter suppression system is used in

very few flight conditions. Furthermore, the safety is assured

by increased reliability of the system itself.

In recent years, many organizations in China are studying

the active suppression of flutter. For example, Nanjing

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Beijing Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics and Northwest Polytech University

are studying cybernetics, and Nanjing Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics introduced an improved unsteady aerodynamic

fitting method.

Chengdu Aircraft Corporation finished an active flutter

suppression experiment on a dynamic model in a low speed wind

tunnel. The model is a 600 triangular wing with a trailing edge

for active control. The model is equipped with a dc torque motor /117

for active control. In order to ensure that the sensor can

detect the flutter to the extent possible, the sensor is placed

near an indifferent nodal line so that other irrelevant motion

cannot be detected and new flutter will not be triggered. In

addition, trap filters and low pass filters are used to further

eliminate unrelated effects.

In the experiment, a gain adjuster and a phase adjuster were

used. The Bode diagram was used to describe the Nyquist

guideline. The gain and phase were adjusted to satisfy the

stability requirements.

It was experimentally demonstrated that the active flutter

suppression system could increase the flutter speed by 40%.

VII. Conclusions

This paper discussed new progress in aeroelastic research in

China. Although there is a large gap as compared to advanced

levels in the world, however, we are initiating studies in many

areas. We worked hard, made some progress and reached a

considerable standard. This paper is dedicated to the twentieth
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anniversary of the Aeronautic Society of China. Furthermore, the

authors of cited references are deeply appreciated.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF

AEROELASTIC RESEARCH

Guan De

(Shengyang Aircraft Corporation)

Abstract

Some new developments of aeroelastic research in China are revie-
wed, which include calculation of unsteady transonic aerodynamic forces.

HAJIF-l1, a program system for dynamic analysis of aircraft structures
and its application, YIDOYU-1. a program system for structural opti-

mization with multiconstraint, experimental investigation on external sto-

res flutter and active flutter suppression.
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Scene Matching and its Application to Aerospace /118

Electronic Systems

Sun Zhongkang *

(Changsha Institute of Technology)

Abstract

Several essential problems in scene matching technique are

reviewed; measures of similarity (MAD, MSD, PROD, NPROD, Pair

Functions etc.) are outlined; fast search methods (resolution

from coarse to fine, quantization from coarse to fine, feature

extraction, modified SSDA etc.) are introduced; probability of

acquisition for max. or min. algorithm is given; preprocessing of

images (filtering, restoration, whitening etc.) is considered;

geometrical distortion (synchronization error, rotation, scale

factor, perspective distortion) and its effects are analyzed, and

the methods for overcoming such effects are presented.

I. Introduction

Following the guiding ideology of active defense, military

aircraft may dodge the threat of the ground fire by utilizing

mountains and the hilly terrain and slip into enemy territory

at low altitude (several tens of meters) following concealed

paths to avoid the detection of radar, and attack the fixed or

moving targets on the ground surface. This approach improves

greatly the survivability, the attacking ability and the

unexpe ctibility of the military aircraft in the battle. The

technique of following and dodging along the terrain contour

using Pte-stored topographic maps is the key factor for'

improving the survivability and the assault ability of the

military aircraft~l

The inertial navigation system of the aircraft is a

necessary instrument for long distance navigation 2 . It is also

R~ eceived in December 193-3
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the central portion of the weapon aiming and releasing system of

the aircraft.

It has the advantages of independence, concealment, all

weather, all seasons, anti-interference and high momentary

precision. However due to the drift of the gyroscope and the

error in accelerometer, the deviation of the inertial navigation

system accumulates with time. According to the principle of

navigation by ground objects, the deviation of the inertial

navigation system or the gyroscope can be corrected instantly

using such information as the ground terrain, maps, features of

the ground objects, or the geophysical fields. This composite

navigation system can eliminate the accumulative deviation of the

inertial navigation system. It can also maintain the

capabilities of independence, concealment and anti-interference.

Utilization of the ground information is realized with a scene

matching technique.

The development of the "hit and run" type target homing

warheads can improve the survivability and the maneuverability of

the aircraft during air-to-air or air-to-ground assault

During air-to-ground battle, it is necessary to identify or track

the target among the ground objects. Due to serious cluttering

of the ground objects, it is very difficult to use the general

technique with radar for tracking the target. The scene

(photographed by millimeter wave, infrared rays, laser or visible

light) matching technique makes it possible to overcome the above

mentioned difficulty. It can provide the ability of recognition,

tracking and target homing and enables the aircraft to do "hit

and run"

Obviously, the scene matching technique can greatly improve

the survivability, assaultability and maneuverability of the

aircraft, improve the navigation and increase the accuracy in

releasing the weapons. This technique has been practically

applied in guiding the cruise missile and ground-to-ground

missile, locating the orbits of the satellites, and determining

the changes of the targets on the remotely sensed pictures.
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II. Principle and Technique of Location by Scene Matching /119

With the available topographic or suiface scene maps of the

flying area, which have one-to-one correspondence regarding the

geographic position, the position of the map or the terrain

contour recorded by the aircraft during flight can be located by

compariscnwith the pre-stored topographic maps of the flying

area. The actual geographic position of the aircraft during

recording of the map can then be determined. This technique of

position location is the scene matching technique.

There are two basic methods of scene matching for position

location terrain matching (one dimensional), and map

matching (two dimensional). The former is actually a special

case of the latter. Figure 1 illustrates the principle of both

matching techniques. Figure 1(a) shows the topograDhic map of

the flying area and the numerically coded topographic map which

has been divided into (M x N) grids.
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1. Feature Matching by Invariant Moments[
8 1

With an amplitude distribution, F(i,j), of the imag, the

various step moments and the central moments can be defined as:

M )-= y ij; (i, j) (18)
i I

ILpqq . . (i-j )(j- ),F(i, j) (19)
i J

where -= MOO , I m',

T1pq ' ±. r+q

With 0 2 the seven invariant moments I k, k = 1,

2,...,7 can be obtained. An example of a set of the invariant

moments is given in the following:

I = 1.0 + T102

3 1(20)
+(3T1--TI,)(T1- 1+ 0,)( 3 (T10+i,):-(. 1+1 03)±

The seven invariant moments of the image X and the corresponding

subimage of Y, Ixk' Iyk , k = 1, 2,..., 7, are calculated. The

similarity between the two groups of the invariant moments is

then evaluated using, the calculation method of similarity

measure, that is 7 .,)l m

Ib l- m)= 2 m> (21)

(a) ( b)

Figure 6. Edge Feature Template Matching

1. water
2. land
(a) radar image Y (b) Template X
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squares or the method of generalized inverse matrix. With the

matrix T available, geometrical restoration of the whole image

can be processed.

3. Matching Calculation with Multiple SubimagesE7 3
Since the influence of the geometrical distortion on the

small scale is less than that on the large image, dividing the

big image into small subimages for scene matching can reduce the

influence of the geometrical distortion on the quality of the

matching process. However, since the correlation peak of a small

subimage is low and broad, the accuracy of the position matching

will be affected. After the position values are obtained by

matching with many subimages, the actual location can be

estimated by the least squares method. This approach improves

significantly the accuracy of the location matching.

III. Matching by Features

The sensed image X and the prestored image Y are usually

recorded at different times, under different weather, season and /126

geometrical positicns and by different methods (such as radar,

infrared and visible light). There is always some difference in

quality of the images with geometrical distortion. It is

difficult to carry out directly the scene matching between X and

Y with good quality assurance. Matching by features which are

not easily chanped by the 7eometrical distortion or by the

difference in the quality of the images has been widely employed

recently.

The features of the image to be matched can be the amplitude

distribution, the frequency spectrum or the geometrical features

such as surface, lines, points, edges, apical points,

laminations, etc. Several commonly used methods of matching by

features are described in the following.
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The methods for correcting the geometrical distortion are

listed in the following:

1. Calculation with methods which are insensitive to the

geometrical distortion such as Fourier phase spectrum calculation

on low pass filtered wave.[6]

With Fourier transformation, the calculation is insensitive

to such geometrical distortions as rotation and scale factor.

2. Geometrical restoration

The distorted sensed image X can be restored geometrically

to near the original image X. The similarity to the prestored

image is then measured after the restoration. This method can

preserve most of the original matching quality.

The linear correlation between the actual three dimensional

coordinates of a known object (x 1 ,y1 ,z1 ) and the coordinates of

the object under the conditions of synchronization error,

rotation, scale factor and perspective distortion (x2 ,y2 ,z2 ) can

be written as follows based on the generalized coordinate

system zvx' - Tit T,.l Tis T14  y1

sysem rwx 1 FT1 T-2 T13 T' 4  11 -

wz. = T3 1 Ts2 T33 T3. Z (17)
L T41 T4. T43 T44J I -

where w is a scale factor. T 44in the transformation matrix T

reflects the geometrical scale factor of the whole image. The 9

elements at the upper left corner of the matrix reflect the

rotation distortion. T 1'T 24,T 34reflect the rotation

distortion. T 4'T 4'T 43reflect the perspective distortion.

If the values of the elements in the transformation matrix are

available, the coordinates of the corresponding undistorted

position of the object can be obtained from the geometrically

distorted coordinates (x 2,y2 z 2 ) by solving the above group of

linear equations. With several recognition points or control

points, the corresponding coordinates can be obtained manually or

automatically and over 16 linear equations with the elements, T ..
,as unknowns can be listed using the relation (17). The values

of the elements T ** can be obtained by the method of least
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D(i,j) where

P.PX -P( 1 +P3) P'PX

D i , i= -P?( 1 +Pl) (1 +P)( I +p2) -PR(1 -P ) (16)

P4 PM -P'( 1 PR) PIPM

The convolution output is the sharpened image.

Geometrical Distortion and Improvement

The sensed image X obtained from the aircraft is distorted

from the corresponding subimage of the prestored image Y due to

the influences of the posture of the carrier, the distance from

the object and the angle of photographing. Figure 5 illustrates

various distortions due to synchronization error, rotation, scale

factor and perspective distortion. Some or the major portion of

the distorted sensed image X exhibits inconsistency with the

corresponding subimage of the prestored image Y, which broadened

the correlation peak and reduces the probability of acquisition

of the correct match, Pc and decreases the quality of matching.

The extent of the loss of matching quality due to geometrical

distortion increases with the size of the image. It is necessary

to consider the effect of the geometrical distortion in practical

applications.

L-- ----- --

()(b) (C) Wd

Figure 5. Geometrical Distortion /125

(a) synchronization error

(b) rotation
(c) scale factor
(d) perspective distortion
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where the coefficient K is

erf~.F(+-)G -( >?] (15)

The expression of the probability of correct match Pc indicates

that the probability increases with increasing values of the

absolute difference 1IM-ON.MI of the average measures at the

matched and the unmatched positions and with decreasing

scattering of the measure, a', at the matched position. The

distribution of the two dimensional measures is a two dimensional

correlation function. The probability of the correct match, PC

increases when the function is more close to the shape of a tack

or an up-side-down tack, or with increasing sharpness of the

correlation peak or valley. It is obvious that the shape of the

correlation function depends on the characteristics of the images

X and Y. The scattering variance a' of the correlation peak also

depends on a0,a2, etc.
n y

The probability Pc indicates the reliability of the matched

position. The reliability may also be measured by the

difference, 16M- M.Nl'

Preprocessing

If the correlation function of the sensed image X has a

broader or flatter correlation peak and the image has high noise

n, it gives a lower probability of correct match and lower

reliability of matching. For increasing the probability Pc' the

image X can be preprocessed by filtering to compress the noise.

The image can also be treated with awhitening process to make the

correlation function more similar to the shape of a tack and to

sharpen the correlation peak.

The preprocessing methods of wave filtering can be "Wei

Na" (Wigner ?) restoration filtering, Kalman filtering or
[123

mid-value filtering . The method for sharpening the

correlation peak can be a statistical marginal checking

treatment [12] Convolution calculations are carried out on the

filtered image X (i,j) with the two dimensional pulse effect
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random quantities and the event of obtaining the limit value of

the measures is a random event. In the searching process,

value at the matched position should be a maximum or minimum

value and the values at the un-matched (G-1) positions should not

be a limit value. The probability of correct match, Pc' is

defined as follows: 1,2 calculation

Pf p (+/M)[J p (+'IN.M)d+/] d+, max (13)

P.fo P($/M)[JG P (' /NM)d'] d+, ming !

where p(j/M) and p( '/NM) are the distribution functions of the

measures of 6 and 6' at the matched position (M) and the

unmatched (N.M) positions respectively.

If the image Y is the equilibrated normal random field N(O,

02)and the image X is the corresponding subimage in Y with the
y
addition of noise n, where n is the nornal randan field N(0, a' the

probability P of the correct match can be expressed as

P ," - -F'u .- - r { 1A- - (14 )

2 2 a$ .

where 0M N(M, 02) is the measure of q at the matched position;M Q
and qN6MN( N.M, a2) are the measures of 6' at unmatched /124

positions (j # 0). The average values, variances M, aN.M, 0 , a.

can be expressed by C2, a2 and the number of independenty n
elements, N, of the image, as shown in the following equations:

0 = 2 11-MAD calculation

MIADMI 0  2•PROD calculation

2 
0 

2 .
+

_

PROD X)
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position having the accumulative sum less than the threshold T

with a highest progressive number k. The search process is

accelerated since the calculations on the unmatched positions are

significantly reduced. If the absolute deviation of the

corresponding subimage and the statistical characteristics of the

sequential accumulative sum can be obtained and a monotonic

increasing threshold series T(k) [5 1 of the matching target with

fixed characteristics is available, the speed of the matching

process will be further improved (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Sequential Similarity Detection With Threshold T(k)

The increase in searching speed depends on the reduction of

the number of positions to be searched and the simplicity of the

calculations. If the pretested information on the statistical

characteristics of the position corresponding to the sensed image

is available, the number of positions to be searched can be

reduced by using the searching path starting from high

probability to low probability with position matching determined

by quantitative thresholds.

Probability of Acquisition of Correct Match

Since random errors exist in all elements of both the

prestored image Y and the sensed image X, the measures of the

similarities, ~,obtained from the searching process are all
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*The thresholds set for each level, Tip i =1,) 2....n are for the

I- purpose of eliminating the positions having low similarities.

The values of the thresholds should be selected to effectively

reduce the searching range without missing any matched position.

g In general,

* In the n-th relation process, the matched location is the

- position having the maximum relation value, n* Since the

correlation calculations are carried out by addition and the

screening process proceeds with the amplitude from coarse to

fine, the searching speed is greatly improved.

3. Search with Regions having Special Features
If the prestored image Y CM x M) can be divided into

* subregions having distinguishable characteristic values (such as /123

- average altitude, gradation variance), the location of the sensed

image X (N x N) can be searched by matching the characteristic

*value of the X image with the corresponding values of the sub-

-regions in the Y image. The range of search is greatly reduced and

the searching speed is increased.

4. Fast Search by Sequential Similarity Detection

With MAD calculation, the measure at the matched position Ul

,m ) is a minimum, 1'i'and the sum of the absolute deviations
ofother unmatched positions (ji,mi) should be larger than 6min'

that is

'' ~ (12)

bAn estimated value of 6m and a threshold T = mi can be

*obtained from the statistical data of images X and Y. When the

* calculated accumulative absolute deviation on a particular

-position in image Y in regard to image X is larger than the

threshold T, the position cannot be the matched position and

another position should be selected for evaluating the

* similarity. The matched position is finally determined to be the

I 42
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Figure 3. A Set of Subimages With Different Quantization

The subimages represent individually the structure of the

amplitude distribution of the image X. Matching calculations

between C1 and image Y are carried out and the similar positions

are determined based on .the threshold T1 , which gives the

following equation:
M) - ,,,- Y 1, ,,.. >T,

i, i i, , (9)."C,(i, j) -I CIli, j)-O

where the calculations are only carried on +1 (corresponding to

binary 1) and -1 (corresponding to 0) by multiplication. It

*converts the multiplication into addition. The second level
matching calculation is carried out on those positions (j,m) with

" 41> T1 using the finer structure C2 . The positions with higher

similarity are determined by the threshold T2, and

* +.(i,m)=s,(I,m)+ - Yh.t,.4.- -._ Yl,r-,f T. (10)

Ci= 1 C1 =O

The above process is repeated on the positions with 02> T2 using

the further finer structure C3 . Similar calculations are

. continued for n times until the position having the highest

similarity is obtained. The final measure of the correlation is:

M)

Co. 1 CO"0

41
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k 0. 1. 2. L

With k=O, it gives the original images Y and X. Yk and Xk are

the k-th level low resolution images. The search starts from the

- images of l'!vel L which have the lowest resolution. The total

*: number of positions to be searched are

2 1- - ( 8 )

which is 2 2L times less than the number of positions to be

2searched in the original images X and Y, (M-N+I) 2 . The
"similarity" is calculated by a suitable method. Further matching

calculations on images of higher level of resolution , YL-I and XL-1

* are carried out only on those positions which have the measures

of similiarity higher than the threshold TL. Positions of higher

similarity are then determined by the new threshold TL_1. The

* process is continued until the matched position of X in Y is

obtained. This is a searching process starting from rough to

*precision. The precision is determined by the resolution of the /122

image or the band width of the frequency spectrum of the image.

- It obviously increases the searching speed. The number of levels

* of the resolution is determined by the frequency spectrum and

- width of the image (or pretreated image).

2. Stratified Search by Amplitude Quantization Starting from

- Rough to Precision[4]

The amplitude of each small element of image X is quantized

into n binary bits and the subimages C1 , C2 ,..., Cn, are

-* constructed as shown in Figure 3 (n=3) according to the high or

- low bit (0, 1) of each element. C1 represents only the high bits

of the binary amplitude values of the elements, while C3

represents only the low bits of the amplitude of the elements.
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influence when the scale of gradation of the image is not

available.

The calculation with MAD or MSD is a measurement of

"distance". The matched position with a minimum value of (;,m)

is the position having the highest similarity. The calculation

is quite simple. The calculation methods with PROD and NPROD are

"" measurements of the "relative" values. The position with maximum

-(t,m) is the matched position. They require more calculations

and have the capability of filtering in matching. They can be

applied in conditions of low signal-to-noise ratio.

There are many other methods for calculating the similarity

* such as the measurement of the "pair function"'' 3 3 of the subimage

having equal amplitude, the calculation based on the concept of
'estimation", etc.

Search for Matched Position

The similarity of the sensed image (N1 x N2) with each

sequential position on the prestored image (M1 x M2 ) should be

calculated. The matched position is the corresponding position
(),m) having an extreme value of 0(j,m). The following number of

calculations have to be carried out on a total of G positions:

G = (M1-N1 +1) x (M2-N2+1) (6)

There are only one matched position and G-1 unmatched positions.

" The search for matched position is obviously time consuming. A

*, fast search is needed for reducing the duration of the matching

process. Several methods of fast search are listed in the

following:

1. Stratified Search by Frequency Bands Starting from Rough

to Precision
[3 ]

Sequential low resolution images with decreasing resolution

are obtained by filtering the prestored image Y (M x M) and the

sensed image X (N x N) through low band pass, i.e.,:
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(matching calculation) are listed in the following. The symbols

used in the equations are shown in Figure 2.

%1

* Figure 2. Prestored Image Y and Sensed Image X

* Calculation by the mean absolute deviations (MAD):

(jM) -I N 1N - 'E !1-il;- (2)

V V,

Calculation by the mea surel iaios ( :

, . 1

Calculation by the normale product relations (

N ,V

*The above calculations can be applied in both one dimensional and two

dimensional matching. With bias in the images, the similarity

can be measured on the i-mage after subtracting the mean value. The

*changed portion of the information on the image is utilized. The
* calculation by the normalized product relations can eliminate the

38
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The 1vectors of the altitude contour (or real time map), X 2-xxx

x 4] , can be measured using the altitude contour meter (consists of
radar altimeter) during real time flying. Comparing the recorded

vector, X, with the individual position in the prestored and

numerically coded image Y, a region in Y which resembles mostly

the vector X can be identified. The geographic position of the

* identified region is the actual position of the aircraft when the

* altitude contour X was recorded. This is position location

by terrain matching. If the pre-stored image is a two

dimensional, numerically coded, map of matrix Y(Ml x M2 ) with

various gradations, and the recorded remotely sensed image is the

- numerical image X(N1 x N2 ), similar comparison of X with each

position in Y can be carried out and the region in Y having the

best resemblance to X can be identified. This is the technique

of position location by scene matching for determining the actual

- geographic position of the aircraft when image X is recorded.

The basic principle of comparing the resemblance of two maps

for position location is the same for both the terrain contour

* matching and the scene matching. The major difference is on the

* utilization of the surface information (terrain altitude,

* intensity of the surface radiation) as well as in the number of

dimensions of the recorded information. However, various

* information of the ground surface can be used for position

* matching depending on the characteristics of the remote sensing

equipment.

Measurement of the Similarity

The comparison of the sensed image X with the prestored

* image Y should be measured by "similarity". Since various errors

are introduced in the recording process of the image, there is no

* perfect match of the image X and the region in image Y. The

comparison of image X and the corresponding region in image Y (or

to be referred to as subimage) can only be measured by the extent

of "similarity". Several measurements of the similarity q5(l,m)
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Figure 1. Principle of Matching

(a) Terrain Contour Matching
(b) Scene Matching

The altitude of each element of the map is represented by the

average altitude of the area within the grid, yij. Therefore the

numerically coded topographic map can be represented by the

Matrix Y with (M x N)elements:
'Y11 Y1I'"Yj.'I
Yt, y!..*J...

=(1) /120

"YU. .*YM.. ...J
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This type of matching using invariant moments can provide good /127

matching quality even with two images having 450 rotation or a

scale ratio of 2:1. The method has been used in matching radar

image with photo image.

[9]

2. Edge Feature Template Matching

The border of the water and the land is rather clear in

radar images and photo images and the matching can be made with

edge feature template as shown in Figure 6. Correlation matching

calculation can be carried out between the radar image and the

template made from a section of the intersection line between

*i water and land. Since the geographical position of the template

*is available, the corresponding position of the radar carrier can

be obtained by matching. The measure of correlation is

lm)= Y''-- ' Y,- 1-high (22)
Vy ...... l,m) 2.low

where the template of +1 region is the highland and the template

-1 is the low ground. N is the total number of the elements ofNT

the edge template. Yr m s is the root-mean-square value of the

* amplitude of the region in the image corresponding to the

* template.

3. Line Feature Matching
[4 ]

If the contour of a ground feature can be described by

linear lines as shown in Figure 7, the number, directions,

*lengths and end points of the lines can be used as

, characteristics for matching. The linear lines can be

- transformed to dots on a p-& plane surface by Hough

transformation. The number of the dots is the number of the

- lines. The positions of the dots on the plane surface p-&

represent the directions of the lines. By matching the dots,

. the dots of the lines of the ground subject on the prestored

image will fall in the neighborhood of the dots of the subject of

the sensed image on the p-O plane. A "coarse" match is realized
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when maximum number of pairs of dots is obtained. Tne correct

match is then determined by the proportion of the lines of the

feature overlapped. At a certain position the number of the

corresponding dots on the p-e plane for the lines of the object

in both images is a maximum and the proportion of the overlapped

lines is also a maximum. This position is the correct matched

position.

p75 - 3
60 0 

175
30-

i ~Figure 7. Line Feature Matching • .

" AY 1. line on the sensed image

,. 2. line on the prestored image

". [10]
.. 4. Planar Feature Matching
~For locating a big building (target) in the image, the

intersection point of the two adjacent walls, which are

* perpendicular to each other, with the ground surface can be

. employed as a positioning point for aiming. The position of the

| intersection point of three surfaces can be determined by

. locating the three surfaces. Using a laser ranging device to

.. measure the distance with azimuth (B) and angle of pitch (s), the

* distance data R(8,e), which is function of B and £, of any point

| on the ground object can be obtained. Each planar surface on the

ground can be determined using a three dimensional Hough

2 6 5
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transformation and the method of histograms. It can be

represented by the following equation

(coseicoS0)xi+ (coseisin 13, +(sin i)ziD- Di (23) /128

where Xp, yp and Zp are the coordinates of a point on the plane

surface, and the subscript i corresponds to the i-th planar

surface. With more than three in-coplanar surfaces (i73), the

folowing equation can be applied for estimating the coordinates

of the intersection point (xT,YT,ZT),

TX 7-D (24)

where XT = [xT YT ZT]
D = [DI D2...DN]'

and the matrix T is [ cOsecosS, coselsinO, sine,

T cO8Ecos=1 coSe-sin. Sine!

cose. sOcS coseinOv SiCN

The estimated value can be obtained as

kT= T'D=(T'T)'T'D (25)

where T- is the pseudo-inverse matrix or the generalized inverse

matrix of T.

This method of position location, which utilizes the

distance data, the planar surfaces and the apex of the surfaces

to determine the position of the aiming point XT, is basically

not influenced by the frequency spectrum of.the gradation

distribution of the image, the changes of weather and daylight

and the geometrical distortions (rotation, scale

enlargement ......

IV. Correlation Tracking with Map Matching

The accuracy of target homing weapons can be greatly.

improved by using the technique of correlation tracking with map

matching for navigation at the last stage of homing control near

the target. Previously, tracking with energy homing was usually

employed in air-to-ground battles. Since the clutter noise of

the background is usually stronger than the energy of the signal
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and the signal-to-noise ratio is low, homing tracking is not
reliable. Practically, in the case that the characteristics of

the target are not clear, the position of the target can be

determined by indirect position location after matching first the

position of the objects near the target which have clear

background features and known geometrical relation as shown in

Figure 8. A and B in the figure are the clear background

features and C is the unclear target. The line AB intersects the

perpendicular line from the target C at H. Let'

K=HB (26)
AB

C

A /P

H 'B

G

Figure 8. Principle of Indirect Position Location

When the target is being approached, the feature points move as

follows:

A - D, B - E, C - F, H - G

With fixed proportional relation, it gives

K = G (27)

If the positions of the background features, D and E, are

* determined by map matching, the position of the intersection G of

* the perpendicular lines can be obtained. The position of the

target F can be determined on the perpendicular line by

GF DE(28) /129
When the homing seeker approaches the target, the background

features will be enlarged proportionally and may jump out
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At such condition, continuous correlation tracking

and matching should be carried out for tracking location.

Selection, update and replacement of the features are carried out

* during the entire process of homing. Referring to Figure 9,
there are 7 clear features in Figure 9(a) and the feature (2) can

be used as a prestored image for matching since it has a larger

- ~ ~ M-ON.M value.

(a) (b) c

Figure 9. Feature Selection, Update and Replacement

RV-(a) Select Feature 2
(b) Update 2
(c) Feature Replacement

When the target is approached, the size of feature (2) increases

and the reliability of matching decreases. At this moment the

sensed image of feature (2) can be employed to replace the

* original prestored image. This is the process of feature update.

When the target is more closed, feature (2) jumps out from the

* vision range and the feature (7) can be used to replace feature
* (2). The feature selection, update and replacement are carried

* out continuously during the entire target homing process for

assuring the accuracy of target matching and tracking.

In the process of correlation tracking, the signal for
* tracking and homing is the geometrical distribution of the energy

of the target and the surroundings but not the energy of the

* target alone. The indirect position location, which utilizes the
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srrounding background features of the target, can be applied in

logdistance tracking. When the target is approached, the image

of hetarget may exceed the scope of the vision and a iocal

* feature of the target in the image may be selected for carrying

* out the correlation tracking. The correlation tracking technique

is very useful in tracking 'a target with a cluttered background.

V. Applications of the Matching Technique

The scene matching technique can be applied to recognize and

- locate the target. It has the clear advantage of the capability

* of locating the target from air-to-ground under the condition of

cluttered background. The accuracy of navigation and guidance of

- a composite guiding system can be improved to within 10 meters by

utilizing the auxiliary signals from ground (ground features,

maps and ground targets) for position location. Figure 10 shows

the block diagram of a combined optimum aided navigation system.

The consecutive signals from the correlation matching device and

- the position signal outputs from the inertial navigation system,

after Kalman filtering for optimum combination, can be used to

correct the errors of position, speed, gyro draft and the bias of

* the accelerometer of the inertial navigation system. This type

* of combined navigation system can be employed in long distance

* navigation as well as short distance navigation for assault in

regions with mountains and hills.
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Figure 10. Combined Optimum Aided Navigation System

ky:1. accelerometer
2. speed gyro
3. inertial navigation system
4. setting of initial conditions and modification
5. correlation matching device or auxiliary

transmitter
6. Kalman filtering for combined navigation

With prestored topographic maps of the large flying range, the

hidden and sneaking cruise following the ground features with

dodging can be accomplished.

With target homing weapons, the tracking of a homing seeker /130

to the target can be controlled by utilizing the scene matching

technique for determining the deviation of the aiming point from

the target. Figure 11 shows the block diagram of the homing

seeker using the map matching technique with millimeter wave

radiometer for recording the image of the target.
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Figure 11. Homing Seeker With Map Matching

key: 1. millimeter wave radiometer
2. scanning mechanism
3. correlation matching device
4. electronic portion of the scanning mechanism
5. main navigation system
6. display and controls
7. data exchanger
8. carrier
9. homing seeker body

10. altitude sensor
11. control mechanism of aerodynamic surfaces
12. inertial device
13. computer
14. software for flying

Additional to numerous applications in aviation and space

flight, the scene matching technique can also improve the

performance of the navigation and homing system. It can also be

applied in industry for variety classification, quality control

and improvement of the performance of the visual recognition of

robots.
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SCENE MATCHING AND ITS APPLICATION TO AEROSPACE
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Sun Zhongkang

(Changsha Institute of Technology)

Abstract

This paper describes the principles and implementation of scene matc-

hing used in position location systems in brief. Several essential problems

in scene matching technique are reviewed, measures of similarity (MAD,

MSD, PROD, NPROD, Pair Functions etc. )are outlined; fast search me-

thods(resolution from coarse to fine, quantization from coarse to fine, fe-

ature extraction, modified SSDA etc. )are introduced, probability of acqu-

isition for max. or min. algorithm is givent preprocessing of images (filte-

ring, restoration, whitening etc. )is considered; geometrical distortion(sync-

hronization error, rotation, scale factor, perspective distortion)and its effe-

cts are analyzed, and the methods for overcoming such effects are presen-

ted.

After then, two noticeable important techniques for homing seeker, the

feature matching and the correlation tracking, are remarked. Several met-

hods of feature extraction are introduced for such features in scene mat-

ching as invariant moments, edge features, line features, planar features,

vertex features etc.. The emphasis is put on feature selection, update and

replacement in terminal target homing.

Finally, the block diagrams of a combined optimum aided navigation

system and a homing seeker using correlation tracking are given.
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1515-84 Part 5

Strengthening The Study on The Usability of Aircraft Materials /132

Wu Yunshu (Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract

This paper tentatively defines the usability of an aircraft

material. The usability of a material is defined as the material

properties which meet the fabrication and the functional

requirements.

In order to catch up with the current standard of aircraft

design, the author, based on international research and

development experience, commented on the improvement of the

usabilities of the conventional aircraft materials 3uch as low

density materials and high temperature alloys.

I. Usability of Aircraft Material

It is a well known fact that the structural material for a

structural part has to fulfill its requirement to perform its

particular function . Briefly, the usability of a material is

defined as the material properties which can fulfill the required

function of a particular part.

Aircraft are different from other machines. First of all

aircraft materials are required to be low density, high strength

and high stiffness, i.e., high specific strength and high

specific rigidity which are respectively represented by cb/p and

E/p, where p represents density. Experience has shown that a

material with high specific strength alone cannot fulfill the

requirement of many structural parts. For instance, from Table I,
if we select a bulkhead material only considering its specific

strength, we can easily select the superstrength aluminum alloy

7178-T6. However 7178-T6 has low fracture ductility, and low

critical crack length. During maintenance inspection it is more

difficult to discover a crack in a 7178-T6 structure than a crack

*Received In October 1983
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in a 2024-T4 structure. Because of this 7178-T6 is'8-T

almost obsolete now. Even for high tensile structure parts, the

designers rather select 2024-T4 instead of 7075-T6.

Table 1 Properties of Extruded Aluminum Alloysl
11

2024-TA 128 321 12 49.4 25

7075-T6 593 538 7 30.7 3.5

7178-T6 628 579 5 27.5 2.3

1. Alloy designation and temper
2. MegaPascal, MPa
3. MPa M, meter
4. Crack dimension, millimeter
5. 2024 and 7075 are equivalent to Y12 high

strength aluminum alloy and LC9 super-
strength aluminum allow respectively

In the early 1950's, explosions occurred in the jet

transport Comet of the U.K. and the missile Polaris of the U.S.

The investigation of the Comet accident revealed that it was

caused by the intergranular corrosion in the aluminum alloy sheet

of the pressurization cabin which leads to a fatigue failure.

From this discovery, the designers began using the fatigue /133

strength within the endurance limit as a criterion to replace the

static strength. In the Polaris accident, the initial failure

occurred around a weld. Hence, the designers emphasized the

importance of damage tolerance, and residue stress problems.

Because of these experiences, numerous practices, and objective

observations, the usability of a material is emphasized.

However, there is still no precise conception or definition of

usability.
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The usability of an aircraft material includes the following

properties: mechanical properties at high and low temperature,

fatigue and fracture properties, stability in the service

environment, reaction to the environment, fabricability, and

other required physical properties. For different parts, the

material requirements are also different due to their different

working conditions, different functions, and different

fabrication techniques. Therefore, the "usability" of a material

is defined as the material properties for fabrication and service

of a certain structural part.

II. Designers Should Properly Specify the Usability of a Material

The usability of a material is recommended by the designer

according to the working characteristicss of a structural

material. Before making recommendations, the designer should

thoroughly understand the working environment of the structural

part, its required properties as well as its fabricability, and

should not tolerate any inaccuracies. Let us discuss the heating

problem of the skin of a jet aircraft as an example.

If the air in the boundary layer is an ideal gas, then the

streamline flow would proceed as an adiabatic process, i.e., no

energy exchanged or lost. Then the relation between the arrest

point temperature and the Mach number (M) should be expressed

as: [2]

T = T 0 1 + 'Y-1 1.12 (1)
2

which means that the arrest point temperature increases as a

parabolic function of the Mach number. In Equation (1), T

represents the arrest point temperature at the leading edge, in

*K;, is an adiabatic function, i.e., -Y=C p/Cv=l.4 ; To, air

temperature at the specific altitude, *K. In reality, air has

its viscosity. The energy in the boundary is continuously

transferred and exchanged with viscosity loss through heat

transfer. The main heat transfer occurs from the inside to the

outside of the boundary layer. Therefore, the actual air
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temperature near the skin is not the same as the arrest point

temperature but lower. The actual temperature is called recovery

temperature Tr which can be expressed as 2
T r=T 0 (1 + 0.2rM) (2)

in which "r" is the recovery coefficient. When the boundary

layer is a laminar flow, r = 0.85 substituting this value in (2),

we obtain

T r= T 0 (1 + 0.17M 2  (3)

Let the flying altitude = 11,000 meters, static air temperature=

216.5*K, then for M = 2, 2.2, and 2.5, the recovery temperature

can be calculated from equation (3) as 90, 123, and 1730 C,
[2]respectively In equation (3), heat transferred to the skin or

radiated to the static air is not considered. When we include

these conditions, and paint the surface with enamel which makes

the relative radiation coefficient 0.9, the average

equilibrium temperature at a point two meters from the leading

edge will be only 53, 65, and 107*C respectively for M =2, 2.2,

and 2.5 at an altitude of 25,000 meters. Therefore, a precise

calculation should be conducted for the skin temperature problem

in the air stream. When the skin temperature data obtained from

the wind tunnel test are used, we have to consider the difference

between the air stteam in the tunnel And the actual atmospheric

condition. We should not specify a higher requirement for the

material just because we could not make a precise estimation.

For instance, when the actual temperature is 110*C, but the

designer calls for a material to stand for a temperature of 1500

C*, this overly specified aluminum alloy would cause great waste

of man-power, material and time in searching for a new material.

III. Strengthen the Usability Research of Existing Materials /134

In addition to providing proper specifications for

materials, we should also improve the properties of the existing

materials, especially aircraft material, so that their

*Above 110'C, the strength of the, super-strength aluminum alloy
will drop drastically.
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lift surfaces is allowed. A shock wave is inserted as a

transition from a supersonic to a subsonic region.

In this work, the load distribution was expanded as a

polynomial series with weighted functions and unknown complex

coefficients. Linear equations needed to determine the

coefficients were obtained from the boundary conditions at a

control point. Results obtained in this work are in good

agreement with the calculated and experimental values reported in

references [1,8]. However, the time required by this method is
shorter. Hence, this method is economic and practical.

II. Transonic Kernel Function Method

1. The integral equation correlating downwash to load

distribution is
Q

U = U, Z, AP,( t, in, )K(x,, y., z,, k, M)dS (1)

where Q is the total number of lift surface elements on the wing,
*th

wp(x,y,z) is the downwash perpendicular to the p lift surface

at the control point (x,y,z), APq (,n,;) is the load

distribution of the qth lift surface at the integration point

(E,n,) which is unknown, and K( ) is the kernel function. The

integral equation (1) can be solved by allocation.

The method to connect subsonic and supersonic linearization /141

is based on the following two assumptions:
(1) When the downwash at a point is calculated, the M number

at that point is used to compute the kernel function. If M is

supersonic, the supersonic kernel function will be used. If it

is subsonic, the subsonic kernel function will be used.

(2) The oscillation frequency w remained unchanged by

correcting the decrement frequency with local velocity.
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1515-84 Part 6

A Kernel Function Method for Computing Unsteady Load on /140

Three-dimensional Wings in Transonic Flow*

Wu Yizhao (Nanjing Aeronautical Institute)

Abstract

A kernel function method for computing unsteady load on

three-dimensional wings in a transonic flow and some calculations

were presented in this paper. This method is based on the

linearization of the lift surface which employs a kernel function

to correlate load distribution to the downwash integral equation

in subsonic and supersonic conditions. A local linearization

method was used to treat transonic unsteady flow about the wings.

Linear shock wave doublets and the appropriate normal shock wave

boundary conditions were introduced into the calculation.

Beginning with supersonic and subsonic kernel function

expressions, we conveniently treated the numeric integration in

the subsonic region. Numeric integration of the supersonically

induced downwash in the supersonic zone was presented. Three
examples were given and the numerical values are in good

agreement with those in the literature.

I. Introduction

En a transonic flow about the wing, the steady flow will

affect the unsteady aerodynamics. There are shock waves over the

wing and the velocity gradient is no longer small. Furthermore,

shock wave oscillation creates an additional lift. It is

inadequate to use a simple linearization theory to find the

transonic unsteady aerodynamic force.

We believe that it is feasible to use a kernel function

method to treat the transonic flow about the wing by local

linearization. The idea is to consider the wing as several lift

surfaces and mutual interference between subsonic and supersonic
*received in June 1983
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STRENGTHENING THE STUDY ON THE USABILITY OF
AIRCRAFT MATERIALS

Wu Yunshu
(Beijin9 Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract

An exact definition of the usability of aircraft materials is discussed
in this paper. The usability of an aircraft material means its necessary pro-
perties which qualify it for a specified aircraft structure part both in ma-

nufacturing and service.

Optimal measures and approaches for improving the usability of con-
ventional aircraft materials(aluminum and titanium alloys). materials with
low density (Al-Li alloys, TisAI and TiAI alloys and composites)and su-
peralloys both metallurgically and technologically are put forward.
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In the 1940's and 1950's, the temperature before the turbine

was limited by the heat resistant property and the stability of

the material. In order to increase heat resistance the turbine

blade of high temperature cast alloy was developed to replace

forged alloys (including nickel, and cobalt based alloys). The

operating temperature increased at a rate of 10°C a year. At the

end of the 1950's the maximum tolerable temperature reached 930 °

C. The most recently developed direct solidification single

crystal blade could only stand up to 940 to 980°C. Directionally /139

solidified eutectic blades could be used at 1040°C. The rapid

solidification powder nickel based alloy, or the tungsten fiber

reinforced nickel alloy could be used at 1100°C. In other words,

in spite of sophisticated fabrication techniques, it is not

possible to make the service temperature above 1250°C, because

the melting points of these alloys are all between 1300 to 13500

C. To increase the material service temperature, the course of

developing high melting point metal (e.g., Mo, Nb, Ta, etc) base

alloys or ceramic material has to be followed. Since there are

still plenty of problems for the application of these metals, it

is not possible to put them into application in the near future.

Since the early 1960's, the temperature before the turbine

has been increased to about 1000°C by means of cooling the

turbine blade. As mentioned above, after 1960, although there

has been development of high temperature alloys, the main

temperature increasing technique before the turbine still relies

on the cooling technique.

VII. Comments

In conclusion, in order to advance our aircraft industry

standard to the proper level before the year 2000, it is

necessary for us to consolidate the international research and

fabrication experience and to avoid any deviation so that the

material usability can be promoted to the highest standard aiming

at meeting the functional and fabricating requirements of

aircraft structural parts.
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performance which depends on the design parameters such as the
pressure ratio of the compressor, and the temperature before the

turbine. The promotion of the sub-assembly performance depends

on the improvement of the structure which in turn depends on the

improvement of the material and the fabrication method.

Back in 1940, the pressure ratio of a compressor ranged

between 4:1 to 5:1. Currently, it reaches 25:1. The high

pressure ratio will enhance the effect of the temperature before
the turbine. Therefore, future development will follow the

trend of increase of the temperature before the turbine.

The relation among the specific thrust, the pressure ratio
of the compressor, and the temperature before the turbine of a

single axial and dual-axial turbo-engine can be expressed as

follows:

R, 0.45+,t-C T.[ 1_ _ K' j102.5T0  '1 (4)

where, Rd = specific thrust, second; c = tail speed coefficient,

about 0.98; A = heat equivalent, 1/427; Tz = temperature before

the turbine, OK; y = combustion chamber total pressure recovery

coefficient, about 0.92; 1 KO = compression ratio; K' = combustion

gas adiabatic index, 1.33 when Tz between 1000 - 1300°K; 1.27,

between 1700 to 2000; C' = specific heat of constant pressure,

0.277 when K' = 1.33, 0.323 when K' = 1.27; nK = compressor
efficiency, about 0.78; nT = turbine efficiency, 0.88; T0 =

temperature at altitude *K. Generally speaking, the ground
thrust is used as a design criterion. When the engine is tested

at sea level, T0 = 288°K. When all the above parameters are

substituted into equation (4), we obtain

R,-0.441{427CT.[1 -(o. K,- ]/43 ;* 10. 92nXO.)- -30( " I) (5)

From equation (4), we can see that the increase in

temperature before the turbine is more effective than the

increasing of the pressure ratio. Therefore, in the engine hot

section, the main concern of the usability is how to make a
material stand higher temperatures.
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Table 5 Typical Properties of Aircraft Materials /138

14~ .2 1 6)3 1034-10l3

( LC1R Ot2.55 647 23 70.6 2500 ar 110
(OTi-I0V-2FC-3A. Q# 4.65 1103 24.2 106 2260 t# 315

9 AF1410* U,, V 8.0 1755 22.3 206 2625 OL 260
C,', It S 1.6 1 422 26.9 49 3130 R 150

C/'6061-T60OMJ1E * fW4 2.3 765 33.9 125 5560 1ft 400

(30 AF1410Bq .X,*3 ,Fe-0. 16C-I4Co-2Cr-loNi-i. o~lo-. n.

go 60610 * 94AttA-Mg-0.6Si-0.25Cu-025Cr. TA! X AXZX~ .

y :
1. materials
2. p g/ml
3. ab MPa
4. o,/p M x 103
5. E-MPa x 103
6. E/p M x 103
7. corrosion resistance
8. max. service temperature °C
9. LC9 super Al rod

10. Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1, forging
11. AF1410 structural steel, forging
12. C/epoxy, different direction plate
13. C/6061-T6 aluminum-base composite plate
14. need protection
15. excellent
16. good
17. absorb moisture
18. good
19. The nominal composition of Af1410 is Fe-0.16C-14

Co-2Cr-1ONi-1.OMo-0.15Mn.
20. The nominal composition of 6061 aluminum is Al-

1Mg-0.6Si-0.25Cu-0.25Cr, T6 represents solution
treatment and artificial aging.

VI. How to Improve Material Usability to Enhance Engine

Performance

With regard to fighters, the engine enhancement mainly

depends on the thrust-weight ratio. At present, for the advanced

engines, the thrust-weight ratio is 8. It is projected that in

the 1990's, this ratio can reach 11 for the augumented turbo-fan

engine or variable-thermo-cycle engine. The increase of the

thrust-weight ratio depends on the increasing of the sub-assembly
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Table 4 Properties of Carbon Fiber/Epoxy Composite Plates

4 A (0) 0/± 45"/90' 0/ =45' Lc9cs LY, 2CZ

a,, A 109s 422 647 540 352

62 422 540 392

C pE1 x 10, X 126.5 49 721 70.6 70.6

) E.xt10 , o 9.2 49 21.6 70.6 70.6

( Ta, AM 69 275 475 324 253

zx103, a 5.2 18.6 18.6 2f.5 26.5

1.6 1.6 1.6 2.8 2.8

Oe M, 8F I00* Al &W2 090*,6ra.

1. properties
2. unidirectional (0° )
3. plate
4. 0° /+ 45 plate
5. 0 /; 45 plate

6. Lc9Es super-strength Al-plate
7. LY12CZ high strength Al-plate
8. o, MPa
9. 2, MPa

10. E, x 103, MPa
11. E,2  x 103, MPa
12. T1 2 , MPa
13. G1 2 x 103, MPa
14. density g/ml
15. subscript 1 denotes 0* direction; 2, 900

However, resin composites tend to absorb moisture, are

brittle and have low interlayer shear strength (Table 4). Since

1970, the metallic base composites have been widely studied.

Among these composites, some, such as B/Al and C/Al, have been used in

aeronautical and astronautical vehicles. For room

temperature and high temperature applications, these materials

have higher strength and lower density, and rigidity, than the

conventional materials (Table 4). The metal based composite has

good dimensional stability, fabricability, and joinability,

similar to the metals. At the same time, it has many

applicable properties similar to resin composites. Therefore, the

metallic composite has the potential to replace titanium

alloy for high temperature structural parts.
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consolidate rapidly solidified powder. The test of the Al-Li

alloys for aircraft application is in progress in other nations.

For titanium alloy systems, the alloys adopting intermetallics Ti

Al and TiAl as bases have been developed in many nations. Their

densities are 4.2 and 3.85 g/ml respectively, about 6% and 14%

respectively lower than the current titanium alloys. The

characteristics of these alloys are similar to the high

temperature alloy, and can be used up to 800 to 900°C, yet their

densities are about 45 to 49% lower than the high temperature

alloys (around 8.5 g/ml). The performance of the jet engine will

be improved when these materials are used for the parts in the

hot section, especially for the rotating parts such as turbine

blades. Therefore, other nations are interested in developing
L

these types of alloys.

Among the low density non-metallic materials, the most

commonly used material is carbon-fiber/epoxy composite material.

Table 4 shows that its strength is similar to the super-strength

*aluminum, but its density is only 60% of aluminum. To meet the

aerodynamic requirements,the strength and the elastic modulus of

the material can be modified by changing its layer direction,

number of layers and the cutting direction. This function makes

it possible to build sweep-forward wing aircraft. This

.* composite belongs to the static meta-stable mechanics system.

*Therefore, its fatigue and fracture properties are superior to

metallic material. This composite material can be formed into

complicated forms, hence the number of parts and fasteners can be

decreased. It is predicted that for a great number of

*aeronautical and astronautical structure parts, conventional

material will be replaced by composite material.
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7. forged parts

U V. Strengthen the Research of Low Density Materials to Further

Lower Aircraft Structure Weight

As mentioned before, the specific strength and the specific

*rigidity are represented by ab/p and E/p respectively. These two

terms are used for simple tensileloads only. For a plate under
1/2 113

bending, they will be represented by ab /p and E /p
213 1/2

respectively; for a shape under bending, ab / and E /p; and

for slender column under compression, E'2/p .[8 ] From these

terms, we can see, from the aspect of decreasing the structure

weight, that it is more effective to decrease the material

density than to increase the material strength. From this point

• of view, the history of aeronautical material development is

in fact a history of decreasing the material density. A low /137

density material is a material with a density below 4.5

gram/milliliter (g/ml). At present low density alloys include

magnesium alloy (1.8 g/ml), aluminum alloy (2.8 g/ml), and

titanium alloy (4.5 g/ml). Low density non-metallic materials

include directional graphite fiber resin composite plate (1.6

g/ml).

The application of magnesium alloys, which have low

densities, yet poor corrosion resistance, has been reduced

recently. One method to reduce the specific weight of

aluminum is to develop Al-Li alloy system with the addition of

magnesium or copper as alloying elements. The density of Al-

2.84Li is 2.49. g/ml, about 11% less than that of the super-
3strength alloy. The elastic modulus is 80.6 x 10 MPa, about 26%

higher. But, the strength remains about the same. This alloy

has good corrosion resistance and can be used in sea-water

without cladding. For aircraft applications, it can save the

structure weight by up to 157. However, when Al-Li alloy is

fabricated by the conventional method, its malleability becomes

very poor and its fracture ductility decreased. These

disadvantages can be corrected by powder metallurgical methods to
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1. alloy
2. semi-finished
3. parts
4. plate, rod, edging
5. all products
6. MPa
7. MPa __
8. MPaV/ M
9. hardenability

10. diameter
11. strength difference

circumference and center

Therefore, we should develop different types of titanium

alloys to meet different requirements. In China, we have an

abundant supply of titanium ores. We should strengthen the

research and development effort on titanium in order to meet the

demand in the national economical construction.

The widely used aluminum alloys are LY12 LC4 and LC9. Tnese

alloys usually contain high impurity contents (about 0.5% Fe and

0.5. Si). Consequently, their corrosion resistance and fracture

ductility are greatly impaired. In other nations, they precisely

control the impurity levels, and made high purity super-strength

aluminum alloy which is widely used in new airplanes.

Table 3 Fracture Toughness of Super Dural Plates(
7 1

* x Kic~ 7111

LT TL IS

7075-T 651 5.6Zn-2.5.Mg-1.6C-0.23Cr o.sFe, 0.5Si 2.6 24.2 17. d

-T7351 33 0 31.9 "221

7175- T 7360 3.6Zn-2.5.%q-I. C:-O.2Cr 0.2Fe,. O2SSi 33.1 28.6 "6.6

7475-T651 5.7Z,-2.3%M6 -i.3CII-0. 2Cr 1).2Fe, 0 1)Si 1' 9 37.4 29 7

-T7651 7 1 36.5 0.8

-T73631 i6 1 ii 8

1. alloy designation and temperature
2. nominal composition
3. 7. weight weight
4. main impurities
5. % weight weight 4

6. KIC, MPa--M
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requirements. The advantages of this alloy are: 1) it has a body

centered cubic structure (after quenching or air cooling) which

makes the alloy possess better plasticity, and formability at

room temperature; 2) after being fabricated the alloy can be aged

to attain high strength; 3) after being properly treated, it has

the best combination of strength-malleability-ductility; 4) it

has good hardenability which can make a part with a thick cross-

section uniform in property; 5) it can be fabricated by

isothermal forging, hot die forging, super-plasticity forming,

and diffusion joining; 6) it maintains high temperature stability

(up to 350*C) and chemical stability; and 7) from the aspect of

tensile, yield strength, and fracture ductility, it is better

than Ti-6A1-4V alloy (Table 2). Therefore, B-titanium alloy is

_ suitable to make any structural parts in which service temperatures

do not exceed 350*C, and whose thicknesses do not exceed 150 mm.

-" Among these alloys, the usability of Ti-10V-2Fe-3A1 (near B-

titanium alloy) is the best. It obtains the advantages of sub-

stability B-titanium alloy, yet maintains the characteristics of a

+ B titanium alloy. It is suitable for making aircraft parts due /136

* to the following advantages; at 315°C its creep property is

similar to Ti-6A1-4V alloy. It has good ductility and corrosion

resistance in atmosphere and in sea-water, and superior

forgability.

Table 2 Comparison of Properties Between $-titanium Alloys and
Ti-6A1-4V (quenched and aged)

.... ~ ~ 0 -"

(V~

Ti-8o-8V-2Fe-3A1 1310 1211 8 70 150 94

T:-3A1--SV-6Cr-4Zr- iMo . ', r{ft- 1449 1378 7 60 150 35
T'-U. SMo-CZr-I.SSn i - 1300 1230 6 66 130 50

Ti-10V-2R- 3 1. I, 1241 1172 10 80 125 48

T;-6AI-4V 1000-1155' 925-1030- t0 51 150 133
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Another common aircraft material is the LC4 (or LC9) super-

* strength aluminum alloy. Recent thermal-mechanical process

*research (or strain-aging treatment) [41 showed that its crystal

- size can be reduced to 6 - 10 microns- about 10 to 30 times

smaller than the conventional alloy. After this treatment, this

* alloy can obtain the super-plasticity property at 450 to 4800C.

- This property makes it possible to produce complicated parts at

low cost, yet still obtaining improved fatigue properties and

anti-corrosion properties at light weight.

Therefore, in order to meet the current requirement, we

* should apply different manufacturing technologies, especially new

fabrication methods to research the usability of the existing

mate rials.

IV. Strengthen the Usability Research with "Definite Purpose"

We solve the problem from only one aspect if we strengthen

* the usability of the conventional aircraft material. When we

* utilize a material for multi-purpose applications, we sometimes

* emphasize one property at the expense of the other properties of

the same material. It is difficult to fully utilize the

material's inherent properties.

For example, for a long period of time, the Ti.-6A1-4V

-titanium alloy has been widely used in the aeronautical and

astronautical industries. As mentioned before, with proper

recrystallization treatment, the room temperature and high

temperature stability cannot match the alpha type titanium alloy.

Therefore, the compressor blades of the current combustion

turbine are always made with a-titanium alloy which is stable at

high temperature. For aircraft structures the strength of Ti-

* 6A1-4V alloy is not high enough. This alloy has low fracture

* ductility, and low hardenability. In addition, it has to be

fabricated at high temperature. Therefore, many B-titanium

* alloys have been developed in different nations to meet these
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Figure 2. The Effect of Microstructures on Fatigue Life for
Unnotched Ti-6A1-4V Specimen (aged at 500

0C, in
3.5% NaCI solution, R = -1)

S1/: 1. Stress range, MPa
2. Fatigue cycle
3. Fine equiaxial crystal structure
4. Coarse equaxial crystal structure
5. Bi-modal microstructure
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Figure 3. The Effect of Microstructures on Crack Growth Rate /135

for Unnotched Ti-6A1-4V Specimen (aged at 500C, in
3.5% NaC1 solution, R = 0.2)

, "3/ 1. da/dN (M/c cle)
2. AK (MPa M)
3. Fine equiaxial crystal structure (2 microns)
4. Coarse equaxial crystal structure (12 microns)
5. Test in air
6. Bi-modal structure
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usability can meet the requirement of different structural parts.

For instance, one of the most widely used materials is at + B

type titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V. To make the compressor blade,

this alloy is fabricated in the two-phase zone and then annealed

at 70000 to assume the service structure as well as property

stability under the service condition. However, this treatment

process does not fully utilize the alloy usability for the

* compressor blade. Neither its mechanical properties at room

temperature are fully utilized nor its creep resistance at high

temperature is fully achieved. For improvement, a new

recrystallization technique is adopted. This technique can be

create a microstructure composed of a controlled amount of

equiaxial a-crystals, and balanced with plate-type at + a

structure, i.e., a bimodal structure (Fig. 1).

~I) - '~~ ~ j 'A~ (b) \ ~

Figure 1. Bi-modal Microstructure

a. LM
b. TEN

After being aged, the fine TiA 3 phase precipitates from the a

phase; at the same time, the very fine a phase precipitates from

the 0 phase. This distribution can achieve the best combination

of mechanical properties, fatigue properties and creep (Fig. 2

and 3).
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U Mk~k~U( (A)

where k is the decrement frequency. The subscript "L" represents

the local value and ",' represents the incoming flow value.

When the wing oscillates in small amplitude, the following

.Integral equation can be obtained:

.+ ik,,z - ffAC,_K(xo, yo, kx, MY,)d~dl (2)

where ACP is the load amplitude.

2. Numerical Integration Technique

Numerical integration of eq (2) in the span and chord

directions is obtained:
• S: '. 'i ( X , Y ) a _ -( I - _G) G! ,,_,

8 Ss (3)

The optimum position of the downwash chord is

, :irn 1, 2. -R,
~co<R, )~ (B)

R is the number of downwash chords over the entire wing span.

The optimal position of the integration chord is

.1- 2s1 •'
E 2(C)

S is the number of integration chords over the entire wing span,

S =R1 +
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21+ 1 =

x_____ + 1 + .(, , TI

21+ 1 ZJ .. ~R;+

I (1=2+ 1I~=

X .+ 1 )e ikRilPI +fbTx X~L~- 1

RC I -,)0( Y - TI E212 I)= -cos(2+)
(4)

where a W12 (D)
and J is the total number of integration points.

Let a -k/o then

1T
H,( x.y. Tl= b i(snRioa (5) /142

21 ( 1 -4!)'/lCcosoR,+isifaR,)

H 1( -, Y, 1= n TI RsinaR+-L-cosaR-( t - x)siloR

+ i( -RcosaR+ 1 sinoR+(&,-X)oaR)]'Ti
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+ 7

(8)

G~~ Cg0 -21+1 j 1

.LXYJH Y , Y) b__
b(Y) 21+1 b(Y~

1 l+ x eiM*Ii P (9)
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Ho(x. Y, Y =b-(- sina(x-x.) + i C 1.-cosa(x-x,))} (10)

H(xy Y) 2 )---. . (xLB- x)sina( x -xL.) + - 1 -cosa( x -x.E))
b (y) a

i (x- x )cosa(x -xL)- a--I( x (1)a aQ

* The subscripts "LE" and "TE" represent the leading edge and

trailing edge values.

(2) Calculation of Self-induced Downwash in Supersonic

Region

A detailed description of this calculation was given in

reference [2] using a sweptback wing as an example. It will not

be repeated here.

(3) Calculation of Downwash Induced by Supersonic Region

From eq (2), we get

Y) NCxNS /143
'.( - - p ( a , ) a ()U ,( )

8 J-1 -T) [SY L - I

x + 1 )b (q )d ] (12)

The numerical integration for each j in the chord direction

is
J

G,(!_,!)..Utc,,(!) b (-- - ,'t ( , U,,(,K

s --1 (13)

where Uf(j) (n), and Uf ()(E s) are Chebyshev polynomials of the

second kind, P(E ,n ) is the weighted load function, K I is the

kernel function, Nc is the number of chord control points and Ns

is the downwash chord number.

The spanwise numerical integration of eq (12) is similar to

the calculation of self-induced downwash in a supersonic region.

(4) Calculation of Downwash in Subsonic Region Induced by

Shock Wave Doublets

:x,y)!r') G +G S (14)

where NS-i

G (- '- )=1+~ + x)+ /") j U.(15
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NS-i

G ,+ x -x' f, b,Utc,.(Y)( 6
+ -X NS-1 (16)

S is the total number of spanwise integration chords and xs is

the chordwise position of the shock wave at _

III. Normal Shock Wave Boundary Conditions

The intensity of shock wave doublets is similar in form to

that of the linear lift strength. It can be expressed as

AL!-4PU"S1!(O.!)bU()--
bL _= S, ('_) bU() +bU(_)+...3 (17)

where l(n) is the spanwise weighted function, bn is the unknown

coefficient and bAVG is the average geometric chord length of the

wing.

The boundary condition to satisfy the shock wave is

(18)

where 2ik

K *'+ 'r +1 + -+2

,' (19)

2(r-1) k (20)r+ I
r-1 2

+ (r -r+l (r+ 1)M! (21)

*I is the average velocity potential of the steady flow and 6 is

the perturbed velocity potential caused by shock wave

displacement. The superscipts "-" and "+" represent the upstream

and downstream shock wave parameters, respectively.

IV. Procedures to Solve Transonic Kernel Function /144
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In a transonic flow, a "transonic pair" of lift surfaces is

used to express the physical model of a flow about the wing.

Figure 1 shows a simple example which divides the wing surface

into a supersonic (Wing Surface 1) and a subsonic (Wing Surface

2) region according to the shock wave position in a steady flow.

The "transonic pair" aerodynamic matrix structure is shown in

Figure 2. Matrices Al1 and A22 represent the self-induced

downwashes in the supersonic and subsonic regions, respectively.

A12 and AID (which are zero) are the downwashes in the supersonic

I region induced by the subsonic region and the shock wave

doublets, respectively. A21 and A2D are the downwashes of the

subsonic region induced by the supersonic region and shock wave

doublets, respectively.
:IL

B,. (A)
BJD= -K4"

W, and w2 are the downwash velocities at the control points in

the supersonic and subsonic regions, respectively. They are

given as boundary conditions. a1 and a2 are coefficients of the

load distribution series in the supersonic and subsonic regions,

respectively. bD is the coefficient of the shock wave doublet

distribution series, which is yet to be determined.
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Figure 1. Geometric Arrangement for a "Transonic Pair" of
Lifting Surfaces

1 1. shock wave doublets
2. Wing Surface 1
3. Wing Surface 2

A,, A,12 AI at
0

A21 A22  -42D lot

Bst BT2 BSD

Figure 2. Matrix Construction for a "Transonic Pair"

IV. Results and Analysis

1. An oscillating trapezoidal wing is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Shock and Planform Geometry for the Trapezoidal Wing

Y: 1. control point

2. assumed shock wave position

3. supersonic region
4. subsonic region

5. shock wave sweptback angle

(1) M. = 0.937. The results of this work are in good

agreement with the calculated values given in reference Ell, as

shown in Figure 4. The calculated value of ACpl M deviates quite
significantly from the experimental value in front of the shock
wave which is caused by strong wall interference
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7777 T. 7-7 V-7

/145

ACPR, _0. 5;6 ACP1  -o

1.6

0.8

0.4 a 

0

0I 1.0 0 V IA

ML k.-o.6
1.0 -. It*

11-0.5560.8 .

Figure 4. Results for the Oscillating Trapezoidal Wing at
M = 0.937

1. chordwise distribution of ML
2. e bottom surface
3. 13 top surface
4. measured[l]
5. transonic solution with shock wave,1 J
6. this work
7. homogeneous flow [I]
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ACP&

1.6- 1 !-0.5S ACPM [-.5

1.2:

0.48

0 c 1.0 0  1. 0

1.2 A.-o.i5o'

O~ -,0 .556 3 5 .LtU

0o .0 k, 7- b

=/c 7. -- t :

Figure 5. Results for the Oscillating Trapezoidal Wing at
Mm = 0.997

'y: I. chordwise distribution of ML

2. e bottom surface
3. 0 top surface
4. measured[L

5. transonic solution with shock wave "

6. j_----- this work7. homogeneous flow
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IU_ 1.0 y

0": IIIl,,x 1t 4.
0.8I4HI 5

0.4

Figure 6. Model for Calculation of Rectangular Wing

/y: 1. subsonic region
2. supersonic region
3. subsonic region
4. assumed sonic line
5. assumed shock wave position
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ACp,I . ,-, .S'

V0, '__w

2c -- 0. 875Ehf~
20 k-. 0. 3

'R.1 ' .1.- - * z *

(a) U

b0.71

Figure 7. Pressure Coefficient Distribution for a Rectangular
Wing Oscillating in Pitch

a. Real Part b. Imaginary PartA'z; 1. (based on half span)

2. three-dimensional results in reference [6]
3. -- this work

(2) M®, = 0.997. The results of this work are in good

agreement with the calculated and experimental values given in

reference [1], as well as the values of ACpRe and ACpl M in front

of and behind the shock wave, as shown in Figure 5.
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2. Rectangular Wing Oscillating in a Pitch Around the /147

Leading Edge

To facilitate the calculation, we divided the wing surface

roughly into three rectangular areas by the steady M distribution

as shown in Figure 6. The results are shown in Figure 7. They

are basically in agreement with the results obtained by the

finite difference method. However, there are inadequacies such

as the discontinuities of load values in the trailing edge of

zone( and leading edge of zone . It is expected that better

results can be obtained by more accurately dividing the sub-

super-subsonic regions based on the wing surface steady M number

distribution and by increasing the chordwise control points in

the supersonic region.

A review of the three examples above shows that this method

is better. The cost for computation is less. Therefore, it is a

practical approximation to analyze the transonic wing flutter and

dynamic response characteristics to provide information on

unsteady load distribution.

The work was enthusiastically guided by Professor Yang
Zuosheng. The author wishes to express his gratitude.
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A KERNEL FUNCTION METHOD FOR COMPUTING
UNSTEADY LOAD ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL

WINGS IN TRANSONIC FLOW

Wu Yizhao

(Nanjing Aeronautical Institute)

Abstract

A kernel function method and the results of computing unsteady load

on three-dimensional wings in transonic flow are presented in this paper.

The method is based on linearized lifting surface theory. Local lineariza-

tion is used for treatment of unsteady transonic flow about wings. A li-

ne doublet which represents the additional lift induced by shock move-

ment is adopted in simulating the presence of a normal shock, and the

appropriate shock boundary conditions are embedded.

A new method dealing with the subsonic chord wise integration is

introduced, and the procedures of numerical integration is simplified gro-

atly. We also present procedures for calculation of downm ashes. Both the
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Brief Communication /148

Chinese Society of Aeronautics Held 1983 Academic

Activity Workshop

The Chinese Society of Aeronautics held its 1983 academic

* activity workshop on January 5, 1984 in Beijing. Vice President

Dong Xiao delivered the spirits of the national scientific

* workshop. Twenty local secretaries of special field committees

attended the meeting. Academic activities in 1983 were

* summarized. Suggestions to improve the quality of such

activities were presented.

In addition to the Third National Meeting, the Chinese Society

of Aeronautics also sponsored 29 academic exchange meetings, 7

* workshops and 1 technical inquiry in 1983. It also held 3

technical training classes. A total of 1756 academic papers were

* received and 1248 of them were read in meetings. 3190 people

attended various academic activities. As compared to 1982, there

* are significant increases in items and people. The quality is

- improved and the format is more flexible. There is an "open"

* atmosphere in academic discussion. Through academic activities,

accomplishments and experience in scientific research,

* production, management, teaching and applications were exchanged.

* Future trends of worldwide technological development were

* investigated. Some suggestions were made to the relevant

authorities in the areas of technological development, technical

* policy and exploitation. A healthy academic organization was

* built and future activities were planned.

Looking back into the academic activities in 1983, there are

several special characteristics:

1. More than 807. of the academic activities belonged to

* medium and small scale special topic activities which tightly
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* combined the actual needs of the present aeronautic industry in

research, production, management, teaching and applications.

2. Academic activities were concentrated on weak links and

key subjects in the development of aeronautic and astronautic

* industries in China.

3. In addition to paying attention to the development of

science, activities were initiated around the production and

* development of major equipment such as aircrafts and engines.

4. Activities in management were strengthened and good

results were obtained.

After a year's work, everybody believes that academic

- activity is a good vehicle to train the technical staff. It is a

* good place and form to initiate technical inquiries. It

encourages the technical collaboration among research,

* production, application and teaching outfits and promotes

* progress in scientific research. Especially in this "information

explosion" era, strengthening academic activities is obviously

significant.

Finally, everyone agreed that various activities of the

Society in 1984 should be even better prepared for the 20th

anniversary of the Society. Especially, we must thoroughly

organize the "Scientific Report Conference in Honor of the 20th

Anniversary of the Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics" which is focused on the prediction of aeronautic

* development in China by the year 2000.
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Root Locus Method and Automatic Identification of Modes in /149

Flutter Analysis

Yang Xingjian (Institute of Aeronautical Computation

Technique)

Li Guangquan (Institute of Aircraft Structural Mechanics)

Abstract

In this work a program based on the root locus method for

the analysis of wings with an active flutter suppression system

was compiled. An automatic flutter mode identification method

was investigated on an efficient, simple and easy to compile

program for identification. The feasibility was demonstrated

through examples.

Symbols

b0  reference chord length

p atmopsheric density

., w oscillating circle frequency

- V incoming flow velocity

k (=bow/V) decrement frequency

" s Laplace variable

{q} main mode coordinate matrix

S{} generalized coordinate matrix of rotational mode on

the active control surface

IM] generalized mass matrix

(K] generalized rigidity matrix

real coefficient matrix of quasi-generalized aero-

dynamic force matrix

[A] generalized aerodynamic force matrix

t-A] approximate aerodynamic force matrix on the Laplace

plane
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[I (5)] numerator matrix of the rational transfer function

S between NB control surface rotating angles and Ns

sensors

[ D(S)] denominator of rational transfer function S between

NB control rotating angles' and Ns sensors

[ sq] mode matrix at Ns sensor positions

* subscripts:

q represents a generalized value related to the NQ major

modes

B represents a generalized value related to the NB control

surface rotating angles

s represents a value related to a displacement of NS

sensors.

I. Introduction /150

Over a long period of time, the most common method used to

study flutter problems in unsteady aerodynamics is the V-g

method. Because an imaginary damping is used in the V-g method,

* it is, in principle, not possible to provide any real attenuation

information below the flutter velocity. However, computation

formulas or numerical methods must be established for the so-

* called unsteady aerodynamic force (or instantaneous aerodynamic

* force) in order to estimate the actual attenuation in a

* subcritical state. A great deal of progress was made when a

frequency domain simple harmonic aerodynamic force method was

* developed. The unsteady aerodynamic expression established by

* this method can be used in the stability analysis of aeroelastic

systems by the widely used root locus method. The major feature

of the root locus method is that the primary modes affecting

flutter can be identified from the root locus curves. The real

portion of the root can be used to determine the stability of the

system. In addition, the effect of parameters can also be

determined from these curves.
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Furthermore, the so-called "dangerous mode determination"

problem is often encountered when using the V-g method. Because

the mode 'order is determined according to w in the V-g method,

the V-g mode will have to be interchanged after the cross-over of

the w-V curves. If two w-curves cross over the w-V diagram, then

the sequence of the modes is simply determined by the numerical

value of w. In this case, errors such as Figures 1(a) and 1(b)

will occur. The accurate curves should be Figures 1(c) and 1(d).

These problems were noted in using the root locus method in this

work. Several methods were studied to identify a simple,

feasible way to determine the dangerous mode. A computer program

for the root locus method was compiled on the 7760 computer to

verify the feasibility using examples. Satisfactory results were

obtained..

V V
(a) Wc

0) (d)

* Figure 1. g-V-w curves

(a), (b) wrong extensions
(c), (d) correct extensions

*II. Computation Formulas for Unsteady Aerodynamic Force /151

The effect of the motion of the control plane on the wing is

* usually expressed by a transfer function which is a polynomial of

S. In order to extend the unsteady aerodynamic force to the
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entire plane under a simple harmonic motion, it can be

approximated by the following polynomial of s:

(~())=~C+C~~s(!)-+ I] 5i(1)
m) 3

It is required that the aerodynamic coefficients of s at certain

given points on ik be equal to the unsteady aerodynamic

coefficients of the simple harmonic motion

6 ( k
C;j(k ))-(A .)+( A1 ) (ik)+tGI,Xik)z + (k+. 2 (2),-- (ik) + 0..2

m=3

The approximate expression of the generalized aerodynamic torque

matrix on the s plane, [A], can be obtained by using the least

square iteration method to determine the coefficient matrices

[A0] , [a1]..., [A6 ]. Where

[ 1 =o, 1, 2,..., 6 (A)

Aioq Aimp -

Om_2 is a given constant to be selected in the range of the

decremental frequency range k in calculating the generalized

aerodynamic matrix [A(k)].

III. Establishing the Flutter Equation

The flutter equation in this domain can be written as:

C ") { q } +rM,,q)pV 1 ( + pVIC ) { q) +5sz(Fq) { j } ) + PT  {p 0 (3

where

D(s) (4)

[Ts (S)]I/D(S) is a transfer function in the form of a rational

polynomial of s. [T CS)] may be written as
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To,(s )(T,)S+ [T,.,s "'' +. + (Ts + (T) (B)

where [Trr1 , CTr -1 ]  [T0 ] are constant matrices. D(S) is a

polynomial of s:

D( s )=D,s'+D,.,s"'+...+D,+D, (C)

By substituting equations (1) and (4) into equation (3), the

flutter equation is established:

CDO( s )(As( s )[CX, J + CW,) s + CZ,) J +A,( s )U5,) +Aj( s )C!,
+As,( s ) ('F.) +A,( s ) CU.)) + (A.( s ) [(;jo)e+ (-go)s
+ Q p)) +Aj( s )(bo3 +A( s )Xf0I+ A3( S )f (5)

+A,( s ) (Uo)) (To,) ,,)) j q } o

where Ai(S) (i = 1,2,...4) is a function of s and V, [A q] and [AB

]are functions of p, and [Bq], [Zq] ... , [q], L"BG1, LCG],..o [B]

are functions of p and V.

Systems with and without an active flutter control unit are

discussed separately in the following:

(1) without control ([TOs (S)] = 0).

From equation (5) we know that the equation becomes the /152

following where there is no control:

+A,( $ U.) {q } -0 (6)

After expanding the above equation and combining the coefficients

of the same order, it can be re-written as:

(7)

The coefficient matrix [F.] (i = 0, 1, 2 ,...6) is a function of

dynamic pressure and velocity at a given Mach number. By using

the following relation
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equation (7) can be simplified as a first order equation series

with 6 x NQ elements as follows:

s {ix}=(A>(x}

(8)

The eigenvalue of equation (8) is the root of the flutter

eigenfunction. Because the elements of the matrix [Fi] are

functions of dynamic pressure at a given Mach number, therefore,

the variation of eigenvalue with dynamic pressure can be

calculated for a specific Mach number to prepare the root locus

plot.

2. With Control

When there is control, equation (5) can be rewritten as:

C..+s'"'+...+rH' s +J.H,J{q = 0
(9)

where m = r + 6. Similarly, equation (9) can be simplified and

expressed as the following first order equations:

( -CA,) j (10)

where s""J{ q }

s° { q

[A ] is a (mXNQ) x (mXNQ) matrix. Similarly, if the variation
c

of eigenvalue of equation (10) with dynamic pressure is solved

then the root locus of the active control system can be plotted.

IIl. Automatic Identification of Flutter Mode and Flutter

Point

From equations (8) and (9), one can see that additional

roots are introduced because the order of the equation increases.

These roots must be separated from the eigenvalues in

computation. In this work, a Taylor expansion projection method
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and a parabolic extrapolation projection method were used:

1. Taylor Expansion Projection Method:

The Taylor expansion method was used in references (6,7].

The major procedure is to project the eigenvalue s',i+I at a

velocity Vi+1 = Vi + AV by using the eigenvalue at V, 0 as the

initial value and using a velocity increment AV as a step.

where the subscript 1 represents the 1 th eigenvalue. The

subscripts V and VV represent the first and second derivatives of

the eigenvalue with respect to V, respectively. The difference

between the calculated eigenvalue si+ I and the projected

eigenvalue s' l1+1 is restricted in a specific range by adjusting

AV for automatic tracking. The point at which the eigenvalue is /153

zero is the flutter point.

2. Parabolic Extrapolation Method

The parabolic extrapolation method is to fit root locus

points with parabolic curves. The projected eigenvalue s'l'i+1

on the fitted curve at Vi+ is compared with the eigenvalue sjii+ ]

of equation (8) or (10) at Vi+ 1 to track the mode. Essentially,

the root locus is predicted by extrapolation. In practice, this

is feasible when the step AV is not very large. As compared to

the Taylor expansion method described before, its reliability is

also comparable. The computation formula is as follows:

Assuming these points on the 1t h root locus are (Vi_2,Sl 'i_2

(V.iSl'i_1 and (Vi,s 1 'i), then the projected eigenvalue at

V i is

sl,,., -s,,+F,1 (V,-V,) +F.,(V;,, - F' (Vi. 1- Vi.,) s1,i+F,. AV
+ F,2, AV,(AVi AV,, i +F2A,+F., ( 12 )

where
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Vi., = Vi + AV,

V = V.1 + AV,.i

F s, = (F3-F2d)/ Vi-Vi-0

F., = ( s,,i.- s,,i.j / V,.,-Vi-j)

From equation (12) one can see that the parabolic

extrapolation method is equivalent to using the difference

quotient to replace the derivative in the Taylor expansion

method. In the Taylor expansion method, the calculation of the

derivatives of the eigenvalue s with respect to the velocity V,

i.e., (sl1i0V and (sli )VV , involves the first and second

derivatives of the matrices in the eigenfunction of equation (8)

or (10), as well as the eigenvector product. Hence, the work

load is considerable. Results showed that the parabolic

extrapolation method could accurately make predictions when the

root locus is relatively smooth and the step is appropriate.

Moreover, the efficiency of computation is significantly

improved. Other steps in the identification process are similar

to those in the Taylor expansion method.

IV. Example

A root locus program was compiled on the 7760 computer in

order to compare these two mode identification methods. The

NASATR 450 wing model [3 '4 was used as an example for

computation. Figures 2-4 are the printouts of root locus curves

(reduced). Figure 2 is the root locus curves without mode

identification. We noticed that the third order mode (denoted as

0) and the fourth order mode (denoted as X), as well as the

fifth order mode (denoted as V) and the sixth order mode (denoted

as M), are interchanged, ,'ich leads to confusion. Figure 3

shows the root locus curves obtained by mode identification
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using Taylor expansion. Figure 4 shows the root locus curves

obtained by parabolic extrapoiation. We can see that the third

and fourth order, as well as the fifth and sixth order, are

apparently separated by mode identification. Furthermore, the

effect of Taylor expansion and parabolic extrapolation was found

to be identical. The computation by parabolic extrapolation took

561.31 seconds. The efficiency of the parabolic extrapolation

method is thus three times better.

In this work, we received beneficial instruction from

Professor Zhao Lingcheng and assistance from comrades Yang

Yongnian and Mao Zhenghu. Their contribution is acknowledged.
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DETERMINATION OF THE AXIS AND THE
ANGLE OF ROTATION FOR

A RETRACTABLE LANDING GEAR

Zhang Qixian
(Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract

The present paper deals with the analytical determination of the axis

and the angle of rotation for a retractable landing gear. To facilitate the

use of computer, the socalled rotation matrix CA) about a skew axis PP is

worth applying. If the coordinates of three points, say A, Band C, of a

rigid body before and after rotation about an axis through point P are

known, the rotation matrix CA) can be easily calculated as follows:
°1

(A~!y._.P X X C - XP XA 1 XP Xlp XC IXP 1
(AJ f .,.--Yp y.-PY yc-Y yAl Y 1 Yp yr - .vP

-4 ZPZt - ZPZ.- ZP Z Z 8 ZP z z

where subscripts 1 and 2 stand for points before and after rotation

respectively. Here a simple technique for obtaining the third point C

from the two given points A and B of a rigid body is introduced. Any

arbitrary point on the line passing through P and perpendicular to the

plane formed by two given straight lines PA and PB can be taken as the

pointC.

In addition, some improvement in calculating the axis and the angle of

rotation has been made. A numerical example of landing gear problem

is included at the end of the paper.

The results obtained may be applied to design of retrac-table mec-

hanisms for antennas and sensors on spacecraft as well.
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Figure 3. Numerical example of landing-gear problem
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be 0: 8.09783:25.74018 and 25.17769:-8.09784:5.35168. Hence, q6=

co-10.09913=84.311040.

When we calculated the coordinate of Q2, the rotation matrix

[A] was first obtained from equation (4). Finally, equation (6)

was used to get xQ 38.85079, YQ 13.37336 and zQ /161

66.39205.

(A34 0.20791 0.56002 0.80197

09850.11904 0.17046] A

Finally, it is worthwhile to point out that equations (7)

and (8) may also be used to find the solution of this example.

In this case, if Zp = 0 then the coordinates of P are xP =

147.53878 and yp = 233.17999. Then, the rotation matrix [A] can

be obtained using equations (8) - (11) as

0.20791 0.56009 0.802241

(A)- 0 0.81997 -0.57273 I (B)L-0.97815 0.11901 0.17052 -

Then, =84.30678 ,ux =0.34758, uy = 0.89460 and uz -0.28143

from equation (7). Both methods brought very close results.



where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the directional cosines

relating to HI1 and H 2, respectively. The directional

coefficients of HR can be calculated in analogy to equation (9).

For example, the subscripts P2 and P1 can be used to replace A

and P in line 2, and B and A instead of B and P in line 3.

If the position of any other point on the landing gear

support (e.g., roller support, upper lock latch or center of

gravity of support) must be determined, the rotation matrix [A]

can be calculated first and then proceed with equation (6).

IV. Example

For ease of comparison, the landing gear used in reference

[3] was used as an example. As shown in Figure 3, when the

wheels are lowered, the coordinate for the center of wheel A1 is

[66 0 0]T, and the directional cosine of A1 B 1 is [-1 0 0]T; when

the wheels are retracted, A2 is [0 42 52]T and the directional

cosine of A2B2 is [-sinl2°,0 cos12°]T. It is also known that the

coordinate of a point Q, on the support when the landing gear is

lowered is [60 0 50]T . It is required to determine the

rotational axis P1P2 , the angle of rotation 6 and the coordinate

Q2 on the support when the landing gear is retracted.

Arbitrarily, let us choose AB to be 10 in length. Then, the

coordinates of BI and B2 are [56 0 0]T and [-2.07912 42 61.78148]
T

respectively. Using equations (1) and (2) we get

-66x,+ 42yp+ 52z,=56

-58.07912xP+42yP+61.78148z,=1224.6370

In order to conveniently show the axis of rotation P1P2 on paper,

we arbitrarily choose xp = 60 and xpP = 70. Therefore, yp

7.85363, Zp, = 70.88745, yp = 33.59381, and zp. = 62.78962.

Hence, the directional cosines of the axis of rotation P1P2 are ux

= 0.34750, uy = 0.89446 and uz = -0.28140.

In order to find the angle of rotation 6 using equation

(12), the directional coefficients of HIN and f2 were found to
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(4) Specifying 3 coordinates for A1 , 2 coordinates for A2

and B2, length of AB, directional cosines of A1B1 , and projection

of A2B2 on a certain coordinate plane.

In the design, all coordinates of A1 , A2, B1 and B2 are

determined using equations (1) - (3). Then, C I and C2 are /160

obtained from equations (9) - (11). Finally, the rotation matrix

[A] is calculated using equation (8). The axis and angle of

rotation can then be calculated using equation (7).

2. Point P to Be Determined

Because of equations (1) and (2), an arbitrary coordinate

can be assigned to P when this point is still to be determined.

As for AI, A2 , B1 and B2 , because equation (3) must be satisfied,

not only 11 coordinates but also the 6 coordinates of A1 and A2,

the length of AB (arbitrary) and the directional cosines of A1 BI

and A 2B2 can be obtained.

In the design, if the plane of the rotation axis is already

known, then one coordinate of P can be specified and the other

two can be found. If there is no special requirement, it is

possible to make xp = 0 and yp = 0 when we determine the axis

of rotation from P1 and P2 to simplify the computation. The

direction and coefficients of P1 and P2 are : Xp2 - xp , YP2 - Yp,

and z - Z. The directional cosines of the axis of rotation

and the angles between the projections of the axis of rotation on

the coordinate planes with various axes can be further

determined. For example, the angle between the projection of the

rotational axis on the xz plane and the x axis = tg- I Z - /

XP2 - Xp .
In order to determine the angle of rotation 0, we suggest

to use the minimum distance line HN (common normal line) between

the rotational axis PP and straight line AB. The computation

formula is

S=ca8"(".'+", 1,,+,",n) (12)
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P A

4Y

Figure 2. Determination of point C from points P, A & B

III. Determination of Axis and Angle of Rotation of Retractable

Landing Gear

1. Pre-determined P point Design

When the aforementioned rigid body rotation is used in the

design of a retractable landing gear, the straight line AB is

equivalent to the center line of the aircraft wheels. The so-

called pre-determined point P is the intersect of the axis of

rotation with the beam, web plate, reinforcing rib or skeletal

plane. From equations (1) - (3) we know that the designer can

freely specify 9 out of the 12 coordinates for points A1, A2, B 1
and B 2. The procedures are as follows:

(1) Specifying 5 coordinates for points A, and A 2 and 4

coordinates for B, and B 2 (or vice versa);

(2) Specifying 5 coordinates for A1 and A 2, 1 coordinate for

B1, length of AB, projection of A 1B, on a certain coordinate

plane and projection of A 2B 2 on another coordinate plane;

(3) Specifying all 6 coordinates of A1 and B1, 2 coordinates

of A 2 and B2, and projection of A 2B 2 on a certain plane;
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3. Determination of Rotational Matrix [A]

Let us assume that P is a point on a rigid body. If the

coordinates of three points, A, B and C, on the rigid body before

and after rotation are known, then the matrix [A] can be obtained

from equation (6).

Xj. -XP X8,-XP XC.X, XP .1 X. XBI XP .. ,:

(A) YA.-Yr Y.-Yr Yc.-y, Y p- Y '-YP yC-p
z,.-Zp Z.-ZP Zc.-zp J z, --Zp Z 1-ZP z-ZJ (8)

In reality, if the point P is on the axis of rotation of the

rigid body, then the coordinates of two points A and B before and

after rotation are required. In this case, we should find the /159

coordinates of another point C on the rigid body before and after

rotation. As for the method to determine point C from points A

and B, it was introduced here. As shown in Figure 2, a line PN

normal to the plane formed by PA and PB is drawn through point P.

An approximate length 1 is selected on this normal line (such as

1 or 10) to locate the point C. The directional coefficients Nx,

N and N of PN can be obtained from the following determinant.y z

I i j k
PN, x,-xp y-yp zA-zp !Nfi+Nj+N.k (9)

X-Xp Y--gY Z -Zp

The corresponding directional cosines of PN are:

(n " n , n.) -(N . A , N .)/ )1(N + N 2+ N ) ( 0

Hence, the coordinate of point C can be calculated as follows:

XS=Xv+Ir., y..y,,+ln, z.=z,+In,(1
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2. Rotational Matrix of a Rigid Body about a Skew Axis

In order to facilitate matrix operation, the rotational

matrix [A] of a rigid body about a skew axis can be written as
[4]the following according to rigid body kinematics

U2V+ + C+ z~uV+ - U'S+ U'a:V+ + UYS+
(A) u ,u,,V+S V++C uuV-u.S, (4)

LU.M.VUYS+ auMV++U.S4+ 11-'+

where Ux, uy and uz are the directional cosines of the skew axis

and 4 is the angle of rotation of the rigid body about the axis,

V = 1-cos4, C = cos4, and S4 = sin4.

In practice, the rotation matrix [A] is sometimes expressed

as follows: Us U4 U ague1 F -a! -U.U' - 1 U2 1
CA]l tSuJ, a2 u2 , +C4 -,-, 1 - -uAu.

r o -, (5)

Th irttw ers L-:;, o. -N
The first two terms are symmetric matrices and the third one is

asymmetric.

The position of any point on the rigid body after rotation

can be determined by the rotation matrix [A]. Let us assume that

r is the coordinate vector of a point on the axis of rotation,

and r3 and r are respectively coordinate vectors of the same

point on the rigid body before and after rotation. Then, there

is the following relationship.

+ C ) ( -7P)(6)

If the rotation matrix [A] of the rigid body is known, the

angle of rotation and the directional cosines of the rotational

axis can be directly calculated from the matrix elements a.. if
i j

the angle of rotation is not too small, i.e.,

* -o"'C(a,+..+a,,- 1)/2 (7)

ti2S+ 2S+ ' 2S+
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II. Finite Rotation of Rigid Body

1. Relation of a straight line on a Rigid Body before and

after Rotation

In Figure 1, a straight line AB on a solid body is rotated

about a skew axis PP by an angle q from

P

C1  B, 4 H ~ N

* A2
NN

AA

rp

X Y

*' Figure 1. A finite rotation of rigid body ABC about skew axis PP

A]B 1 to A2 B2 . Obviously, PA1 = PA2 , PB] = PB2 , A 1B1 = A2 B2 . The /158

following expressions can be obtained by the coordinates of

relevant points

(X.4"-x)X,+ (Y.4-Y4) y+ (4z,.-z.')z,

-o.5C(x!.+y 2,. +z2.) -(x% -1 +y ), (1)

(X2 1- )XP+ (yt -Y 1 )y + (ZI.. -Zip )zP

0.5C(,.+y,.+Z,.)-(x,+y,,+,)) (2)
(x.,4.x,. +yi.ya. +z aza,) - (X Xa + Y., Ya: + z,.z.,)

=0.5((xA.+y2.+z2 + (X1+yD. +z.)+ X,2,, + j: .+ ,,
- YA-,' +ZA.
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Determination of Axis and Angle of Rotation of Retractable*
Landing Gear

Zhang Qixian

(Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract

In this work, the axis and rotation of retractable landing

gears was determined analytically. In addition to solving the

rotational matrix of a rigid body about a skew axis, some

improvements were made in solving the rotational axis and angle

- of rotation. An example of aircraft landing gear was included.

The contents might also be used in the design of retractable

"* antennas and sensors in aircraft.

I. Introduction

The design of retractable landing gear, antennas and

sensors on aircraft and space craft very frequently involves

the determination of the axis and angle of rotation. For

example, the orientation of the axis of rotation, the angle of

rotation, and the position of the support point must be known.

These problems can generally be solved by analytical geometry or

vector operation methods [13] In this work, the rotational

matrix of a rigid body about a skew axis was used to solve these

problems in order to facilitate the use of computers.

Furthermore, two points on the axis of rotation were used to

determine the axis of rotation and to calculate the angle of

rotation by using the cosine in the normal direction (to satisfy

structural requirements or to facilitate the computation). The

method used here is also different from the one reported in
[61reference

*received in June, 1983
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ROOT LOCUS METHOD AND AUTOMATIC
IDENTIFICATION OF MODES IN

FLUTTER ANALYSIS

Yang XingJian
(Aeronautical Computation Technique Institute)

Li Guangque

(Aircraft Structural Mechanics Research Institute)

Abstract

A flutter analysis based on root locus method is programmed. It can

be applied to a wing equipped with an active flutter suppression system.

An automatic identification method of flutter modes is proposed which

has the. advantages of high efficiency in computation, brief algorithms and

simplicity in programming. Numerical examples show that the method is

feasible.
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6 Function and Generalized Tables of Thermodynamic Properties

of Combustion Products of C H -Air System*n m
Fan Zuomin

(Gas Turbine Research Institute)

Fu Xunquan

(Power Plant Research Laboratory, Beijing Research Institute)

Abstract

In this work, a new thermodynamic property - 6 function was
* introduced. 6 = e2-e, where 0, and 02 are 6 functions of two

* arbitrary reference fuels.

The 6 function is only dependent on temperature for the C Hnm
-air system. It is independent of hydrogen-carbon ratio of the

fuel and the fuel-air ratio. With the aid of the 6 function,

generalized tables of thermodynamic properties of combustion

products for fuels of any hydrogen to carbon ratio were

*generated. These tables could be conveniently used in the

* accurate calculation of the thermodynamic properties of

* combustion products of the C H -air system. Samples of such
n m

tables were given in this paper.

Introduction

It was pointed out in references [1] and [2] that the

thermodynamic properties of complete combustion products of a

specific fuel and air mixture at any mixing ratio could be

expressed as functions of the thermodynamic properties of air and

the so-called e function (which was not called the e-function in
reference [I]) when the effect of thermal decomposition was

neglected. This e-function is only dependent on temperature and

independent of the fuel mixing ratio. Therefore, as long as the

thermodynamic properties of pure air and the e function are given
in the table, the thermodynamic properties of the combustion

products at any fuel ratio can be calculated. Such tables were
*received in 'ov. 1933
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given in references [1] and [3]. But, the 6 function is still

*dependent on the hydrogen to carbon ratio of the fuel. In this

* .work, it is pointed out that the e function of any hydrocarbon
.. fuel can be expressed in terms of the 6 function of a specific

fuel (baseline 0 function) and the 6 function. The baseline

function, however, is only a function of temperature. It is

independent of the carbon to hydrogen ratio of the fuel. The

- thermodynamic properties of the combustion products of a fuel of

any hydrogen to carbon ratio at any fuel to air ratio can be

tabulated by using this 6 function. It is more convenient to use

- the 6 function than the thermodynamic properties of two reference

fuels (referring to reference [4]) to calculate the thermodynamic

properties of the combustion products of a fuel of an arbitrary

composition.

II. The 6 Function Using Weight as the Unit

The products of complete combustion of 1 kg of air and f kg

of C H can be considered as being composed of pure air and then m
theoretical combustion products of two reference fuels C H and

n, m,.
Cn HM2 (equivalent ratio 4 = 1) wfth pure air. Assuming that the

appropriate stoichiometric Luel to air ratios are fst'1 and f
then we can write the following:

1 kg Air + f kg CnHm -( kg Air + f st' kg Cn H m)

combustion gas + (S kg Air + Bfst,2 kg Cn H M) combustion gas +
(1-a-B) kg Air (1)

- and /164
w f + ,Ct'1+Of~f,.C,,.= /C, (2)
af,, LH fj+5,, f,,.H f,,=fH (3)

where Cf and Hf are the carbon and hydrogen weight in the fuel,

respectively.

From equations (2) and (3), we get

a/,,+ 3:,.,i 1 (4)
I C,-C,, (5)

f.5C,-C,
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and a C_-C_
a =i,,,, c,,1-C1 , (6)

From equation (1) we get

( +f )Y=(1 -a--)Y 6 +a'(I +f,,)Y,,,+-(I +f,,,)Y,, (7)

where y represents a thermodynamic property (e.g., specific heat

c . internal energy u, enthalpy h or entropy 4 =fTCp/T dT) of a

- combustion product.

The subscripts a, 1 and 2 correspond to air, first reference

fuel and second reference fuel, respectively. The subscript st

*represents the stoichiometric fuel to air ratio.

By substituting equations (4), (5) and (6) into equation

(7), we get

: ~~~Y-My.++ f~o+ 8
+ f

where

I+ (yy) (9)

(10)
and -Cf,

-. a =,--. (11 )

Ya 61 , and 6 are independent of the hydrogen to carbon ratio of

the fuel and the equivalence ratio of the combustion products.

Hence, equation (8) shows the thermodynamic property of an

arbitrary fuel at any equivalence ratio can be determined by

three thermodynamic parameters, i.e., ya' e and 6, which only

depend on temperature.

For a given fuel composition, the thermodynamic properties

of its combustion products are independent of the reference fuel.

If we choose this fuel as the first reference fuel and omit the

subscript 1 from e, to distinguish it from the 61 in equation

(8), then

I
Y =Y+(12)

From equations (8) and (10), we get
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(13)
Equation (13) shows that the e function of an arbitrary fuel

composition can be expressed as a function of the reference

function and the 6 function.

The choice of the reference fuel should satisfy the

following principles:

1. The hydrogen to carbon ration difference between the two

reference fuels should be as large as possible to minimize

possible error.

2. The calculation of the value of a should be done as

simply as possible.

3. The first reference fuel should be a commonly used one

because the computation of the thermodynamic properties of the

first reference fuel is simple (a = 0). /165

For gasoline or kerosene type of fuels, CnH and H were

chosen as the first and second type reference fuel, respectively,

in order to satisfy the above requirements. In this case, we can

get the following from equation (11)

Ct m-2n x-2

am + -- m rn x + r (14)

where x = m/n and r is the carbon to hydrogen atomic ratio (r =

11.9162).

III. The 6 Function Using Mole as the Unit

We shall use Y, 0, A and * to represent the thermodynamic

properties (corresponding to y, e, 6 and +, respectively using

weight units) using molar units. From equation (1), we get
- ma

(15)
where m is the molecular weight of the combustion product, and

1+ - (16)ma

1V ,,.,- I =if 'I(1- 0) I + ,.
n,1,, rn,,,1 , 1,, ( 17 )
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and

1,,m,,,1 ,,, ( 18)

are the molar numbers of the combustion products as divided

according to equation (1).

By substituting equations (16) to (18) into equation (15),

we get

Y-Y.+ C(,+aA) (19)

where

E , , (Y,,-Y.) (20)

A,,= ,-O,(21)

c f (22)rn,, 1  1 + /

Equation (19) may also be rewritten as

Y -Y.+CE) (23)

. e-(24)

Equations (19) and (8) are identical in form. But,

calculating the coefficient C in equation (19) is more

S'complicated than calculating the corresponding coefficient in

,. equation (8). The computation can be reduced by tabulating the

*" coefficient C. However, the value of C is dependent on the

hydrogen to carbon ratio and the equivalence ratio. Therefore, a

* large table will be needed. Otherwise, we will have to

interpolate which leads to additional error. On the other hand,

it is more convenient to use thermodynamic properties of

combustion products with weight units in energy and combustion

equations. Therefore, it is generally better off to use

thermodynamic properties of combustion products using weight

units. However, the entropy equation is in the form of

P! -, e (;%-;i)

A (25) /166
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where +/R m 9 +/R and R 1.9858 kcal/(kgmol.K) is the

* generalized gas constant. For this reason, it is more convenient

to use T in the entropy equation. However, it is more involved

* to calculate the value of T using equation (19) than calculating

* the value of + using equation (8). 'Therefore, the amount of

* computation is more or less the same in calculating the entropy

* equation with ; as with +. When the hydrogen to carbon ratio m/n
2.0, the value of C can be accurately calculated according to

f/Cl + f). Under such conditions, it is more convenient to use

in the calculation. According to equation (19), we get

Via C 4#,,+ ai*)(A)

where

~,.iJ,/Ri..-0. 1 /R~ ~=A.R. (B)

IV. Generalized Table of Thermodynamic Properties of Combustion

Products of the C H -Air Systemn m

With the aid of the 6 function, we prepared a series of

- generalized tables of thermodynamic properties of combustion

-products for the C H -air system. These tables are applicable ton m
- fuels of any hydrogen to carbon ratio. The first and second

reference fuels are CnHn and H1 (mti 28.9050 kg/mol),

* respectively. The entropy was calculated from a starting

temperature of 298.15K. In addition to providing the

* thermodynamic properties of air, e function and 6 function,
[5]*isothermal combustion enthalpy difference d and the

thermodynamic properties of steam such as c w hw and + w are

also given. The first part can be calculated by a simplified

combustion equation. In the latter part, the effect of the

* initial moisture content in the air could be included. Table 1

- shows a portion of the main table. To simplify the situation,

* the subscript 1 under the reference e function is omitted.
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Table 1. Specimen of Thermodynamic Properties Table for CnHm-air
System Combustion Products

T h... A. 1 0.% a

K kcal/(kg-k) kcal/(kg.k) kcal/(kg-k) kcal/kg kcallkg kcal/kg kcal/kg kcaI/('k6.k)

1000 0.27254 0.4632 2.0814 178.62 252.6 1301.6 431.2 1.90364
1001 4.27258 0.4634 2.0823 178.89 253.0 1303.6 431.9 1.30391
1002 0.27263 0.4637 2.0833 179.16 253.5 1305.7 432.7 1.90418
1003 0.27267 0.4639 2.0842 179.43 254.0 1307.8 433.4 1.90445
1004 0.27272 0.4642 2.0851 179.71 254.4 1309.9 434.1 1.90472

JT CP j -.
K kcal/(kg'k) ;kcal/(kg'k) Ikca I/('kgk) kcal/kg ,kcal/(kg-k)

1000 0.4223 10.8085 27.7655 5.248 -13.122 0.54645 344.42 3.08373
1001 0.4228 10.8106 27.7695 5.254 -13.116 0.54661 344.97 3.08430
1002 0.4232 10.8127 1 27.7734 5.261 - 13.110 0.54678 345.51 3.08484
1003 0.4237 10.8148 27.7774 5.268 - 13.104 0.54695 346.06 3.08539
100410.8168 2.7813 5.274 -13.098 0.54712 346.60 3.08593

i

Example: Find the entropy function . and dimensionless entropy

function of complete conbustion products of H2 and air at 0 =

1.0 and T = 1000K (for the combustion products, fst = 0.0291619,

mst = 24.6458kg/kgmol, C = 0.024160 and R/mg =

0.080575kcal/(kg.k)).

Solution: From equation (14) we get a = 1. Hence /167

0.0291619-p-1.90364+ 1.02 91 61 9 (04223+1O'8085)=2"22187kca1/(kgK)

and

" -27.7655+0.024160(5.248-13.122)-27.5753
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The value of 4 can be calculated through 4,

__-- _-- 2.22187

R 0.080575 '-27.5752

We can see that these two calculations are consistent.
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6 FUNCTION AND GENERALIZED TABLES OF
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FOR C.H---

AIR SYSTEM COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

Fan Zuomin
(Gas Turbine Research Institute)

Fu Xunquan
(Power Plant Research Laboratory, Beijing Research Institute)

Abstract

A new kind of thermodynamic properties is proposed which is

designated by the name of 6 function

6 ='-9 1
where 0, and 0. are 0 functions of two reference fuels which can be

selected arbitrarily.

The b function is dependent only on temperature and independent

of hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuel and fuel-air ratio for C.H.-air

system. With the aid of the b function a set of generalized tables of

thermodynamic properties has been worked out, which can be applied to
obtaining the thermodynamic properties of C.H.-air system combustion

products at any fuel-air ratio easily and exactly. A specimen of the

generalized tables is given in this paper.
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1515-84 Part 10

Multi-rate Digital Flight Control System /178

Guo Buofeng (Nanjing Institute of Aeronautics)

Abstract

Considering the multi-rate sampling capability of the

digital flight control system, the equivalent transformation

method and the process to transform into a single-rate system

were analyzed. Furthermore, the performance and design method of

a multi-rate system were also discussed.

I. Multi-rate Capability of Digital Flight Control System

The feedback circuit of a flight control system usually

consists of multiple loops because of different functions such as

damping stabilization, attitude maintenance and altitude control.

For digital flight control systems, most practical systems employ

multi-rate sampling by taking the frequency bandwidth and signal

variation rate into consideration. The reasons for using multi-

rate sampling are as follows:

1. The computation rate of the computer can be effectively

lowered to reduce the work load.

2. The error and phase shift due to digitization can be

minimized by choosing a high sampling rate based on the high

frequency end of the wide band feedback compensator. The

insensitive area and hysteresis of the compensator can be reduced

by choosing a low sampling rate corresponding to the low

frequency end of the narrow band feedback compensator.

In order to facilitate the realization of multi-rate

sampling and computer timing, the ratio of sampling rates is

usually an integer, besides using synchronous sampling.
For aircraft control, the pitch rate gyroscope feedback

circuit is usually set at 80 Hz. The stick force and normal
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acceleration feedback circuit is either at 80 or 40 Hz. The

attitude stabilizing feedback circuit is at 20 Hz. The altitude

stabilizing feedback circuit is at 10 Hz. The throttle control

lever is at 5 Hz. The lateral feedback circuit is set at 40 Hz.

In some cases, the pitch rate feedback circuit uses 40 Hz and

only the wave trap is at 80 Hz. The rudder feedback circuit is,

in most cases, a simulated feedback circuit. In recent years,

digital compensators are used as digital rudder feedback

circuits. The sampling rate is the highest in the entire system,

approximately at above 100 Hz.

It is possible to independently analyze several unrelated

feedback circuits at different sampling rates. A multi-rate

systems analysis is only required when different sampling rates

are used for several feedback circuits, or when different

sampling rates are used for different compensators on the same

feedback circuit, or when cross-linking exists at various

sampling rates.

The analysis and design of a multi-rate sampling system has

some special features. If a multi-rate system can be transformed

into an equivalent single-rate system, the usual design methods

for digital systems can be applied.

There are three equivalent transformation methods:

1. decomposition time domain sample;

2. mixed attitude transformation;

3. decomposition of frequency domain sampling signal. /179

The 3rd method Il is simple. It can be directly described

by the Z transfer function, which is easy to process by computer

and more appropriate for a digital flight control system.

II. Equivalent Transformation of Multi-rate Digital Control

System

As examples, the block diagrams of the digital fly-by-wire

control system and the attitude and altitude control system are

shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of digital fly-by-wire control system
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In these figures, z1=eST1, z2 =e sT2 and z4=eST4. In Figure

1, ZOH1 is the digital zero order holder and ZOH 2 is the D/A

holder. In Figure 2, ZOH I and ZOH 2 are the digital holders. ZOH 4

is the D/A holder and pf is the pre-filter.

1. Equivalent Transformation of

In order to convert a multi-rate sampling system into an

equivalent single-rate system, it is necessary to convert two

different components in the system into a single-rate component.

(1) Low-rate Input-High-Rate Output Component

The equivalent transformation is shown in Figure 3.

When pseudo high rate sampler must be introduced behind the

low-rate sampler, then the transfer characteristics of the

sampling signal remain unchanged, i.e.,

R" (-.) --- R (z,) /180

C (z.) = G (z.)R' (z.) = G (z.) R (z1)

R(,, 7*R(2 C(S) I, !

L J4 , T _

T 2T& 2'I , 4T'

RUI) Gzg) CZj)

Figure 3. Equivalent transformation of low sampling rate input
high rate output component
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We can process a low-rate input signal R(zl) into an

2equivalent high sampling rate signal R(z2 ). The values of this

equivalent high sampling rate signal at low sampling periods 0TI,

ITI, 2T1,...are equal to R(zl). They are zero at high sampling

periods IT2 , 3T2 , 5T 2. . . . .

(2) High-rate Input Low-rate Output Component

The equivalent transformation is shown in Figure 4.

7: rTA

R(Z) I(j ICsZ)rfCz) ( 1

k z(-U)

Figure 4. Equivalent transformation of high sampling rate input

low rate output component.

A pseudo high-rate sampler is introduced in front of the

low-rate sampler.

In order to decompose the sampling signal in the frequency

domain, let us assume that

C C :z-c- S= C(" -j C(S = h VC('+i
FT. / . T.,
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failure due to instantaneous changes of the power supply and

electromagnetic interference. Hence, the redundancy for first

failure is significantly delayed. The above pri -iple also

applies to computers and rudder servos.

IV. Design of Second Failure Reconfiguration Management

The reconfiguration management for second failures is far

more complex than that for first failures. It must be capable of

bringing the system safely into a single channel or control law

reconfigured state in case of any possible similar second failure

state (including detected and undetected). There are two

possible basic monitoring methods. First, it is necessary to

incorporate self-monitoring to identify and isolate a failed

channel because a comparison monitor can only detect, but not

identify, a failed channel in case of second failure. Secondly,

a control law reconfiguration is used to replace a self-monitor.

This means that the failure is detected by a comparison monitor.

Then, both channels are isolated (one of the two actually

failed). Based on approximation of the output from the operating

components, the normal output value of the failed components is

estimated and substituted into the new control law.

Consequently, the system can still operate when a component is

missing (the performance may be downgraded). Apparently, the

second plan is only applicable to sensors. Moreover, it takes

longer to estimate and reconfigure. It is not necessarily

appropriate in all conditions. However, when it is possible, the

combination of both methods discussed above is more favorable

because it is not only capable of undergoing control law

reconfiguration when a second failure is not detected by sensors,

but also able to operate in a single channel manner when the

sensor or other components failed twice. Consequently, the

second failure coverage rate and the safety and reliability of

the system can be improved. With regard to the requirement
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overcome the side effect of ecualization buryin7 failures,
equalization should be arpropriately limited. In this work, an

intezrating component with a feedback mechanism (i.e., an inertia

component) was used as the equalizer for the sensor.

Furthermore, the median was used as the base for equalization.

The principle of equalization is shown on the left side of '-iure

1. The time constant of the equalizer should be sufficiently

large to obtain an approximate integration. It was selected to

be about 6 seconds. The equalization algorithm is shown in Figure

2. The channel input signal (S) is a typical sinusoidal
wave (1Hz), the tolerance of the three channels considered as atme

dependent biasing error. The maximum absolute tolerance (6, is +

0.07. From the figure, after 0.025 seconds (two computation

cycles) of initial equalization, the channel tolerance fell

within the absolute tolerance band of + 0.012.

In order to avoid comparison monitor errors at first failure /153

(primarily to prevent error in the initial equalization), at

least three times the equalized tolerance should be used to

monitor a dead zone.

In order to meet the high coverage requirement for

monitoring the first failure, both dynamic and static comparison

monitors were used. For instance, it is very difficult to

identify a slow drift failure with dynamic comparison monitoring.

The principle of monitoring is shown on the right half of Figure

1. No matter whether it is a dynamic or static failure, a

corresponding temporary failure marker is set up. Furthermore,

it is insulated as the failure channel. in the meantime, a timer

is started. When the reconfiruration time limit is exceeded, and

the failure still exists, then it is determined to be a permanent

failure. If the failure disappears before the time limit, then

the channel is restored (i.e., removing the isolation). In

order to cover more temporary failures, the reconfiguration time

limit should be as long as possible, such as 2 seconds. Such

reconfi-urations can significantly lower the probability of
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S-channelinput, Fs-self-monitored failure indicator,

Fp-permanent failure indicator, FF-dynamic

instantaneous failure indicator, F c-static instan-

taneous indicator, V-decision output, e-error signal,

el-amplitude limiting error, E-channel tolerance,

E1 -amplitude limiting channel tolerance, Es-channel

input after equalization

1. dynamic comparison monitoring and reconfiguration
logic

2. static comparison monitoring and reconfiguration
logic

0.05 AS... SJ I0.04-

0.02

' 0.10 0.20 N 0 30 0.40 1 0.50 t( ')

U0.02 0 41 'L " -

-:0 - 2A 0.2

IEI .0 
- -

Figure 2. Demonstrated result for equalization algorithm

ef 1. before equalization
2. after equalization
3. tolerance band after equalization

Equalization of redundancy channels is usually required for

sensors and rudder control servo, there are two purposes for

equalization. The first one is to prevent the uncontrollability

(divergence) of certain intermediate components (variables) in

the redundancy system due to channel tolerance, especially

integrating components. The second one is to accomplish

comparison monitoring with high coverage rates. In order to
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III. Design of First Reconfiguration Management /187

The reconfiguration management after any failure consists of

two fundamental aspects: monitoring failures and treating

failures (reconfiguration and isolation). As for monitoring

failures, there are two main strategies to choose from. One is

to use a simple comparison monitor, and the other is a

combination of comparison monitoring and self-monitoring. The

former has a relatively lower coverage rate, but the computation

time is shorter. The latter takes longer time to calculate, but

its coverage rate is higher. In this work, only the latter was

considered. The reconfigurati-n of first failure is primarily

aimed at the identification of instantaneous and permanent

failures and the restoration of the system to the same redundancy

after an instantaneous failure.

FS

-P 
E, ES 4A t r .... r F

Figure 1. Equalization and comparison monitor for sensors
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Analog calculation and real-time verification showed that this

reconfigurable management plan is feasible and not difficult to

realize.

II. Design Requirements

In this study, the DFBW is a triple redundancy system which

remains operational after a second failure. Each component was

able to monitor itself or to be monitored on-line. The computer

itself, however, has quadruple redundancy (triple redundancy with

a spare channel for heat) to ensure the performance of this core

ccmponent. Major design requirements for this reconfigurable

management system are as follows:

Prior to the first permanent failure takes shape, it should

have the capability to restore its performance instantaneously

with a probability of restoration not less than 0.97.

Comparison monitoring is the primary method to monitor

failures. It is aided with self-monitoring. In combination, the

coverage for a first permanent failure should not be less than

0.97.

Self-monitoring and control law reconfiguration are combined

in such a way so that the coverage for second failure is not less

than 0.90.

After a second failure is spotted and the control law

reconfiguration takes effect, the probability of success for

third failure-safety is primarily determined by the comparison

monitor coverage rate of the computer, which should not be less

than 0.97.

The time required to run the entire reconfigurable

redundancy management system should not exceed 50%w of the total

computation cycle.
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Job 1515-84 Part 11

Reconfigurable Redundancy Management Strategy for a /186

Triplex DFBW System
Li Lichun

(Institute of Automatic Flight Control System)

Abstract

A reconfigurable redundancy management strategy, including

the suitable indicators proposed for the redundancy management

system, the design principle of redundancy and control law

reconfiguration after failures and experimental verifications,

was discussed. In addition, the reconfigurable management

software and the feasibility for real time operation were also

described.

I. Introduction

The reliability of digital fly-by-wire flight control system

(DFBW system for short) is, to a great extent, dependent on the

redundancy management design. Among various management

strategies, the reconfiguration management method has already

demonstrated its superiority [1'2 . Conceptually, reconfiguration

management has a "specific" and a "generalized" sense. A

specific reconfiguration is limited to the redundant restoration

of the system after one instant failure. A generalized

reconfiguration, however, has already extended to the

reconfiguration of redundancy and control structures after

multiple failures (including instantaneous and permanent

failures). In this paper, a generalized reconfiguration

management strategy for a DFBW system with triple redundancy was

introduced. The purpose was to fully utilize the capability of a

computer to satisfy the high reliability requirement of operating

with double failure with relatively uncomplicated hardware.

*received in July, 1983
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MULTI-RATE DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

Guo Suofeng
(Nan jing Aeronautical Institutec)

Abstract

Considering the multi-rate sampling feature of digital flight control

systems, the approach of equivalent transformation and its transforma-

tion into an equivalent single-rate system are analyzed.

The method of decomposition of sampling signal in frequency domain

may be utilized in this equivalent transformation. To simplify the imple-

mentation and timing on computer, the ratio of sampling rate n is often

considered as an integer. Thus, the equivalent single-rate system may be

represented by Z transfer function with several parallel paths. If the in-

teger n is such a small number as 2, 4, the computation is not very com-

plicated.

The behavior of multi-rate system is discussed. It may be illustrated by

a simple system. As a high sampling rate has been introduced to one

part of the system, the open-loop poles and its steady-state gain of the

resulted system are not varied, only a zero is added in the real axis of

the Z-plane. It implies that the margin of stability is increased, the

overshoot of step response and D/A output ripple may be decreased. The

unequal sampling rates can be adopted to improve system performance.

Finally, the approaches to design multi-rate digital flight control sys-

tem are described in brief.
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flight control systems.

SThe design of a multi-rate digital flight control system is

far more complicated than that of a single-rate system.

Digitized design is carried out on the basis of a continuous

system because of our trust on the guidelines of or the design of

a continuous system and our experience in design over the years.

This method is based in the concept that the frequency response

is approximately unchanged. It is generally required that the

difference between the open loop frequency response and the

digital response is AA <1 db, Av.<5 0 at the cutoff frequency. A

* Tustin transformation can result in more satisfactory results.

The shortcomings are that the phase shift caused by the pre-

filter and the holder must be compensated, the performance cannot

be checked directly and the design cannot be changed easily.

The W'-plane design method may be used as a design tool in

the frequency domain. More direct performance verification and

design changes can be made. The steady state G(W') and that of

G(s) are equal. The zero poles are very close. The extent of

closeness is determined by the sampling rate and zero poles.

Furthermore, the effect of the pre-filter and the holder can be

directly shown. By choosing the appropriate sampling rate, it is

possible to make the zero pole in the s-domain equal to that in

the W'-domain. By making the proper correction, the few high

frequency zero poles can be directly transformed into the zero

poles in the W'-domain. The computation process can then be

significantly simplified [2 ] . The D(W')-.*D(z) process for the

designed controller is similar to the Tustin transformation using

a specially designed digitized continuous controller.

By combining these two design methods with the equivalent

transformation of the multi-rate system, it is possible to design

digital multi-rate systems. The specific procedures are omitted.
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Comparing the open loop transfer function of a multi-rate
system with that of a single-rate system, one can see that:

(1) the poles remain unchanged;

(2) the steady-state gain after taking integration into

account remains unchanged; and

(3) a zero point is added on the Z, plane in the multi-rate

system which is equivalent to introducing a compensa-

tion in advance.

If we let K =0.5 and T = 1, the input is a unit step, then
the output of the system is as shown in Figure 8.

C2

00 

't

Figure 8. Unit-step response of simple system

From this figure one can see that the stability of the

system increases, the overshoot decreases, the rise time becomes
faster and the quality is improved as high-rate sampling is

locally introduced into the system. In addition, the D/A output

* ripple may also be decreased.

We analyzed situations under which there are multiple

parallel channels (n=4) and there are complex poles in addition

to real poles in the loop, and discovered that the three rules

mentioned above are still valid. This indicates that this simple

example is somewhat general. It is also applicable to digital
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L"

From Figures 5 and 6 one can see that there are two and four
parallel channels, respectively. The complexity of the

equivalent systems is determined by the magnitude of n.

A".B are ancillary channels and .point A is the low sampling
rate signal. Because E(zj) = E(z2 ) = E[(-z2)2], the ancillary

rate z1  2  2 ,thanilr

channel begins with the sampling rate signal.

III. Performance Analysis and Design of Multi-rate System

A simple example is used to illustrate this point, as shown

in Figure 7.

D(s,T) G(s.T/2)
T r/2 C()

Figure 7. Block diagram of equivalent transformation of one
simple system

* The open loop transfer function of the system is:
W(ZI1..rKT/ 2(1 -e-,,1 )(z.+ 1 )+"T/2(1-e'"):-1) 1

KT/2 ( l -e' 1 )(z I + 2e~r ' )

(Dz-l (zz- )

-KT/ 2(1 -e' 1 1 )(:.-- 1 + 2 e"')
(z,- 1 )(z,-e')

When the entire sampling cycle is T, /184

1T( 1 -e)
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1 2' 1--z;~z G)=(1 +z;')R~ 1

• n=4,

0L
2 G

;WFigure 6. Block diagram of equivalent transformation of multi-
Tetrate digital attitude and altitude control system

11183

-pi

(Z.) R 1 - z i) 1- R (z,) = C +z. +z.'+ ... +z.'"") R (z

"- "C (z,) = I + +z2- ) R (z,)
- If n=2, C (Z,)--( Z 4 + Z 4 z-'R (z,)
I': n--4,
, The digital holder will introduce a similar phase shift.

• (2) Formation of Ancillary Channel in the System
.When a system undergoes an equivalent transformation, the

• ancillary component must extend forward to the low-rate input

1 high-rate output component, including the digital holder, to form

-° an ancillary channel.-

"- The multi-rate digital ...-by-wire and auto-pilot loops

:" shown in Figures 1 and 2 are undergoing equivalent

transformation. Their structures are shown in Figures 5 and 6.



The transformation of this component is accomplished by an

ancillary component G(-z 2 ) in the high-rate signal channel. Its

input signal R(-z 2 ) and output signal C(-z 2 ) are equal in

amplitude as those of the input signal R(z 2 ) and output signal

C(z 2 ) of the component G(z 2 ). The sign alternates with the

sampling point. The sampling value of the middle point will

cancel out by adding the two values and dividing it by two to

obtain the low sampling rate signal.

2. Equivalent Transformation of the System

When low sampling rate and high sampling rate signals are

combined in the equivalent transformation of a system, a digital

holder is brought into the low-rate signal. It is then combined

- with the high sampling rate signal at the same rate. In

- addition, a digital holder is required to link sampling signals

at various rates.

(1) Equivalent Transformation with Digital Holder /182

Because C(zn) = G(zn) R(z1 ) we get

n n

F(ZO ~z)(Z.) G:) a,(-*.)

0'=Z41(Z H (I) Ta

E(-zz) 8

G~Zaf(ZOH&)( Tp1 G(s) (Ph)

Figure 5. Block diagram of equivalent transformation of multi
rate digital fly-by-wire control system
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En order to find the relation between C(z 1  and C(z n, we

let m k+nl in the above equation. Then,

O°0
's-

C. (Z) ( )+n

k- 1 -00

:..~~~~~~ C ( = C s) + - - ,, 2

According to the complex displacement theory of Z

transformation, we get
k=O - i

ThereforeC (z --- - - e Gz.C(aoz.)If k 0 2a [-] t
f From Figure 4,

-2.-z C (z.) --G (z.) R (z.)
["..C (a,,z.) =G (a,z.) R (akz.)

or2

Ther , G (az.) R (a.)

In simplfaes,(2) the) eqiaen-rnsomtino-

".- - 0

""where au e J  " k =0, 1, 2 ... which is a unit vector whose
,.< k n ' 21 ' ' ' ''

iargument is equal to T-eK; a complex number.

If n = 2, aFk = i -I then
C(z,)-= -i -EG (z.) R (--) + G(-z.) R(-,.)

If n = 4, a k  = [1, j, -1, j]

127

C '1z' G (z,) R (z,) + G (-z )R (- z,))+ " [ (j,) R U ,)

+ G (-z,) R (-z,) 3

In simple cases (n=2), the equivalent transformation of a

high-rate input output component demonstrates an obvious concept,

.-. as shown in Figure 4.
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that the velocity gyroscope should never fail for an aircraft

with relaxed static stability, controlled reconfiguration is a

* feasible scheme. From any two measured values of rudder

deflection angle, attack angle and pitch rate, it is possible to

estimate the third variable according to a linear short period

motion (reconfiguration does not require a very accurate

estimation).

Table 1. Reconfigurable strategy for 2nd failures

X It _ t X

1T (-)T (1)2 P (1-a), (1-1s), LP (1-a), (1-n) i lrt -

P -), P,

,P P C,itAt) A:I IfL,
R 2 p q1-41, 0, 1

3 P a , 8 P -S O &°
U AM-

r

1. failure combination
2. first failure
3. nature
4. monitoring and control condition
5. second failure
6. nature
7. monitoring and control condition
8. reconfiguration strategy
9. or

10. or
11. same as combination 2
12. same as combination 2
13. same as combination 2
14. immediately elevate failure to permanent failure
15. reduce tolerance to single channel operation
16. reduce tolerance to single channel operation
17. reconfiguration
18. switch to back-up system
19. reduce tolerance to single channel operation
20. switch to back-up system
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21. Remark: T-temporary failure; P-permanent
failure; (1-a)-compairative monitor
coverage; a-comparative monitor missing
rate; (1-8)-self-monitor coverage;
B-self-monitor missing rate

Theoretically, this is not difficult to do. However, it requires189

verification and calibration in in-flight experiments. Various

second failure combinations and corresponding reconfiguration

strategies are listed in Table 1.

Different reconfiguration measures are taken for various

types of sensor failures according to the extent of effect on

safety. Table 2 shows some typical plans for reconfiguration

(using longitudinal system as an example). Figures 3 and 4 show

the digital analog result of the step lever control of a fighter

at H=l2Km and M=1.0, when the speed gyroscope in the DFBW system

failed twice consecutively. The failure in Figure 3 corresponds

to combination 2 in Table 1 (no miss by the monitors). It is

capable of switching to single channel operation. The failure in

Figure 4 corresponds to combination 4 in Table 4 (a second

failure not detected). It represents reconfiguration when the

sensor breaks down. From the two figures one can see that both

failures did not create any noticeable effect on the flight

quality and maneuverability.

Table 2. Reconfiguration for various sensors

1A P- #a 3 0 1 +N,= 0,
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1. sensor
2. pitch rate
3. normal direction acceleration
4. attack angle
5. lever force
6. dynamic and static pressure
7. reconfiguration procedure
8. use estimated w to replace sensor output
9. let N =0 and chinge the transmission ratio of

other feedback
10. let *=O and change other feedback transmission

ratio or use estimated ^ value to replace
sensor output

11. let Fp=0 and switch to standby unit
12. use constant gain to replace atmospheric data

.7 iC ...,~ D aI/ l
5.0-------------------5.0 -2 ~ ------

15 2

-7 t (W I

Figure 3. Digital. analog result for 2-nd reconfiguration
(failure combinations No.2)
1. (degree/sec)

2. (degree)
3. (degree/sec)
4. (degree)
5. first failure
6. second failure
7. (sec)
8. (sec)
9. no failure

10. second failure
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, .S 1 3. 4.

•5.0 - -5.0 -

w "''

"-'"2.5 -1 2 fa °

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2;5 0 0.5 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Digital analog result for 2-nd reconfiguration
(failure combinations No.4)

kay-1  (degree/sec)

2. (degree)
3. (degree/sec)
4. (degree)
5. first failure
6. second failure
7. (sec)
8. (sec)
9. no failure

10. second failure

V. Triplex Reconfiguration Design

When the redundancy of the system is reduced to single

channel operation, only self-monitoring can be used to detect a

third failure. Hence, the only situations after a failure are

coverage and miss. For a sensor, when a third failure is

detected, it is safely switched to a reconfiguration. Moreover,

it only reports the failure but not cut off the DFBW system.
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(it . )
( / ) (.IX) - - -. ,j g) - - -

5.0 2 1.0

0
S 0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0' L. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

-, t(rn
(a) (b)

Figure 5. Digital analog result for 3rd reconfiguration

e-Y:1. (degree/sec)
2. (degree)
3. first failure
4. second failure
5. third failure
6. (sec)
7. (sec)
8. aircraft flight response
9. sensor failure characteristics

This spares the pilot from switching to the standby system in a /191

hurry. It is very important for an aircraft with relaxed static

stability. When a third failure is not detected, then we must

depend on human judgement and switch to the standby system for

emergency. However, it is highly improbable. Figure 5 shows the

flight response and sensor output (Nyi ) failure characteristics

when the third failure of the normal direction acceleration meter

is detected and the system is switched into reconfiguration under

the same conditions as those in Figures 3 and 4. All third

failures did not cause any noticeable change in the motion.

Compared to no failure (Figure 4(a)), there is no difference in
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jthe control quality of the flight.

VI. Design and Execution of Reconfiguration Software

Redundancy reconfigurations and controlled reconfigurations

mentioned above are materialized by software. However, the

signal source comes from the hardware. The structure of the

reconfiguration management software, using a sensor as an

example, is shown in Figure 6. In addition to the collection of

input signals, there are seven modules. The core of the software

is the "reconfiguration and isolation" module. It executes the

" reconfiguration management logic after failures and controls the
"signal voting" module by using the "isolation marker (I)" to

complete the isolation of the failed channels.

L S-1 E~r FL E F p_~r CL SL,

I. . I /

I ~ ~ ,L, A, B-SUN*. a iiik SL FL, CL, Pi-*dI S3.

Figure 6. Functional diagram for sensor reconfigurable

management software modules

4.1. software module interface
2. collecting input signal
3. self-monitoring
4. signal voting
5. calculating channel variance

u 6. balancing
7. dynamic comparative monitoring
8. static comparative monitoring

9. reconfiguration and isolation
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10. cross channel interface
11. L, A, B-sensor input from channels on the spot

and from the left and right; S L, F L, CL, PL-self

monitoring, dynamic temporary, static temporary

and permanent failure markers, respectively;

ILI tA' IB-failure isolation markers for local,

left and right channels.

The primary factor determining the software execution time

is data transmission, especially the cross channel data

transmission time. For a typical microcomputer processing the

reconfiguration management of six sensors, there are six sets of

data to be cross transmitted by each sensor. Each data cross-

transmission time is under 50 microseconds. Then, the total

execution time of all the sensors is about 4.2 milliseconds. It

is approximately 33.67. of the total time (12.5 milliseconds in

this example). When we consider the redundancy management of

other components, the redundancy management time will be about

507. of the total computer time in the longitudinal DFBW system.

VII. Conclusions

1. The use of redundancy reconfiguration management

strategy in a DFBW system is a natural consequence of utilizing

the potential of a computer. It has advantages in improving the

reliability of the system, delaying the downgrading of redundancy

and reducing wrong switching probability.

2. The reconfiguration strategy introduced in this paper is

capable of expanding the scope and function of the

reconfiguration because it combines two monitoring modes.

* Furthermore, it also increases the monitoring coverage. It is /192

* more superior over other reconfiguration strategies using

comparative monitoring mode.

3. The key to the realization of reconfiguration management

is the data transmission time of the computer. Through software

design and tailoring, current computers can be used to
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materialize it. However, we must increase the data transmission rate as

we increase +he cmputation time on the develoxment of future flight control conrluters
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A RECONFIGURABLE REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT

STRATEGY FOR A TRIPLEX DFBW SYSTEM

Li Lichun

(Institate of Automatic Flight Control System)

Abstract

A reconfigurable redundancy management strategy for a triplex

DFBW flight control system is discussed in this paper. The strategy consists

of redundancy and control law reconfiguration after 1 st, 2 nd and 3rd

failures. Every part of the system uses both the comparison monitored

and the self-tested schemes. With the combination of two monitors schemes

the functional range of reconfigurable strategy can be expanded, and high

system reliability can be achieved. The computer verification results for

reconfigurable strategy are presented. The reconfigurable management so-

ftware has been designed, and the architectures for all of software moduls

and its interfaces are introduced. It has been shown that the key factor

impact on feasibility of the strategy is the data transmitted rate, especially

the across-channel data transmitted rate.
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An Equivalent Strength Method for Optimum Design of*

Composite Laminates

Liu Fanglong, Huang Jixi

(Beijing Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

Abstract

An equivalent strength method for optimum design of

composite laminated plates subjected to an in-plane arbitrary

loading is presented as an intuitive and simple engineering

method. The method affirms that the design of composite laminates

is optimum when the strength ratios of each lamina are equivalent

and equal to one. This is a criterion. It can be considered

that the orientations of individual ply groups are determined,

but the thickness of each group can be adjusted in accordance

with the principle of the equivalent strength ratio, in result that

the failure of statical tension, compression or shear in each ply

of laminate under the designed loads happens at the same time.

In design optimization by the equivalent strength method the

thickness and the weight of a laminated plate are minimized.

Five numerical examples are given and compared with

corresponding data in references [1] and [2]. The results show

that the equivalent strength method is better than the methods

employed in references [1] and [2].

I. Introduction

The laminated plate, which is one of the main elements of

the thin aerofoil structure of the aircraft and spacecraft, is
mainly subjected to in-plane static tension, compression and

shear under general loads. Presently, symmetric laminates are

still widely used due to limitations on the industrial

manufacture technology. In order to maintain the continuity of

the fibers of each ply of laminate during manufacture, the

*Received in November 192 148
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orientation of each ply (or group) of laminates should be

confined. Experience indicates that the common 11/4 laminated

plates, i.e., [0i' 90 j'45k /-45 1Is laminates have a reasonable

design. This type of laminate is discussed in this paper. The

optimum design of a composite structure can be simplified to be

the optimum design of a series of symmetrically laminated plates

and bars under given load with planar forces having zero moment.

The optimum design of the laminates can be considered to be the

one which gives minimum thickness and weight for each ply (group)

of the laminates with fixed orientation.

Reference [1] uses the equivalent strain energy ratio as the

criterion for optimization. With the equations for design

iterations, each design iteration is modified regarding the

feasibility using the Tsai-Hill strength theory as control

condition. This method requires recalculation of the strain

energy ratio of each ply (group) as well as the strength

criterion of the laminates for each design iteration and is quite

complicated. Since the design points usually are outside the

strength boundary of the feasible region, it gives excess

strength and the design is not an optimum. References [2,3]

consider that the optimum design condition for the laminate is

one which gives zero excess. The problem of finding the minimum

weight under constrained conditions is transformed to an

unconstrained problem of determining the extreme values using the

method of Lagrange multipliers. The strength criterion for the

laminated plate is established experimentally similar to the

strength criterion for the uni-directional plates. The limiting

strength of the laminated plate along one axis is obtained from

the limiting strength of each differently oriented ply (or group)

of the laminate along the same axis using the method of linear

weighted means with the assumption that the limiting shear

strengths along the opposite directions are equal. This method

contains certain errors and is limited in applications.
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We have proposed an equivalent strength method as a

criterion of the optium design for symmetrically laminated

plates. The optimum design is obtained when the strength ratios

of each ply (group) of the laminates are equivalent and equal to

1. Figure 1 shows the schema of the optimization. We have

applied Tsai-Wu's tensor strength theory with "quasi-network

principle" to determine the initial design. According to the

characteristics of the laminated plate under stress, design

revisions and adjustments are carried out based on the strength

ratio of each ply (group).

Analyses and calculation examples indicate that our method

is simpler, easier to be visualized, better in engineering and

easier in design compared with other methods. It can be widely

used by various technical professionals. The formulas are simple

and less calculations are involved.

More complicated strength criteria having large number of /201

variables can also be used in this method.

Z z,
I

I I
I _ h_ 0,

(0b

mi Nttwzj h

Figure 1. Schematic of optimization in equivalent strength
laminate design

(a) Before optimization (b) After optimization
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Numerical analyses have been carried out with the same

examples given in references [1] and [2]. The results have

indicated that our method is more reliable and effective than

those in references [1,2].

II. The Basic Principle of Optimization in Laminate Design

by Equivalent Strength

In order to compare the result of our calculation with that

of reference [1], the influences of temperature and humidity are

not included in the optimization calculation. With a laminated

plate under compression, we consider only the strength criterion

which satisfies the compression. The condition of bending is not

included.

1. The stress analysis and the characteristics of the

optimum design of the symmetrically laminated plate.

The basic equation for a zero moment, symmetrically

laminated plate 
is

IVV* A~l A-,, Alg E0

NA A*. A*. A* 2

where [A*] is the normalized matrix of the in-plane stiffnesses

of the laminates,

F A*, Al. A% Q11 Q1! Q:6

*,: A 4 2, A2, =2 Qt2 Q!! Q,16
L Al, A;, A0, J L 0,, Q08 k (2)

where Ni = Ni/h -components of the normalized in-plane forces

on the laminate

Ni - components of the in-plane forces on the

laminate

Vk = hk/h - volume ratios of the ply groups

hk - thickness of the ply group

h - thickness of each ply of the laminate
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0 strain components within the laminate

Qij off-axis stiffness components of the plies

(groups)

m number of groups of uni-directional plies

within half thickness of the laminate

Subscripts i = 1, 2, 6; j = 1,2,6; k = 1,2,3,4, represent

the components along the x,y and the tangential coordinates and

the group numbers respectively.

The normal strains {ek)of each ply (or groups) are given by /202

( ) ,,- CT (,,)A -]-' N ) (3 )

where [TcI(k) is the conversion matrix of the strains of each ply

(group)

CT., ft m3  -ma M
-2mM 2mu mx-nJ (k) (4)

where m = cosek; n = sinek.

The normal stresses {Iak)in each ply (group) are

(a C ~, Q) CT6),k,8~ (5)

i.e.,

{ ,()(0 60(08 {(6) (6)

where [Q](k) = [QI[Tc](k)- the stress matrix, and

r 8 Q- 0 ] m -r3 7
C~c Q" Q," 0 IL , mI M1"~l

o Q" -2mn 2mn ml- n2

The governing structure equation of the symmetrically

laminated plate indicates that the normalized in-plane

stiffnesses [A*] are directly affected by the changes of the

design variables hk. Due to the interactions between plies (or

groups), several iterations should be carried out for design
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modification. Since the matrix of the normalized in-plane

stiffnesses of the laminated plate has a linear relation with the

design variables and the stress matrix is irrelative with the

design variables, feasibility adjustments can be carried out

using the ray-steps method 
[6 .

2. Selection of the Strength Criterion for the Composite

Materials

The Tsai-Hill's theory has been currently used in most

publications of design optimization as a strength criterion for

the uni-directional plates since it is simple in mathematical

treatment. However, since this theory has not considered the

difference between the tension strength and the compression

strength, it gives rather poor fitness between the theoretical

values and the experimental-results under certain conditions

(such as compression). We have employed the rather compli,-ated

Tsai-Wu's tensor theory as the strength criterion for

unidirectional plates, which can provide better fitness between the theoretical

values and the experimental results. The expression in the strain space is given as

(e IT) + ()(8)

where

}=- G. } G,, ] G., a o

0) - GilG,(10)

,,0 0 o G,, (9)

Y, - y O

GQ, +( 7YY'Q,,Q, -- v ,

G.- 1 1,,_ .-......, + Q.,...I I Q

G" S'i- (10)
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Conference on Aviation Service and Test Techniques in Beijing

The Aviation Service Engineering Commission sponsored a

conference on aviation service and test techniques in Beijing on

November 30 to December 4, 1983. There were 74 participants from

35 organizations. The conference had 23 presentations and 30

papers on subjects including: (1) the development of the test

techniques in foreign countries and the progress and the

direction of the direction of the development of the test

techniques in China (2) discussions on the technical difficulties

and main problems on aviation service and test (3) reviews on the

technical experiences of the aviation service and test technology

in China. The research topics were more confined. Most theories

were related to practice. Many papers were valuable and

elaborated clearly ina theoretical aspect. Some papers had quite

distinguishable view points. These technical articles, "New

Transducer for Supersonic Test-Main Contact Pressure Transducer"
"JK-8211 Inertial Time Monitor" and "Investigation on the

External Method of Measurement of the Thrust of the Turbojet

Engine" had received favorable comments in the conference.

The test techniques have been regarded as a science in the

meeting. The progress of scientific technologies in the recent

twenty years has changed significantly the techniques and methods

of service. It has changed also the philosophy, the methodology

and the organization system of aviation service and doubled the

economical benefit on maintenance service. The technical level

of aviation service and test is a measurement of the

modernization of the maintenance service. Recently we have

developed various techniques such as undestructive damage

detection, in-situ test, condition monitoring, etc., for aircraft

service. The capability of aviation service is improved greatly.

The aviation industries have paid great attention to the
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V. Conclusion /209

Analyses and comparisons of the numerical results of the

examples with the corresponding data in references [1] and [2]

show that the equivalent strength method of design optimization

is reasonable and secure.

The value of the super-relaxation factor, Q, should be

selected reasonably to increase the speed of convergence. The

introduction of certain details in numerical treatment can avoid

the unnecessary stop of the computer at certain unreasonable

locally optimized points.

Zhou Shurong, Zhang Yuzhu, Huang Hai and Lu Jilin have

participated in the work of calculations and analyses. Rong

Xiangtao, Xia Renwei and Zhang Yongshun have provided many

valuable comments. Their assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
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variables, the final design was obtained after 8 iterations to be

TT
{h}* = {0.0146 0.010 0.2744 0.1134} T (inch) with {R}* = {

1.008 2.195 2.0881 Our method is more effective than that of

reference [I]. Figure 6 shows the design process. Additional

study is needed for certain conditions having multiple combined

loads with which the criterion of optimization by equivalent

strength cannot be met.

Example 5. A laminated plate was under a combined load, NX
= 10 K-lb/in, N = 5 K-lb/in, N = 3.183 K-lb/in. Reference [2]y xy
used the method of Lagrange muitfp'ie'rs to obtain the optimum

thickness, {h}* = {0.07013 0.03964 0.0061 0.0061} T (inch).

Test results showed that the values of Rk of individual ply

groups were all less than 1. Using our method, the final design

was obtained to be {h}* = {0.0322 0.003485 0.03983 0.002 4 9}T

(inch), with {R}* = {1.04 1 1.04 1 }T
. Our method is perfect

and gives ideal design.

110-

100-

0

90 N2T

N,

70-

60

0 1 2 4 6 7 1
K

Figure 6. Optimization in design of square laminate under four
combined loads

1. lb
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20 .
X

5 N,

Figure 5. Optimization in design of square laminates under one
combined load

Example 4. Similar square laminate was under four types of
combined loads as listed in the following table:

210 
-060 

730
2 6.40 

8.30 1.853 
7.30 

7.90 
11.9

4 1 .7 0 - 0 .4 0 , 0

1. loading condition2. K-Ib-in

The x-axis was parallel to the 0 direction of the fibers.
Reference I used an initial design by equivalent percentage.The final design after iteration was ha* = 0.06 0.06 0.17
0.171T (inch). Test result showed that R}* = 0.964 0.949

2.502 1.956 T which was wi the fe unfeasible region. Using

our method with the same initial design and without using the
enveloping method to select the maximum value of the design
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Figure 4. Optimization in design of square laminates under

shear loads by equivalent strength

1. lb

Table 3 Optimization in design of square laminates under one

combined load by equivalent strength

h0". x10-1 hg0  x A4 5. h "-43" I Ro. Ro0 R 45- R..*
xlO-

3x^ 10" 
"le

0 3.66 5.37 0.3 7  13.2 7 .96Y ' 0.128 0.134 0.187 0.213

1 28.62 42.03 5.42 103.3 46.62 1 1.046 1.464 1.665

2 26.01 27.26 3.58 98.12 50.35 1 1.057 1.274 1.416

3 24.64 20.37 2.91 03.38 53.26 1 1.066 1.154 1.265

4 23.81 16.5 2.56 89.08 55.70 1 1.071 1.083 1.172

5 23.26 14.10 2.43 85.35 57.75 1 1.058 1.044 1.108

6 22.92 13.61 2.38 62.59 59.29 1 1.046 1.022 1.070

7 22.69 13.17 2.37 80.48 60.47 1 1.036 1.010 1.047

8 22.53 12.77 2.38 78.83 61.40 1 1.0288 1.0039 1.033

tq, A = 1.0

1. number of iterations
2. weight, lb
3. inches
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Table 2 Optimization in design of square laminates under

shear loads by equivalent strength

i ' !x -ho.t X h s-X h.. -. x

ARMS O' AW 1 10-'A Ao' o~' Roo Rs0 * R6 -5

0 4.227 0 0 20.0 9.07 0.304 0.407

1 34.62 0 0 161.7 72.96 2.443 2.443

2 11.85 0 0 50.69 30.81 1 1.337

3 10.27 0 0 39.15 31.69 1 1.173

4 9.598 0 0 33.96 32.23 1 1.040

5 9.451 0 0 32.80 32.84 1 1.010

6 9.417 0 0 32.52 32.42 1 1.002

G O , q ",lI

K~y:
1. iteration number
2. weight, W x 10 3 lb
3. inches
4. note: q=l

Example 3. The same square laminate as above was under one

combined load, Nx = 1.89 kilo lb/in, N = -0.54 kilo-lb/in, N =x y xy

6.57 kilo-lb/in, with the x axis along the 0° direction of the

fibers. Reference E1] chose an initial design by equivalent

percentage. After an unknown number of iterations, the final

design was {h}* = {0.0199 0.0173 0.05425 0.05425} T (inch).

The strength ratio was tested to be {RI* = }0.861 0.833 1.57

1.47}T , which was within the unfeasible region. With an initial

design determined by "quasi-network principle", a final design

was obtained using our method after 8 iterations to be {hI* =

(0.01277 0.002383 0.07883 0 .0 6 14 1 T (inch) with {RI* = {.0

1.0288 1.0039 1 .0 3 3 1T
. The iteration process of the design is

shown in Table 3 and Figure 5.
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Example 1. A 1 inch x 1 inch square laminate was loaded

with a unidirectional tension force of 104 lb/in inch along the 0

direction of the fibers. Reference [1] chose an initial design

by equal percentage. The dimension of the final design was {hl*=
T{0.076 0.000098 0 0} (inch) after 10 iterations using the

criterion of equal stress. The final weight was about 61.2 of

that of the original design. Tests showed that the final design

still had significant excess strength, R0o= 2.526, and it should

be further optimized. The thickness of the 0° ply was reduced to

0.03795 inch after 10 iterations using our method of

optimization. The thickness of the final design was { h } -

{0.02841 0 0 01T (inch), RF=I, with a weight decrease of 85

after 19 iterations. If the initial design was determined using
"quasi-network principle", it would be the optimized design. The

figures and tables for the calculation are omitted here.

Example 2. The same square laminate of Example 1 was loaded

with 104 lb.in shear force. The 0° direction of the fibers was

parallel to one side of the plate. An initial design by

equivalent percentage was used in Reference [1]. The final

design after 10 iterations was fh}* = {0 0 0.064 0.064}

(inch), 54% decrease in weight, and R 45* >1. Our method of

optimization gave a final design, after 7 iterations, to be {h}*

= {0 0 0.03243 0 .0 324 31T (inch), 72.6% decrease in weight and
R+450=1. If the initial design was determined using "quasi-

network principle", a final design could be obtained after 6 /207

iterations to be {h}*={0 0 0.03252 0.03242)T(inch), strength

ratio R4 5 o=I and R-45 .=1.002. The iteration process of the

design is shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.
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from the initial calculation according to the "quasi-network

principle", that is

{h} €'.' Max {h)?,
L - ,-, SLD (24)

The flowchart of calculation for optimization in laminate design

by equivalent strength is shown in Figure 3.

IV. Examples and Analyses

Five examples were carried out using the optimization

program written in FORTRAN language following the flowchart as

shown in Figure 3 with the FELIXC-256 and the SIEMENS-7760

computers. For comparison purpose, the examples in references

(1,2] are selected for analyses. They are all w/4 symmetrically

laminated plates. The plates were made from boron/epoxy

composite materials. The basic mechanical characteristics are

shown in Table 1. The thicknesses of the individual plies were

0.005 inch [I] and 0.0075 inch [21 .

Table 1 Characteristics of B/EP material

E.30x 10W/X-tl i X 176X io3F,/'jts

EY2.? x 10*/JI1 390xj 03j#/3$-tZ

V, 0.21 Y 11.4xlO'1/ 4. C9

E, o.xWi ,-s Y, 44.6xjo3W, . 6'

()lb/in2(2) lb/in
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-~~: 7 -27 -7 - - .. -7 -7.'-- 7 '7 - - V

"i

1. start
2. initial data input K =0
3. determine the initial values of {h} by "quasi-

network principle"
4. calculate the initial weight W4
5. calculate the stiffness matrix [A]=2
6. obtain the inverse matrix [a]=[Ar'
7. obtain the orthogonal stresses of individual ply

groups {C}(k) =[T, ][] P {N}
8. set up the matrix of strength ratios [RR]
9. let R =Min[RRkL, L=1,2,...,NLD; k=1,...,4
10. adjus'iI nt by the ray steps method lk=hk/Rmin
11. calculate the strength ratio matrix at the point

on boundary surface ERR]=[RR]/Pnin
12. calculate the weight at the point on boundary

surface WK
13. yes
14. obtain the ply group number
15. stop
16. no
17. modify the design according to the equivalent

strength criterion, let

18. obtain new design values using the enveloping

method, let hk = MaxL,,k

The initial design of the laminated plate can be obtained /206

using the "quasi-network principle". The quasi-network principle

- considers only the resistance along the direction of the fibers

in the unidirectional ply group and neglects the resistance along

the lateral and the tangent directions. It neglects also the

*interactions between individual ply groups. (The "network

principle" considers only the resistance of the fibers but not

the action of the matrix.) The initial design of the laminated

*plate under single load, determined according to the "quasi-

"- network principle", isMM N4
.I N. (23)2X i 2 VZX iVX'j

When N is negative, the compression strength becomes extension

strength or vise versa. Under the condition with multiple loads,

the initial design of the laminated plate can be determined by

selecting, using the enveloping method, from the values obtained
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above steps, 1, 2, 3, and 4, until no more weight decreases or
the difference of the weights of consecutive iterations reaches
the predetermined accuracy.

W-"" LI

AKi- ? RR I.. . L

+4K4

* Figure 3. Flowchart of calculation for optimization in laminate
design by equivalent strength
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III. Procedure of Design Optimization of the Laminated Plates

By Equivalent Strength Method

1. Select an initial design{hl, obtain the strength ratios

RLk (L = 1,2,..., NLD; k = 1,...4) of individual ply groups

under various loading conditions using Equations (3) and (15).

2. Based on the minimum strength ratio Rmin'

R.-,. Mi-R1., (17)

carry out feasibility adjustments using the ray steps method and

move the design point to the constraint surface (Figure 2), that

is I h } + " " { h 1 R . .

(18)

and calculate the weight, W(k+l) of the laminated plate
4

2 (19)

where Pk' F re the specific gravity and the in-plane area of

the k-th ply group.

3. Since [A*] and{h}have linear relation, the strength

ratios, RLk(k+l), of individual ply groups of the design point

. {h}(k+l) under various loads can be obtained,
2.,,, ,LAR., (20)

and design adjustments can be carried out based on the principle /205

of optimization by equivalent strength, that is

R,(~9 -- D rfl' , h Ot+.l)

-. (21)

4. Using the enveloping method, select the maximum value of the
desin vaiabl {h(k+2)design variable [hL k of individual ply groups obtained under

different carrying loads, that is

"-Max h ) }', '• z. - i.,...,NLD 2

5. Using {ha (k+2 )as the next starting point, repeat the
max

J.,
Lf.
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where q-overrelaxation factor, which can improve the speed

of convergence,

K = 1, 2, ..., N -number of iterations;

the carrying capacity of the laminated plate can be increased

*[ effectively with minimum increase of the weight. This provides a

condition for further sizable reduction of the weight by the ray

steps method to approach the optimum point as shown in Figure 2.

The concept of adjustment for optimization, which is accomplished

by increasing the cross-section dimensions of the elements (ply

groups) having abundant strength and decreasing the cross-section
dimensions of the elements lacking in strength, is opposite to

the structure of the common isotropic metallic materials.

hsi

iA-A

Figure 2. Optimization in laminate design by equivalent strength

XMYi. surface of equivalent weight

2. feasible area
3. strength constraint 1
4. strength constraint2

WMII
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where

A =G.e!+2G.,.e,+GG. 
2 +G,,2

B - G.E. + G,,

C _ -_ 1 (14)

Under certain loading conditions, the strength ratios, RL,k

of individual ply groups of the common 9/4 symmetrically

laminated plate are given by

R - --B-±4 '. .L
Rk)2 (15)24

where L = 1, 2,..., NLD-loading conditions.

For any arbitrary design point, the strength ratios of

individual ply groups, R are not equal. Theymay be greaterL,k'
than 1 or less than 1. For optimum design, the thicknesses of

individual ply groups, hk, should be adjusted such that the

strength ratios of individual ply groups RL,k, will all equal

1 under one loading condition. The design obtained at such

condition is the optimized design of the laminated plate, which

is different from the design obtained by the concept of full

stress.

If the strength ratio of a ply group in certain directions is

*. the highest under load, this ply group should have the highest

*" strength and highest carrying capacity. Increasing the thickness

* of this ply group can effectively increase the carrying capacity

of the laminated plate with minimum increase of the total weight.

The ply groups with lower strength ratios have lower carrying

* capacity. Reducing properly the thicknesses (or layers) of these

* ply groups or eliminating the ply groups having poor carrying

capacity can improve greatly the utilization of materials and

reduces effectively the weight of the laminated plate. Design /204

modifications for optimization can be carried out directly and

* simply by using the method of equivalent strength ratio. With

- xR' 1  (16)
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X, X' Y, Y', S -are the orthogonal longitudinal /203

extension, compression, lateral extension, compression and the

in-plane shear strength of the unidirectional plate respectively.

Given the internal forces {N} within the laminated plate,

the orthogonal strains {e N5 orresponding to any arbitrary group of

design variablesN can be obtained from equation (3). A value

* can be obtained by substituting the values of the strains into

* equation (8). If the value equals to 1, it indicates the

unidirectional plate is deformed. If the value is less than 1,

no deformation of the plate will occur.

3. Criterion for Design Optimization by Equivalent Strength

In order to estimate the loading abilities of individual ply

groups of the symmetrically laminated plate, we have introduced

an additional parameter, the strength ratio.

where {e} ()-maximum or available orthogonal strain vectors,

fel -orthogonal working strain vectors of the

unidirectional plate.

Since in the static experiment for determining the structure

strength the loads are added proportionally, the assumption that

the strain vector increases along the same direction as the load

*is applicable for composite materials having good linearity. The

strength ratio R, defined in Equation (11) is also applicable for

* individual components of the strains, that is

R 1,(a) I j-X, Y, S (2

Since Equation 8 is the deformation criterion for a

unidirectional plate, the criterion is satisfied until the

working strain reaches the maximum available value. Substituting

Equation (12) into Equation (8), it gives

AR 2 + BR + C = 0

R= B/2AC- (13)
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performance of service and maintenance in new designs or

manufacture of the aircraft. However, our techniques are still

. behind those of the foreign countries. We lack systematic

* theoretical guidance and the service and test techniques have not

been seriously considered in general in various stages including

design, manufacture, education, research and practical usage.

The conference has suggested (1) to set up a technical group

specialized in aviation service and test, (2) to develop job

positions and to set up research organizations in various

departments involving maintenance and service to resolve the

difficulties in service and test and to investigate various

problems in test equipment, design, production and standardi-

*zation, (3) to improve the capability and reliability of the

methods of test and detection and to reinforce the research in
*new techniques of test and detection such as micro-processor,

- acoustic emission, laser photography, techniques of condition

monitoring, etc.
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Modal rest and Parameter Identification of a Flutter Wing /211

Model with External Missiles*

Nanjing Aeronautical Institute

Zhang Lingmi

Abstract

This paper introduced the modal test and parameter

identification of a flutter wing model with external missiles.

The emphasis was placed on improving the reliability and

accuracy. An identification program was developed and the first

nine orders of modal parameters were identified on an ordinary

computer. The reliability and accuracy of the test data and the

identification results were verified by four data examining

techniques.

I. Introduction

In order to satisfy the design specification of aircraft

flutter and dynamic response, and to further actively control

flutter and respnnse, and to modify the finite element model, it

is necessary to accurately measure the dynamic characteristics of

the structure. For a complex structure such as an aircraft, it

is still a research subject to improve the reliability and

accuracy of the modal parameters identified.

In recent years, the admittance frequency response test for
parameter identification and modal analysis has been used in
aeronautics and astronautics in the world. It has been

successfully applied in the ground vibration test for aircraft

components (such as the vertical tail of F-4) [1 1 and the entire

aircraft (such as Boeing-747 and its modifications) [2 , as well

as in tests of flutter models with active control inside and

outside the wind tunnel (such as the YF-17 wing with external
*Received in June 1983
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[3]

* missiles)

The object of this study was the flutter model of a wing

with external missiles. The focus was to improve the reliability

and accuracy of the experimental modal analysis. A modal

parameter identification program [4 ] developed in recent years

based on a complex modal vibration theory was used. Various

methods were employed to examine the accuracy and reliability of

" the test results. Without additional special analytical

equipment, the anticipated high accuracy was attained.

II. Theoretical Basis of Frequency Domain Modal Analysis

The dynamic differential equation for an N-dimensional

linear discrete system is
(M)({3}+CC){}+CK){x}={f( )} (1)

where [M], [K] and [C] are real coefficient symmetric matrices.

[M] is a positive definite matrix. [K] and [C] are positive

definite or quasi-positive definite. Assuming the initial

condition is zero, we can get the following by taking the Laplace

"" transform on both sides:
s (M)+s(CJ+(K)){X(s)}={F(s)} (2)

It may be written in simpler terms as

/212

CZ(s)J{X(s)}={F(S) (A)

or
(3)

where adj(Z(s))
(H(s)) (Z( s))"=det(Z(s)] (4)

It is called the generalized dynamic flexibility matrix or the

transfer function matrix.

Let Sr and {#r) be the eigen value and eigen vector of

equation (2), respectively. For an ordinary viscous damping

system both are complex numbers appearing in conjugates. For a

1 70
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stable sub-critical damping system, we can assume that
s,=-(zr+jl3 sor= -ar-i3, (5)

It satisfies the following eigen function.

detCZ( s )=s )+s CC)+CK3=r;llI f 3 (s -S.)( S -1)
7=1

=i.x1i [J (s1+2as+(a=+2))= 0
7=1

Let Wr and Sr be the rth order modal frequency @ and damping
ratio, respectively. We get

arC=rco, 0,= V/1 -Uzo, (6)

According to eq (4), the element of [H(S)] is a rational function

of S. The denominator is a 2N order polynomial of S and

numerator is a 2(N-1) order polynomial of S. The transfer

function matrix can be expanded at the pole with respect to S

r=r"

where [A r ] is the residual matrix corresponding to the pole Sr

(and [Ar *] is its conjugate).

By multiplying both sides of equation (7) on the left by

[Z(S)] (S-Sr ) and letting S=Sr, we get

C Z (s,)C J, = 0

Hence, we know that a column of [A r ] is proportional to {r }.

Similarly, by multiplying both sides by (S-S)r [Z(S)] on the

right and letting S=Sr, we notice that
CZ( s ))=CZ( s ))

Therefore,SC Z (s,)) CA,.) ' = 0

' +r}T
This again proves that a row of [Ar] is proportional to Ir r
Hence, we get

P, (8)
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where Pr is a proportionality constant (usually a complex

number). We can prove that
P,= { , ( ( ]+ C C )) (:,} (9)

When the damping of the system is structural and

proportional, the evolution of {fr} is the characteristic
Svibration modal {Or }. Thus, we get p = m where B =_Tirto mdlfr' r r r r r r

and wr = rT [M]{r} is the rth order real modal mass.

. Substituting equations (8) and (9) into (7), we can obtain the analytical

. expressions for the transfer function matrix and real modal parameters.

* * Obviously, wr = Sr I En reference [5] it was called the

* characteristic vibration frequency, which is different from the

dampingless characteristic frequency[5
.

N , N {,} /213
CH(s))= mT(s2+2Cs+) 2 ,WD

-",-1 ,- (10)

- where {o r  = {or}//r is a normalized characteristic vibration

mode, which is analytically related to the residual number by the

following

{,} {$ }'=-2Im 4,), ((11)

Let s = jw and then the element at the pth row and qth column of

the transfer function matrix, H(jw) qp, is the frequency response

function to an excitation on the p-axis measured on the q-axis.

N

(w,-c')+j2,Dc (12)
7=1

Obviously, a unique correlation between the multiple frequency

response measured at many points (q = 1, 2, ...N) by a single

excitation point and all real modal parameters is established.

III. Modal Test Techniques

There are two advanced admittance frequency response

techniques. One is to use a transient or random wide band

excitation followed by FFT frequency response analysis. The
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other involves a steady-state sinusoidal excitation followed by

"track filtering" of the force and the response to determine the

frequency response data [6 ]. The advantage of the former is its

fast speed. The disadvantages are its low signal to noise ratio

and poor frequency resolution. The latter has opposite

advantages and disadvantages. We combined both methods. First,

we used a wide band excitation to determine the approximate

frequency of each modal by FFT analysis. Then a digital high

resolution scan was done near each modal to print out the

frequency response. Figures 1 and 2 show the force and frequency

response curves of a wing and a wing with external missiles

obtained by FFT analysis under a pseudo-random excitation,

respectively. In the frequency band measured, the former has 5

modals and the latter has 13 modals.

Ato Soo S128 Mill
BIOV 5oo1 S 128/12 M ,I1

E,

Figure 1. Power spectrum of excitation force and acceleration

response

In order to correlate experimental results to the finite

element mathematical model, the point of measurement was chosen

to be the node of the finite element. The finite element model

of the specimen is shown in Figure 3.

The excitation device is connected to the specimen through a

force transducer and a miniature connector. The point of

connection was chosen to be near the root of the wing (p=29) to
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minimize the effect of added mass. The response signal is /214

obtained from a miniature acceleration sensor (weighing 0.5g) and

a charge amplifier.

A,1W 500 5236 .14
B8. ZOV 5609IZ S-256. 256 111[ 1

TG Cl

L
I

A 060 S256 M 2
B,20V-5001HzS 236,256 M1

TG U

Figure 2. Frequency response curve 'Bode's curve)
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Because the frequency response data for modal parameter

identification are not dimensionless (the acceleration admittance

frequency response: 1/kg) and the accuracy of a normalized mode

is directly affected by the accuracy of the test system, we used

a system specification method [6 ]. A 10kg standard mass block was

used for system specification. In the entire frequency band

tested (0-360 Hz), the acceleration admittance frequency

response is 0.094-0.096. The error is less than 2%.

/215

14 4 0

Figure 3. Finite element model of the test specimen

IV. Modal Parameter Identification and Its Results

En spite of the fact that the object of this work is a small

damping system, it is possible to use real modal parameters to

describe its dynamic properties. When we compiled the

identification program, the complex modal theory, eq (7), was

used as the basis. After identifying the complex frequency Sr
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and complex residual number Art a real vibration mode could be
"extracted" from equation (11) to solve this problem.

In eq (7), we separated the real and imaginary parts of Sr

and Ar by letting S = jw.

s,=--,+j , A,=u,+iv, (13)

We get

N ((U,)p+J(v,) + (U1).1- (v,). +(H,+jHD)H(jcD),p= a,+ (-, + a,+ j ((0+ PO
r=1

where N, is the number of modes in the measured frequency band (N, <

N); and are "residual admittance" introduced to compensate
c c 1 Rthe modal cutoff. ur, vr, ar' 5r (r = 1, 2, ...N ), Hc and Hc

are parameters to be identified (4N, + 2 in total).

Corresponding to each test frequency wi (i = 1, 2, ...Nm usually

Nm> 4N1 + 2), there are Nm non-linear algebraic equations. The

standard deviation of the measured and estimated frequency

response values for each wi is the target function (which can be

expressed as a generalized function of parameters tr. be

identified). The modal identification problem was thus converted

to a non-linear least square optimization problem, which could be

solved by an iterative method L71 .

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of modal identification of

the first model.

The modal frequency and damping ratio of each state in the

second model were referredto in reference [B].The vibration

patterns are also shown in the article.

Table 1 Modal frequency and damping ratio of the wing model /216

I i 2 3 4 5

/,(Hz) 49.4 143.7 183.6 311.0 352.5

0.45 0.54 0.46 0.801 .28
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Table 2 Modal frequency and damping ratio of the wing model
with two external missiles

r7
* 1 2 3 4 5

f,(Hz) 33.0 35.6 39.0 47.8 78.3 100.4 113.8

,(%) 0.9 0.016 - 0.67 -

r" 8 1 1 12

f!,(Hz) 161.8 183.1 220.0 251.2 290.1 314.1

S0.48 0.4 0.72 - 1.06 0.90

V. Accuracy Examination and Discussion

In order to ensure the reliability of the measured frequency

response data and the accuracy of the identified modal

parameters, we used a number of examining techniques.
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Figure 4. Results of reciprocity check

1. Reproducibility of Frequency Response Data: During the

beginning and ending periods of the experiment, frequency

response at several points was repeatedly tested. The result is /217

that the error on the frequency response data near each mode is

less than 5%-10%.

2. Reciprocity of Frequency Response: From the definition

of the frequency response matrix, it is reciprocal. This means

that the frequency to excitation at p measured at q is the same

as that measured at p due to excitation at q. Figure 4 shows the

acceleration admittance response curve corresponding to points 29

and 32 (Bode diagram). The two coincide well. There is some

difference near the anti-resonance frequency because there are

screw holes near these two points which caused some deviations.

3. Verification of Accuracy of Modal Frequency and Damping

Ratio: In a linear system, modal frequency and dampirg ratio

should, in principle, be independent of the coordinate of the

point of measurement. In reality, results of identifications are

scattered. The scatter of the root mean square can be used as an
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indicator for accuracy. In this experiment, the statistical

frequency error is less than 0.5%. and that of the damping ratio

is less than 9%.

4. Orthogonality of Vibrational Mode Accuracy: The maximum

non-diagonal element in the normalized modal mass matrix obtained

from the identified normalized vibration modal data is less than

9%, which is superior over the 10% accuracy specification in

the world. The rest of the orthogonality test results are shown

in reference [8].

5. Curve Fitting: This is a reliable examining technique

to verify the accuracy of the identified modal parameters and the

reliability of the test data. The identified modal parameters

are used to construct a mathematical model for the frequency

response to derive a fitted curve. This curve is used to compare

with the data points. Figure 5 shows the fitting of a wing with

the Nyquist curve.
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Figure 5. Nyquist's curve fitting

A special problem in this work was that the specimen was a

small and complex 
structure. The entire wing model 

is under 2.5

kg. The weight of the 4 nodal point at the wing tip was less

than l0g. If the conventional resonance method is used to

determine the mode, a relative error will be introduced even 
if

we use a 0.5 g miniature acceleration meter. 
Table 3 shows the

first order mode of the trailing edge obtained by the parameter

identification and by the conventional resonance 
method. At the

wing tip, (q =52) the relative error is 257% using the resonance
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method.

Table 3 1 th Mode shape of trailing edge of the wing model

ItA.1 6 1 47 4 950 51 f 52

;k F. 7.23 J 15.6 28.6 35.7 420 50.4 54.5

jP Wt 7.26 16.0 29.4 37. 61.2 64572.4

VI. Conclusions /218

This experimental study shows that admittance measurement

and parameter identification is a feasible and highly accurate

method for moeal analysis. This method is superior over

other techniques such as resonance and pure modal identification

by multiple point excitation, especially for small flutter

models. The frequency response was measured by steady-state

sinusoidal excitation and digital coherent analysis, which has a

higher accuracy than the wide band excitation, FFT analysis

technique. The first model parameters were identified on a Model

709 computer using our own program. The second model was

completed on a microprocessor, The test equipment required

included a universal frequency response analyzer and Chinese made

power amplifier, excitation device, transducers, and charge

amplifiers. It is suited for promotion. Various examining

techniques presented in this work ensured the reliability and

accuracy of the modal analysis. The shortcoming of this

technique is that there is a great deal of preparatory work in

parameter identification. This is due to off-line processing.

Recently, we have successfully developed an on-line modal

identification technique.
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An Experimental Study on the Effect of Overload on Fatigue Life /219

Zeng Chunhua and Guo Kangmin

(Institute of Mechanics, Academia Sinica)

Abstract

There are many factors which affect the fatigue life, but

* residual stress and overload are the most important. Overload in

a metal can improve its fatigue strength markedly. Based on a

* large number of tests, the effects of the overload on fatigue

* crack initiation life, fatigue crack propagation life, fatigue

cumulative damage cyclic rate and crack propagation retardation

are researched.

Experimental data on the influence of overload on the

* fatigue initiation life are summarized in a table. In order to

* compare the influence of overload on fatigue crack propagation

life with crack propagation retardation effect, a - N curves are

* used for demonstrating the experimental results of three notched

specimens. Finally the effect of overload on fatigue life is

explained in the view of residual stress.

I. Introduction

Recently, many investigators have been interested in the

* effects of overload on fatigue life and the importance of the

effects are recognized gradually. The mechanism of overload is

* the theoretical basis of fatigue design for controlling the

- fatigue life and improving the fatigue strength of materials.

Several overload retardation models have been developed recently
* [1-5]

in foreign countries .However, most papers are focused on

* the effect of overload on the fatigue crack propagation; only

* very few papers have discussed the effects of overload on the

fatigue crack initiation life and the fatigue cumulative damage

cf,-lic rate.

* *Received in May 1983
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We have studied the effects of overload on the fatigue crack

initiation life, fatigue crack propagation life, fatigue

cumulative damage and crack propagation retardation based on the

experimental fatigue tests on 15MnVN, 28Cr2NiMoV alloys and the

LY12CZ aluminum alloy. The residual stresses at the base of the

notches caused by overload have been measured. Resealing of the

crack, crack retardation and the effect of overload on fatigue

life are explained from the point of view of residual stress.

II. The Effect of Overload on Fatigue Crack Initiation Life

The fatigue damage usually involves four stages: these are

fatigue nucleation period, micro-crack propagation period, macro-

crack propagation period and the breaking period. The fatigue

crack initiation life is referred to as life of the fatigue

nucleation period and the micro-crack propagation period. There

is no consistent criterion in the world for the length of the
crack to be regarded as the end of the fatigue initiation stage.
We have used the criterion employed by the majority that the

formation of a imm crack on the testpiece is the end of the

fatigue initiation stage.

We have used four 15MnVN, four 28CrNi3MoV and three

25Cr2NiMoV notched testpieces to study the effect of overload on

the fatigue crack initiation life. The sizes of the testpieces

are shown in Figure 1. Different overloads were applied on the

testpiece and the residual stress at the base of the notch was

measured by an X-ray stress analyzer. Equal space three points

bending loads are then applied on the testpieces using the West

German Schenck fatigue test instrument with a stress ratio R =

0.5 and frequency of 40 Hz. A microscope was used to detect the

formationof lmmfatigue crack on the testpiece and the cycle

number was recorded. The test results were used as a basis to

analyze the effects of different overloads on the fatigue

initiation life of various materials.
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The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. /220

Table 1 Test results of effect of overload on fatigue crack

initiation life

L, 15MuVN !SCrNi3MoV 25Cr2NiMoV

I 7, 1 0.087x10, 0.2s 10- 1.359x 10-
.$ 2 41.40Y.a 0.795x105 32.7o,"cr 0.47x105 6071, 3.460x106

A&t4 3 A8.3% a, 1.243x 0t 38.4a, 0..025x,)' 1 0%(1 9.659x105
4 55.2%a, 1.620 x 1 43.6 .!),J, 1.07 x 195

1. material
2. testpiece #1
3. overload
4. cycle number of initiation life
5. none

(a)5 =° 4B 3

00 20

I___

Po- 20

'S

-, Figure 1. Notched fatigue testpieces

IeY; (a) 15MnVN (b) 28CrNi3MoV (c) 25Cr2NiMoV
1. length of linear notch
2. unit: mm
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III. The Effect of Overload on Fatigue Crack Propagation Life

The fatigue crack propagation life includes the stage of

macro-crack propagation and the stage of final breaking, which is

the life to final breaking after the formation of a mm crack. The

same 11 testpieces were used to investigate the effect of

overload on the propagation life. The amounts of overload as

listed in Table 1 were applied on the testpieces after the cracks

propagated to 5 mm and the residual stresses at the base of the

notches were measured. The testpieces were then tested using

Schenck fatigue tester with the same loads as those applied in

the crack initiation stage. The propagation of the cracks was

observed using a microscope. The cycle number for each fixed

increment of crack length was recorded until the crack propagated

to a critical length. The relation curves of the crack length,

a, vs. loading cycles were then obtained. These curves were usedas

bases for analyzing the effect of overload on the fatigue

propagation life.

Figures 2 to 4 show the test results of the effects of /221

overload on the fatigue propagation lives of the notched

specimens of three types of materials.

2
10

kit

0 2 4 8 20 U 146

Figure 2. a-N curves of 15MnVN steel notched testpieces

key. 1. a (mm)
2. no overload
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3. . overload
4. N (x05 cycles)

* 43...... .--

0 10 20 30-., 401N(xlo

Figure 3. a-N curves of 28CrNi3MoV steel notched testpieces

/ce-Y/ 1. a (mm)
2. no overload
3. 7 overload
4. -- cycles)

14 7o I 11 13

0 Y~( XImjA) 11

Figure 4. a-N curves of 25Cr2NiMoV steel notched testpieces
eY: 1. a (mm)

2. no overload
3. % overload
4. (-- cycles)
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IV. The Effect of Overload on Fatigue Cumulative Damage

Fatigue damage refers to the damage of th! material

under cycling load. The microcracks of the material grow

progressively and deeply under the cyclingload which decreases

significantly the effective working surface of the material.

Miner proposed a theory of linear cumulative damage in 1945.

Many investigators have indicated later that the damage cyclic

rate (i.e.,z n/N) is not necessary to be 1 when the material

reaches fatigue damage. The value deviates from 1 slightly for

most cases, but significant deviation is also observed

occasionally. This deviation is because Miner's theory has

not considered the interaction between the stresses. There are

many factors which affect the Z n/N value. Overload is one of /222

the main factors.

We have carried out fatigue tests on center notched plate

testpieces of LY12CZ aluminum alloy to study the effect of

overload on cumulative damage cyclic rate, Z n/N. The dimension

of the testpiece is shown in Figure 5. The loading stress was

divided into five consecutive levels from low to high. Each

overload was added after 12 testpieces were cycled. The values

of overload were 45%as, 55%o s and 75%o s . The overload tests were

carried out usinga Swiss Anslerhighfrequency fatigue tester.

Cycling was continued until fatigue damage occurred. Five to

eight specimens were tested for each loading. The cumulative

damage cyclic rate, xn/N, of each testpiece was obtained from the

cycling life and the corresponding fatigue curve. The effect of

overload on the cumulative damage was analyzed based on

logarithmic average of the damage cycling rate. The results of

tests and calculations are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 5. LY12CZ aluminum alloy center notched plate testpiece

1. --unit: ml

Table 2 Test results of effect overload on damage cyclic rate

V- -_q- a M 1 1!

____ 2 3 4 5 67 - _ _ _ _ _

9 I

45%'.', 1.3373 2.4845 I1.7715 i3.3809 3.1--17 2.2622 1.7800 1.6710 2.0300

55%./ 6,7685 7.1510 6.9530 6.9570 6.9490 6.9530

75%", 8,9670 4.3800 16.8500 46.4050 13.3440 13.9600

keY:
1. amount of overload
2. fatigue cumulative damage cyclic rate, Zn/N
3. testpiece #
4. average

V. The Effect of Overload on Crack Retardation

In the process of equal space loading, the propagation rate

of the crack after each or several peak tensile loads will reduce /223

gradually to its original level after several cycles.

This slowdown penorren of the rate of crack propagation

caused by overload is referred to as the crack propagation

retardation effect.
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1 I *

NV (X 1051t)

Figure 6. Retardation effect curves of crack propagation of
25Cr2NiMoV steel notched testpieces

1. mm
2. no overload
3. overload

We have tested three 25Cr2NiMoV steel notched specimens to

study the retardation effect of overload. The dimension of the

testpieces is shown in Figure 1(c). A crack of 2 ml was first

initiated using the fatigue test machine and the overloads of 50%a s

9 607o s and 707.os were then added respectively. After the

residual stress at the base of the crack was measured, the test

was continued and the crack propagation was examined using a

microscope to study the influence of overload on the retardation

effect of crack propagation. The retardation curves of crack

propagation are shown in Figure 6.

VI. Conclusion and Analysis

1. The experimental results indicated that the tensile

overload affected greatly the fatigue crack initiation life.

Overload increased significantly the crack initiation life of the

three types of steel testpieces. The crack initiation life of

15MnVN steel testpiece under 55.27ocs tensile overload was over 19

times that of a testpiece without overload. The crack
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initiation life of 28CrNi3MoV steel testpiece under 43.6%o s

tensile overload was over 5 times that of a testpiece without

overload. The crack initiation life of 25Cr2NiMV steel under

70%o s tensile overload was 7.5 times that of a testpiece

without overload.

2. The experimental data showed that the crack initiation

life of all three types of steels increased with increasing

tensile overload and was closely related to the residual stress.

Tensile overload created residual compression stress at the base

of the notch as shown in Table. 3. Within a certain limit, the

residual compression stress is beneficial to the fatigue life; it

increases the fatigue resistance of the material and retards the

formation and propagation of the fatigue crack, and therefore the

fatigue life of the specimen is greatly improved.

3. The experimental results indicated that tensile overload

also significantly affected the fatigue crack propagation life.

Overload greatly increased the fatigue crack propagation life of

all three types of steel specimens. The life of 5 mm crack

propagation of a 15MnVN steel under 55.2%a overload was about 4

times that of a testpiece without overload. The life of 2 mm

crack propagation of 25Cr2NiMoV steel testpiece under 70%as

tensile overload was 9 times that of a testpiece under 50u s

overload, and was many more times that of a testpiece without

overload.

4. The test results showed that the a~N curves shifted to

the right along the x-axis with increasing tensile overload. The

shifting was less significant when the tensile overload

increased. It was also related to the residual stress at the

base of the notch. The residual stress was mainly caused by non-

uniform plastic deformation. Within certain limits, the plastic

deformation at the base of the crack increased with increasing

tensile overload. It is well known that the peak overloads

retard the fatigue crack propagation. The retardation process

occurs when the crack passes the plastic region. The amount

of retardation depends on the distance of the crack passing through

the plastic region. The larger the plastic region is, the longer
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the retardation time will be or the longer the time for resealing

the crack is. The resealing phenomenon of the crack retards the

fatigue crack propagation and increases the fatigue crack

propagation life.

5. Overload has significant effect on the fatigue

cumulative damage cyclic rate. Tests and calculations showed

that the addition of a tensile overload before applying the

cyclic overload could increase the damage cyclic rate, zn/N for

several times. Within a certain limit, Zn/N increased rapidly

with increasing overload and overload had a beneficial effect on

the fatigue life. Since overload causes plastic deformation at

the base of the crack, the plastic deformation increases with

increasing overload. Since the area around the plastic region is

still mnan elastic state, the plastic region is under compression

when the overload is released. This creates a residual

compression stress which is beneficial to the fatigue life and

increases the En/N value.

6. The experimental results as exhibited in Figure 6 showed

that the tensile overload caused apparently a crack propagation

retardation effect. In the process of equal space overload, the /224

crack propagation slowed down or stopped immediately after the

addition of a peak tensile load. The crack propagation recovered

to its original level after numerous cycles. Tests showed that,

within a certain limit, the retardation time increased with

increasing overload. This slowdown phenomenon of crack

propagation induced by overload is referred to as the crack

propagation retardation effect. This is an important concept in

practical applications.
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Table 3 Residual stress of measured initiation fatigue crackbefore and after on three steel notched testpieces

14 (kilmm) KC(kglmmz
)  

I

1 0 0 0 0
II nVN 2 -20. -34.5 -253 -29.73 -18.4 -3 5 -20.1 -43.7

4 -16.1 I -27.6 - 2.3 -39.8

1 0 i 0 0 0
28CrNi32!oV -25.3 -50.6 -27.6 -39.13 -27.6 -. 9.1

I i -32.2 -39.1

1 0 0
-23.0

2SCr2NiIoV 3 -23.04 -23.0
5 -36.8 41.4

-36.8 -36.%

key:
1. material
2. specimen number
3. residual stress before cracking
4. residual stress after cracking
5. length direction
6. width direction
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Rotating Stall. Our experimental result shows that when n4

0.716 (B<0.81), the instability of the compressor of the engine

is an abrupt overall stall. Figure 8 shows the time history of

the total pressure fluctuation at various major cross-sections

when rotating stall occurs. From the figure one can see that

after the total pressure at the engine nozzle drops suddenly the

total pressure of the compressor begins to fluctuate

periodically. The pulsing frequency is 43.9% of the rpm.

Classical Surge. Figure 9 shows the time history of total

pressure fluctuation of major cross-sections of an engine

installed with a 36 mesh screen at its inlet during a surge at T

= 0.87. It is obvious that there is a rotating stall at 40.4%

rpm at each stage of the compressor in this surge cycle.

" /231

P,2 ,

Isms

P,.2

P"4

pit

Figure 9. Time histories of fluctuating total pressure in main
sections in a state of classical surge

1. F = 0.87, 180*, 36 mesh
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PI.4-

Figure 8. Time histories of fluctuating total pressure in main
sections in a state of overall rotating stall

Alt P1. ( = 0.716, no distortion)

2a yA.Le

where U-compressor plate speed; a-speed of sound; Vp-compressor

nozzle volume; Ao-equivalent area of the annular flow path of the

compressor; and Lo-equivalent axial length of the compressor.

Any specific engine has a critical value Bcritical* When B<Bcritical

the engine becomes unstable due to rotating stall. When B-zB

it is a surge. The nozzle volume of the compressor is a fixed

value for a real engine. Therefore, the instability state is

principally determined by the rpm of the engine. The B critical

value of the turbojet engine studied in this work is

approximately 0.81<Bcritical <0.98.
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figure that the pressure waveform at various radii is basically

the same on the same circumferential position of the inlet

section.

(2) Comparison of Various Unstable States of the Turbojet

Engine

Primarily, the unstable phenomenon of a turbojet engine is

the flow instability of the axial compressor and the sudden

deterioration of the engine performance. This instability may be

rotating stall or surge. Furthermore, a surge may be categorized /230

as a classical, deep or drift surge. In general, instability is

primarily determined by the rpm and nozzle volume, i.e., B value

of the compressor[6,7]

P12

Figure 7. Time histories of fluctuating total pressure
as a "drift" surge across (behind the tip-plate)
1. (i = 0.9, tip-plate)
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8. stable period before surge
9. temperature behind the turbine before and after the

surge
10. vibration device reading during the surge
11. tip plate
12. tip plate
13. tip plate
14. tip plate
15. hub plate
16. hub plate
17. tip plate
18. hub plate
19. smaller
20. smaller
21. smaller
22. smaller
23. smaller
24. normal
25. normal
26. normal
27. 4 min.
28. 3 min.
29. 2 min.
30. 7 min.
31. 12-13 min.
32. 3 min.
33. 8-9 min.
34. 3 min.
35. Note: e'-v indicates that the blockage plate is

rotating and- -t represents a sudden temperature
increase

Figure 7 shows the time history of total pressure

fluctuation at the inlet, outlet and other cross-sections of the

compressor when the engine began to surge due to the turbulence-

type dynamic distortion caused by the tip plate at Ti = 0.9. It

is apparent that an obvious rotating stall is associated withithe

surge cycle. The frequency is about 44.2% of the rpm. The

frequency of the double surge cycle is about 16.7 Hz based on the

first surge. As shown in the figure, the turbine nozzle

temperature suddenly increased by nearly 100*C during the surge

(the actual temperature rise might be larger due to inertia).

However, this temperature is far lower than the turbine nozzle

temperature of the engine at the same rpm during a surge caused

by steady-state distortion. In the latter case, the turbine

nozzle temperature is close to 800*C. One can see from the
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36. smaller
37. no surge
38. smaller
39. surge
40. M + V represents the exten' to forcing a surge,

i.e., adding blocking cone V to nozzle M
(equivalent to reducing nozzle area by about 33%)

The experimental result also indicates that the surge of the

engine under this turbulence type dynamic distortion belongs to

the "drift-mode". According to the extremum (distortion peak in

this case) distribution theory in statistics, "drift surge" may

be interpreted by the randomness of the pressure fluctuation at

the inlet.

In this study, a total of eight surges appeared. Table 2

lists the details of these eight "drift" surges. All eight

surges appeared several minutes after stable operation.

Therefore, they are called "drift" surges.

Table 2. Details of eight "drift-mode" surges

2. ' , 3. 1 r. 6. F S Xt I a

1 I - 50% H 0.9 l'- 45 *' 4 . :'C I -

2 ht= so% H 0.9 4-- 70" 3 3S 500- o -0

3 Pt5Z 50% H 0.s1 2 4,- 4" 2 3t1 --

4 iW.t 50"C' H 0.9 . 41 ,-.At f_75 € 7 - 5V--63, ;W:-ii

5 rU"-it 50% H 0.. 1.) 4,--o 105" ;i12-130 545-600 11

6 ,(itI 50% 4 1.0 4 o 80 . 3 3 1 - -

7 qt 50% 4 1.0 -,b" E It l10 159 9 5o- 510-620 -

a -lIM 50% (0 1.0 . ,I C90' '1" 4 3 i 480-600 20

1. number
2. blockage plate position
3. blockage ratio
4. nozzle condition
5. rpm
6. steering condition
7. plate position during surge
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Table 1. Conditions for occurrence of engine surge /229

50% i1P 4 49.6% . 1' I *
1050% 4* 1E f9.6 Q UMVO 4k

'tIR1 1 50% 4-F H IN d9.6 1%'~ H *
*I 9 50~ls% *1 H 06 3 &"i 49.6% m v . -

I~s 49.6% H *~'
.t _A o , - *r H 4 'r 49.6% ',- M- C ' 09
( 50)

(43)

14.y:

1. rpm
2. blockage plate distortion generator
3. screen distortion generator
4. blockage plate
5. blockage ratio
6. steering
7. nozzle
8. surge or not?
9. blockage ratio

10. steering
11. nozzle
12. surge or not?
13. hub-plate
14. normal
15. surge (2 times)
16. normal
17. no surge
18. tip-plate
19. normal
20. surge
21. normal
22. no surge
23. hub-plate
24. smaller
25. surge
26. smaller
27. no surge
28. tip-plate
29. smaller
30. surges (3 times)
31. smaller
32. surge
33. tip-plate
34. smaller
35. surge



3. Turbojet Engine Response to Turbulence-type Dynamic

Distortion

(1) "Drift-mode" Surge Generated by Turbulence-type Dynamic

Distortion

The experimental result of this work shows that the

turbojet engine is much more sensitive to the turbulence-type

dynamic distortion than to the steady-state distortion caused by

the screen. The reason primarily is because the latter

distortion is essentially steady-state, while the former has

strong pressure fluctuations. Therefore, the instantaneous

distortion peak may be much larger than the steady-state

distortion value. With a large instantaneous peak, as long as

there is enough time (e.g., one revolution of the engine), the

engine surges when the instantaneous peak reaches the limit. The

blockage plate used in this work has a 50% blockage ratio over

1800, which is comparable to that of a 36 mesh screen (49.6%).

There is little difference between the steady-state distortions.

However, the effect on the stability of the engine differs

significantly. From Table 1 one can see that the turbojet engine

is much more sensitive in response to turbulence-type dynamic

distortion than to steady-state distortion.

It is obvious from Table 1 that dynamic distortions

generated by the blockage plate under the fire conditions shown

on the left can cause the turbojet engine to surge. The

distortions produced by the screen could not make the engine

surge. Only when a smaller section and a blocking cone were

used, the engine began to surge at certain revolutions.
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Figure 5. APD of fluctuating total pressure at the circumfer-
ential edge behind hub-plate

The amplitude of the pressure pulse generated by the

blockage plate obeys a near normal distribution for a simple

plate such as the onedescribed above. Based on probability, one can

further deduce that the pressure pulse still approximately

follows a normal distribution with a complex plate.

Figure 6 shows the power spectrum density of fluctuating

pressure behind the hub-plate. The distribution curve is

relatively flat.

•f
,.--

a 100 209 300 400 500 E-rz

Figure 6. PSD of fluctuating total pressure behind the hub-plate
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* Figure 4. Circumferential distribution of the total pressure
(a) and the rms of fluctuating pressure (b) behind
plate

(2) Amplitude Probability Density (APD) and Power Spectrum

Density (PSD) of Fluctuating Pressure

Figure 5 shows the amplitude probability density of random

S)fluctuating pressure generated by the hub-plate. The upper

right-hand corner in the figure shows the relative positions of

the blockage plate and the measuring points. The solid circle

indicates the measuring points. Figure 5 shows the amplitude

probability density of the pressure signal measured at point 3

behind the plate (radial edge). From the figure, one can see /228

that the APD of the pressure signal still remains an approximate

ncrmal distribution even in the vortex region around the plate.
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Figure 2. Total pressure distortion pattern behind the hub-plate
Key: (1) -blockage plate position

0.

.0.

.b0.

[0.5

Figure 3. Total pressure distortion pattern behind the hub-plate

Key: (1)- blockage plate position
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III. Results and Analyses

1. Steady-State Flow Field at Engine Inlet

Figures 2 and 3 are the time-averaged total pressure

patterns behind the hub-plate, respectively, at E = 0.933. The

dotted line represents the position of the blockage plate. From

* the figures one can see that the low pressure range is basically

* consistent with the plate position at various RPM's. The

* pressure recovery lines are concentrated around the plate edges

(radial and circumferential) which indicates that the pressure

gradient is large. The pressure is relatively uniform behind the

plate and in the "clean" region. In addition, it is also obvious

* that the low pressure zone was moved relative to the plate by a

certain angle. The direction of deviation happens to be in the

same direction as the circumferential vortex behind the plate.

* For instance, the circumferential vortex behind the tip-plate is

- counter-clockwise. The flow behind the plate is also counter-

* clockwisely rotated by an angle. When the circumferential vortex

* behind the hub-plate is clockwise, the flow field is also

* clockwisely rotated by an angle.

2. Dynamic Flow Field at Engine Inlet

(1) Analysis of Pressure Pulses

Figure 4 shows the circumferential distribution of the

* static pressure and the root-mean-square (rms) value of dynamic /227

* pressure (0' '1000 Hz) measured by the dynamic pressure sensor at

point 3 when the plate turns at fi = 0.933. From the figures one

* can see that the rms value of the fluctuating pressure is high at

* the circumferential edge of the blockage plate. Behind the

plate, the pressure drops significantly. The extent of steady-
* state distortion, D, is about 0.22. Because point 3 of the

pressure sensor is located at the radial edge of the blockage

* plate, the turbulence remains high.
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II. Experimental Apparatus and Testing System

Figure 1 shows a simple sketch of the experimental apparatus.

4The tip-plate or hub-plate was secured on a rotating screen. Two

5-point pressure sensors were installed behind the blockage plate

to measure the steady-state and dynamic pressure. The angular

spacing is 1800. Each sensor consists of 5 pairs of steady-state

and dynamic sensing points. Each dynamic sensing point was

installed with a solid-state micro pressure transducer. They are

* distributed annularly. The total steady-state pressure and

static pressure were measured using a Model SYD-1 digital

pressure transducer and a Model XJ-100 circular pressure
detector. The dynamic pressure pulses were measured by using a

* highly responsive, solid-state micro pressure transducer, an

amplifier bridge and a 14 channel FM magnetic tape recorder to

* receive, convert, amplify and record the date for off-line

processing. In addition, steady-state pressure and temperature

* were collected and processed by a 622 computer.

:i.i 2. 3 4 2

11.1 2 3 4

.34.

Figure 1. Testing Apparatus

1. rotating distortion plate
2. movable blockage cone
3. tip plate
4. plate support screen
5. hub plate
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to steady-state distortion, dynamic pressure distortion can more

easily cause the engine *---) surge. In reality, an engine does not

* encounter a pure steady-state or dynamic pressure distortion.

-. Instead, it is a combination of steady-state and dynamic

distortion.

In practice, there are three types of dynamic pressure

* distortion frequently encountered by a turbojet engine: (1)

pulse-type, such as the one caused by a temporary failure to

* start up at the inlet due to a certain reason, (2) homogeneous

oscillation type, such as the one caused by inlet surge leading
* to axial oscillation of the shock wave, and (3) turbulent-type,

such as the one caused by gas flow separation due to the

* interference of the trailing wave and the boundary layer when the

inlet is operating in a supercritical state. Turbulent-type

* dynamic distortion is one of the most common dynamic distortions.

* In addition to the reason mentioned above, other reasons such as

taking off in cross-wind, flow separation at the inlet caused by

high attack angle or large yawing angle, separation in the inlet

- pipe, smooth flow layer swallowed by the inlet, or turbulence

* generated by other aircraft, belong to this type of dynamic

distortion.

When an inlet/engine compatibility test is conducted, a /226

* simulation device is usually used to generate turbulent-type

dynamic pressure distortions. In this work, a blockage plate was

* used to generate turbulent-type dynamic distortions. It was used

* to determine the steady-state and dynamic aerodynamic parameters

* of this distorted flow field, to analyze the statistical

* characteristics of the distorted flow field, and to investigate

the turbojet engine response to this turbulence-type dynamic
- distortion.
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1515-84 Part 16 /225

An Experimental Investigation on Turbojet Engine Response to

-. Turbulence-type of Dynamic Inlet Distortion

Northwestern Polytechnical University

Chen Fuqun, Li Wenlan, Wang Zongyuan, Cong Mengzi, Lu Baoquan

and Zheng Lizhi

Abstract

The response of a turbojet engine to the turbulence-type

dynamic distortion is discussed in this paper. The turbulence-

type dynamic distortion is caused by a blockage at the inlet

section by the blade-tip or blade-hub region. The

circumferential range of the blockage plate is 1800 and the

°" blockage ratio is 50%. These two dynamic distortion generators

are capable of creating very intense turbulent-type dynamic
" distortionsat the tip-plate and hub-plate, respectively. When

the RPM of the engine is n = 1.0, they-will cause the turbojet

engine to surge in a "drift-mode". In this work, a smaller

turbojet engine was experimentally investigated (the first stage

turbine-nozzle section was decreased by 12%). It showed that the

*turbulent-type dynamic distortion due to the same blockage plate

' also caused the engine to surge in a "drift-mode" at n = 0.9. At

* = 0.87, when the inlet gas is "clean", the engine instability

*was a deep-mode surge. The inlet distortion generated by the

screen produced a "classical mode" of surge. These results

*indicate that in addition to RPM, the instability of an engine is

- also related to inlet conditions.

I. Introduction

Inlet distortion causes the stability of a turbojet engine

-: to decline. A serious pressure distortion will make the engine

- surge. The turbojet engine responds much more sensitively to a

* dynamic distortion than a steady-state distortion [ 1-31. Compared

*Received in September1933
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* Figure 10. Time histories of fluctuating total pressure in main
sections in a state of deep surge

1. E 0.87, no distortion

Deep Surge. Figure 10 shows the time history of the total

* pressure fluctuation of the major cross-sections of the engine

* with a "clean" inlet at Ti = 0.87. From the figure, one can see

that there are two surge cycles of unequal frequencies.

The experimental result shows that the engine instability is

overall rotating stall at ff40.716, and it is a surge when i,

0.87. It was also found that, in addition to the major factor

rpm, the instability status of the engine dif fers with the
* structures and operating conditions in front and behind the

- compressor (such as gas inlet, turbine area, etc.).

Comrades Liu Sihong, Huang Zhitou, Guo Weimin, An Jicai, Hu

-. Zhengfeng, Tu Ge and Wu Yafeng (data processing group) also

* participated in this work.
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Using a Two-Dimensional Laser-Doppler Anemometer to Study /233

a Complex Flow Field in a Combustor *

Northwestern Polytechnical University

Lin Qinxun, Ding Yisheng, Du Qinfang, Tang Ming and Xiao Ningfang

Abstract

This paper summarized some results and experience in using a

two-dimensional Laser-Doppler anemometer to measure the flow
*field in an evaporation type combustor of an aircraft engine.

Furthermore, they were compared to those obtained by conventional

methods.

I. Introduction

The flow field in a combustor is a complicated three-

dimensional flow field with return flow. The more we understand

its velocity distribution, turbulence distribution, and the

return flow pattern and size, the more certain we are when we

design and modify the combustor.

Flow field data can be obtained using a conventional pitot

tube or hot-wire anemometer. However, the information obtained
by these contact type measurements is very limited because the

cross-section measured is also limited. In addition, probes and

support rods affected the flow field, causing distortions.
Therefore, the results are not satisfactory.

Laser anemometry is of the non-contact type which is far
* more advantageous. It is a new technique developed in the 70's

which grew rapidly in the late 70's[1]. It has already become a

comprehensive system including computer data processing and

control. Laser Doppler anemometry principally relies on the

monochromation and directivity of the laser to measure the flow

velocity using the Doppler effect of the laser light scattered by

fine particles moving along with the flow [21 .

*Received in September 1933
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We employed a DISA Corp. dual color backscattering system

which uses the blue and green light in the argon ion laser to

measure the two velocity components on a vertical plane. It is

also equipped with a computer controlled two-dimensional movement

mechanism to allow the point of measurement to move on a

horizontal plane. Thus, a two-dimensional field can be measured

on one plane. The system also includes a two-dimensional optical

and electrical frequency shift system to determine the direction

of the flow. This is absolutely necessary in the study of the

flow field in a combustor with return flows.

However, it is still inadequate to be only capable of

measuring a two-dimensional flow field for the research of the

flow field in a combustor. In order to extend its capabilities,

we designed and fabricated a platform which is capable of moving

," the entire system up and down, as well as rotating the system

around an axis on a horizontal plane. Consequently, the system

can measure a three-dimensional flow field. Figure 1 shows the

overall system.
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4 3

7

Figure 1. Schematic of the LDA System

- 1. argon ion laser

2. optical components
3. lens
4. mirror assembly
5. base
6. platform
7. screw support
8. elevation device
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Vaporizing Tube Model Combustor

1. vaporizing tube
2. high quality glass window
3. primary combustion aperture
4. optically flat front window
5. No. 4
6. No. 3
7. No. 2
8. No. 1

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the vaporizing tube /235

combustor used in the experiment. The model is rectangular with

four vaporizing tubes. The tube center spacing is 70 mm and the

tube diameter is 15 mm. There are observation windows on both

sides of the combustor. Because the front window is especially

important to the back scattering system, it is optically flat.

The rear window is used to minimize the weak wall reflection of

the laser to improve the signal to noise ratio.
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II. Analysis and Comparison of Measured Results

In the measurement, the measured plane was divided into

rectangular lattices. The intersections were calculated and

given to the computer through the terminal. The computer

manipulated the control mechanism to the location to perform the

measurement from point to point. At each position, we asked the

computer to take 100 valid samplings. Therefore, the measured

velocity at any point is the average value of 100 measurements.

From the distribution of these 100 samplings, we could also

determine the root-mean-square (rms) of the velocity fluctuation

at that point. Subsequently, the turbulence distribution could

be obtained. According to the theory of error, we believe that

the mean of 100 sampling points is sufficiently accurate.

9

im i

Figure 3. Velocity Profile in the Vertical Plane Passing
Through the Centerline of No. 2 Tube
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Figure 3 shows the velocity profile in the vertical plane

passing through the center line of the No. 2 tube. The vertical

spacing of the lattice is 10 mm. Near the bottom wall and at the

center of the vortex, we added one additional row for

measurement. The spacing is 5 mm. *The horizontal spacing is

also 5 mm.

From Figure 3 one can clearly see the structure of the

return flow area at the head. Two symmetric vortices were

created by the vaporizing tube and primary combustion aperture

jets (the figure only shows the lower vortex). The area of the

vortex occupies approximately 557% of the head cross-section. It

is also possible to determine the center of the vortex from

Figure 3. From flow field data we were able to determine that

the mean revolution of the vortex is about 2700 rpm.

From Figure 3 one can also observe the primary combustion

jet stream. The flow behind this cross-section is also directed

upward towards lower velocity and then turns toward the nozzle

near the vaporizing tube. The average upward velocity is about

570 of the primary jet stream velocity.

Because the primary aperture did not have a folded edge,

* although its diameter is 19 mm, yet its effective nozzle area is

only about one half its original value due to the compression of

* the wash down flow created by the collision of the vaporizing

tube flow against the wall. On the measuring cross-section the /236
* width of the primary flow aperture is only 10 mm. Furthermore,

it was totally pushed to the rear of the aperture. This fully
demonstrates that an aperture with a folding edge has a

relatively low flow coefficient: approximately 0.5.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the rms value 0 of the

velocity fluctuation in the vertical plane passing through the
* center line of No. 2 tube. One can see that the a distribuution

*is not uniform. The average a in the entire f low f ield is about

15.7 m/sec, which is considerable. In the boundary layer of the

primary flow, the a value may be twice as high as the average.
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At the axial center of the flow, the a value is near the average

level. This is obvious from the humps shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Distribution of the RMS Values of the Velocity
Fluctuation in the Vertical Plane Passing Through
the Centerline of No. 2 tube

1. center line of No. 2 tube

0 20

Figure 5. Velocity Profile Between No. 1 and No. 2 Tubes in the
Horizontal Plane Passing Through Their Centerlines

1. No. 1
2. No. 2
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Figure 5 shows the velocity vector profile at the head of

the combustor between No. 1 and No. 2 vaporizing tubes, measured

on the horizontal cross-section passing through the axes of all

the vaporizing tubes. From Figure 5 one can see that under the

influence of the vaporizing flow, other flows were attracted to

it. This jet stream hits the wall and splashes in all directions

as it turns. The ones on the right and left combine with the

symmetric flow from the neighboring tube and the resultant flow

goes to the rear. Soon after, it collides with the primary jet

streams and thus produces a hole (as shown in Figure 5 at H). In

order to verify this phenomenon, an additional row of velocity

vectors was measured in the vertical plane along A-A. Figure 6

shows the result. The velocity vector profile shown in Figure 6

also can clearly illustrate the air pocket formation phenomenon

described above.

All these figures show that the flow field in a vaporizing

tube combustor is extremely complex. In order to verify the

reliability of using a laser anemometer to measure such a

complicated flow field, a three-hole probe was also employed to

measure the flow field under similar conditions. Figure 7 shows

the velocity vector field measured in the vertical plane passing

through the axis the No. 2 tube by using a three-hole probe. It

agrees with Figure 3. However, the scale is different. From

Figures 3 and 7 one can see that the return flow structure is

essentially the same and the vortex center position is also

identical. But, the measuring cross-section cannot be as close

using the three-hole probe as laser anemometry. This is the

advantage of laser anemometry.
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Figure 6. Velocity Profile in the Vertical Plane Containing the
Line A-A

Figure 7. Velocity Profile Measured by a Two-dimensional Pitot
Probe in the Vertical Plane Passing Through the
Centerline of No. 2 Tube
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Figure 8 shows the velocity profile measured by a Pitot

probe in a vertical plane passing through the line A-A. It

agrees with Figure 6. Figure 8 also draws the result obtained

with laser anemometry by using dotted lines for comparison. From

Figure 8 one can see that the two methods are equivalent.

All these results show that the Laser anemometer is a

powerful tool to study the complex flow field in a combustor and

the results are valid.

/238
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Figure 8. Velocity Profile Measured by a Two-dimensional Pitot
Probe in the Vertical Plane Containing the line A-A

ke. 1. data measured with laser
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III. Technical Problems in Applications

1. Calibration of the Instrument

As we know
V=Kf 0  1

where V - flow velocity;

fD Doppler frequency;
K - instrument constant.

and

2

where x - laser wavelength

e - angle between light beams.

Because of the monochromatic nature of the laser, especially with

an interference standard, the wavelength error is negligible.

The key is the accuracy of e. The DISA system requires frequent

user maintenance. Therefore, the actual e value may differ
significantly from the value given in the manual. We also

discovered that the angle between the blue and green beams could

hardly be adjusted at a righ'_ angle in our system. Sometimes this

angle is only about 800. This must be included in the

determination of velocity.

However, these are system errors which can be eliminated by

calibration. We calibrated the system by shining the light on a

distant wall to measure the distance between the focal point to

the spot and the distance between the spots. Then, the actual

angles were determined.

2. Particle Problem

It is not easy to artificially add particles to the flow in

order to improve the quality of the signal when we measure the

entire flow field in high flow experiments to test combustor

components. Fortunately, we do not have an air filter.

Therefore, there are considerable amounts of micro-particles in

the flow. The measurement problem can be solved by relying on
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these natural particles. However, this type of flow can easily

contaminate the window to form a thin foggy layer to reduce the /239

signal to noise ratio. With our gas supply, we must stop the

experiment to wipe the windows after two hours of continuous

operation. However, two hours of experimentation is already long

enough not to cause any serious problem.

3. Three-dimensional Flow Measurement

A three-dimensional flow measurement problem can be solved

by taking two measurements at two angles at the same point using

a laser anemometer. The rotating working platform we developed

enabledus to realize this measurement.

Figure 9 shows the basic principle of this approach. The

projection of the velocity U perpendicular to the plane is one-

dimensional, Uz . The other two dimensions are in the plane

expressed by Ur and er. A two-dimensional laser anemometer was

used to take a measurement in the +a direction to obtain the

projection of Uz and Ur9 U+, The projection of Uz and Ur' U-

was obtained by measuring in the -Q direction. Then

tg I Uo-U-. (3)
tga U..+U..

U,= U..
cos(o,-a) (4)

or
COs(,+ a) (5)

As long as the operating condition of the combustor remains

unchanged in the +a measurement, the method will work. This is a

basic requirement to ensure the validity of a point-by-point

method. The velocity field shown in Figure 5 was obtained by

this method.
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6. Type B-1 Carbon Cloth Specimen

The stress-strain curve of the Type B-1 transverse carbon

cloth specimen deviates from a straight line at 40% ault (soe

Figure 8). Acoustic emission signals began from this point on.

AEr is 7 x 10. There was interface separation laterally.

Signals were found continuously until 45% ault* The lateral

layer separation continued and the shear was 45 ° . Cracks began

to show radially with relatively strong release of energy. AE r
2was 1.4 x 102. Furthermore, another AEr appeared at a

interval apart. The maximum AErt is 2.25 x 104 ault is 5.25
22kg/mm2 . E is 1308 kg/mm2 , E is 0.61%, v is 0.07 and the fracture

surface is smooth (see Figure 4)
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Figure 8. Stress-strain, AE-Strain Curve of B-I Specimen
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Figure 6. Stress-Strain, AE-Strain Curves of B-a Specimen
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Figure 7. Stress-Strain, AE-Strain Curves of B-I Specimen
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picked up. At 40 cult, radial fibers broke and suddenly emitted

a strong signal AEr at 9.4 x 10 . Then, medium and small AE r
continued, corresponding to radial crack propagation and

transversal separation, respectively. Finally, AEr reached its

full scale (>10 3) and the specimen was fractured. The maximum

weighted ring is 6.1 x 10

5. Type B-I Carbon Cloth Specimen

The stress-strain curve of the Type B-I [-111-] longitudinal

carbon cloth specimen (see Figure 7) showed a not so obvious turn

at 40%. The slope changed slightly. However, linearity
2remained until destruction. The strength ault is 75.14 kg/mm

The modulus E is 8580 kg/mm . The maximum strain cmax is 0.98%

and the Poisson ratio v is 0.27. When the applied load was

increased to 35% ault, 2/5 of the maximum strain, the transverse

layer began to degum with AEr (4 x 102). At 50% ault, another

corresponding AE was found. Approximately 5% ault apart,

another transverse carbon cloth separation was separated. At 60%

ault' AEr increased to 1.1x103 . It cracked radially. The maximum

AEr was 2.8 x 103 . Radial fibers began to snap. Before the

final fracture, there were closely packed medium strength

signals. The fractured cross-section is basically a clean break.

However, we could still see the individual layers (see Figure 4).

The maximum weighted ring is 1.4 x 105.
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Figure 4. Failure Mode of [+45*], [30/60], B-I, B-1 Type

Specimen

,(s10
,

S4.

2 28

Figure 5. Stress-Strain, AE-Strain Curves of [30/601 Specimen

Primarily because of the radial carbon cloth ply, the property is/245

very close to that of the 0* ply specimen. The strength is 73.5

kg/mm 2 ,the modulus is 8333 kg/mm 2 and the Poisson ratio is 0.33.

However, because the carbon cloth fibers are in both directions,

testrain rate is high. In addition, a smaller AE r(10 2) began

to appear early (15% o ult). At this time, the transverse layer

began to separate. After 257. ault, acoustic emission signals

232
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3. 30/60 Carbon/Epoxy Ply Specimen

When a load is applied to a [30/60] specimen, the stress-

strain curve begins to deviate (see Figure 5). The slope of the

straight line decreases. However, it still remains to be a

straight line until 95% aul t . When the specimen is nearly

destroyed, the curve beginsto fluctuate. It continued to rise

after dropping 2 kg until reaching 7.24 kg/mm 2 where destruction

occurred. An acoustic emission signal (102) began to emerge at

40% ault . The 60% ply began to degum along the 60% line. The 30 °

ply started to separate along the 30 ° line at 60% a ult A medium

intensity signal AEr (3.2 x 102) was observed. The signals were

getting closer. The interface was separated (see Figure 4). At

80 ault, another interface was separated and AE r reached 4.3 x 10
2

• The signals became more intense and concentrated. When the

applied load reached 90% ault' strong AEr (9 x 102) started to

appear. Every ply failed. The crack propagated which caused

some medium intensity AEr to be mixed in these signals. Finally,

it cracked at the limit 7.24 kg/mm2  The maximum AE is 9.8 x 10

the maximum AErt is 5.85 x 104, the modulus is 1280 kg/mm2 , the

maximum strain rate is 1.4%, and the Poisson ratio is 0.3.

4. Type B-a Carbon Cloth Specimen

The stress-strain relation of [11=11] longitudinal carbon

cloth type B-a specimen is always linear (see Figure 6).

102 10 
/244

7-

22

S 0.5 1.'0 1 2.

Figure 3. Stress-Strain, AE-Strain Curves of [+45°]s Specimen
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Figure 2. Failure Mode of [0/90] Specimen

2. +45* Ply Carbon Cloth/Epoxy Specimen

When the +45* ply specimen was loaded to 35% ault, the

stress-strain curvee is linear initially. When the load was

increased, it deviated away from linearity. This is due to the

inter-ply shear force along the 450 line as a result of tension

(see Figure 3). When the load was increased to 65% ault, which

is 1/2 of the maximum strain, AEr signals at 2.5 x 102 began to

appear. In this instance, one ply was degumming along 450 which

created a larger signal. Because the crack propagated in 450,

there were weak AE r(2 x 10) signals. After reaching 95% ult,

the signals got much closer. The dense medium intensity AEr
corresponds to interface separation. A more intense AEr could

reach 6.7 x 102. Every ply was sheared and snapped. The maximum
AEr is 8.3 x 102. The maximum total number of weighted rings is
104. Because of the mutual containing effect, the specimen

usually does not break (see Figure 4). However, each ply cracked

along +45*. The average strength is 9.24 kg/mm2 , the modulus is

1033 kg/mm , the maximum strain rate is 2.1%, and Poisson ratio

is 0.54.
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occurred more closely, approaching 3.5 x 102. Even stronger AEr,

reaching 4-4.6 x 102 , began to show up every 5% cult* This

represents the snapping of longitudinal fibers. In this

interval, more and more delamination and longitudinal cracks were

produced. AEr also become closer. Finally, AEr reached 9.6 x 102

when the material was fractured. The total number of weighted

rings, AErt , is 1.9 x 102. The ultimate strength ault is 40.18
2 2kg/mm and the modulus is 4190 kg/mm 2 . The Poisson ratio of this

specimen is 0.018. The experimental results are shown in Table 1

(with average values tabulated). There are two failure modes for

this perpendicular ply specimen (see Figure 2). One cracks along

a transverse (90*) section. However, most longitudinal fibers

did not snap. Only a few broke off. Because of the 90° crack,

many longitudinal cracks were found due to concentrated stress.

The entire specimen was not fractured. This is a frequently /243

encountered failure mode. The other kind is a total transverse

crack. The crack is neat, with small bands of longitudinal

fibers in some cases.

10s 104
40 10

0 0

10

0.6

Figure 1. Stress-Strain, AE-Strain Curves of [0/90]s Specimen
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Through a composite threshold, the interference resistance is

improved in order to obtain the acoustic emission signal when the

specimen is destroyed. A 120 KHz resonance piezo electric probe

was placed on the specimen with grease in order to ensure good

acoustic coupling. A transducer was used to convert acoustic

*emission to electric signals. After amplification, identification

and signal analysis, various representative parameters (such as

specimen, ringing, energy, ring width, weighted ringing, etc.)

were obtained and displayed on the counter. Furthermore, the

relations between increment of acoustic emission and cumulated
acoustic emission with time [2 ] were recorded on the X-Y1-Y2
instrument, respectively. Because a weighted ring represents the

fluctuation of the entire original ringing area of the acoustic

emission, which includes the amplitude of the acoustic emission

ringing signal and the ringing time, weighted ringing can better

reflect the energy of material distortion and destruction than

other parameters. Therefore, weighted ringing was chosen as a

parameter in this work. In the figure, AEr is the weighted

ringing increment and AErt is the cumulative weighted ringing.

Experimental condition: the pre-amplifier is 40 db, the main

amplifier gain is 35 db, and the threshold voltage is 2V.

III. Experimental Results

1. Perpendicular Ply Carbon/Epoxy Specimens

When the [0/903 s ply specimen was under a tensile load and

the slope of the stress-strain line decreased slightly after

reaching 40% of the ultimate strength (Oult) the acoustic emission

signal began to appear. The weighted ringing was 2.1 x T02 ,

which is 1/3 of the maximum strain (see Figure 1). From this

point on to 60% alt, weighted ringing of similar magnitude

appeared in distant intervals. This corresponds to the
separation of the 90 fiber. From 60% ault on, longitudinal

cracks began to emerge and weighted acoustic emission rings (AEr)
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" Table 1 The Experimental Result of Properties and AE of Six /242
Ply Carbon/Epoxy

.4. . Ai, AE i A'l
U41 i4 8.ug(kg/ (kg/ Bj9#t8" AE,M

Ia F(mm:), ra,) mmz) I  V 6, , AE, 1 -AE,

Co/90), 1 C-IE-1 s 27 41.6 4268 o.o:s 40 5o 100 9.X o102 1.9x 104

±45", C-=S*- 1 5 18.12 9.25 1033 0.54 65 85 95 $.3x 10 tO'

C30/60) C-1-1 5 53.5 7.76 1459 0.84 40 60 92 9.8x 101 5.85x 104

" 1 4 15.31 73.2 8C35 0.39 15 40 100 6 x 10

3 eC-- J--a B-I 4 17.5 74.4 8499 0.95 35 60 87 2.8 X 103 1.4 1. 5

A Al m . B-I 20 5.97 1232 . 3 40 45 86 2.2X1 s 2.25 x 104

1. ply
2. specimen type
3. specimen number
4. cross-section
5. strength
6. modulus
7. Poisson ratio
8. 6ult % when acoustic signals AEr begin to appear
9. 6ult% when acoustic signals AEr suddenly emerge

10. 6 Ut % at maximum AEr
11. relative maximum AEr
.12. cloth [11 = 11] longitudinal
13. cloth [-111-] longitudinal
14. transverse carbon cloth

II. Experimental Apparatus and Testing Methods

The experiment was conducted on an Instron 1195 tester. The

load adding rate is 1 mm/min. Distortion was measured by an

extension meter. A strain plate was used to determine the

Poisson ratio. The load-displacement or stress-strain curve was

*" automatically recorded. The destroyed specimens were examined

': microscopically.

A SFS-4 four channel acoustic emission device was used to

- monitor the destruction process when a specimen is under load.
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In this work, six multi-ply epoxy composite materials

* (including 0/90, ± 450, 30/60 and three carbon cloths) were

* tested to determine their strength, modulus, maximum strain rate

and Poisson ratio. Their stress-strain relations and acoustic

* emission signals were also obtained. Acoustic emission, together

with microscopy, were used to analyze the relation between

acoustic emission and the destruction, crack propagation and

* stress level of the composite material in order to study the

destruction characteristics and mechanisms.

I. Materials and Specimens

The materials tested are carbon fiber reinforced epoxy

UL180/648) composite materials, including [+450] s, [30/60],
[0/90]. Their fiber volume content Vf is approximately 60%g.

* Three carbon cloths: Type B-a consists of six plies, two

* longitudinal plies on either side and two transverse plies in the

middle [11=11]. The specimen was cut longitudinally. Type B-I

- consists of 5 plies of carbon cloths, one transverse ply on

either side and three longitudinal plies in the middle [-111-].

The specimen was cut longitudinally. Type B-I is a transverse

carbon cloth specimen. Each ply has +450 fibers. The specimen

was rectangular. The geometric dimensions of the specimen and

the experimental results are shown in Table 1.
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Characteristics of Multi-ply Carbon/Epoxy Composite /241

Materials and Acoustic Emission Analysis*

Institute of Mechanics; Academia Sinica

Xian Xingjuan and Jiang Conxing

Abstract

The tensile failure behavior of six multi-ply carbon fiber

reinforced epoxy composite materials was investigated by using

the acoustic emission technique to monitor their damage

propagation processes in order to analyze their failure

mechanisms.

New high performance carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composite

materials are used in aerospace, machinery and athletic

*' equipment. Because of the complicated working conditions, a

multi-ply configuration is required to satisfy various

combinations of pulling, compressing, bending, shear and twist

loads. The specific ply design must be determined by the major

load. The destruction of a multi-ply composite material is more

complicated than that for a unidirectional ply material. The

mechanical properties and destruction mechanisms must be studied

experimentally. Acoustic emission can be used to detect and
[1]record the destruction process in a non-destructive test

Furthermore, a relatively large area of the material tested can

be monitored without moving the position of the probe.

Therefore, it is used more and more widely. Acoustic emission

relies on the principle that an elastic wave is generated due to

the relief of strain in a material or structure under load to

evaluate the properties of the material through detecting

defects, deterioration and destruction. Acoustic emission can be

used to detect shearing, tensile yield, delamination and fiber

snapping, adhesion strength, etc.
*Received in May 1983
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-51,

* Figure 10. Vvs. Time at a Given Point in the Combustor

Furthermore, the velocity value fluctuates randomly with time

* (with the exception of the core region in the jet stream). It

may even be positive in one instance and negative in another.

Figure 10 shows the velocity, V.~, change with time. One can see

that although the mean value of V xis positive, many

instantaneous values are negative.

Therefore, we not only must accurately use an electrical /240

frequency shift to find the return flow region, but also use a

* sufficient shift even at a point whose mean velocity direction is

known. Otherwise, the measured time averaged value will contain

* a large error.

In addition, one can see from Figure 10 that the fluctuation

may be several times higher than the mean. Therefore, the

* bandwidth of the filter must be wide enough.

In summary, the selection of the electrical frequency shift

and the filter bandwidth is a serious problem in measuring the

flow field of a combustor as the point of measurement shifts.

Otherwise, serious consequences will result.
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I /
or

U4 .

Figure 9. Geometry of Two Three-dimensional Velocity
Measurements

In reality, the positive and negative values of a need not

* be the same. This is a simple geometry which we will not derive

in detail.

4. Selection of Electrical Frequency Shift and Filter
* Bandwidth

The flow field in a combustor is three-dimensional in space.

It also contains a return flow. In order to prevent measuring

* the wrong flow direction, it is usually necessary to use a

frequency shift. Moreover, the electrical frequency shift must

be large enough.
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IV. Discussion and Conclusions

(1) From the tensile mechanical properties of the six multi-

* ply carbon/epoxy composite materials studied in this experiment,

the two longitudinal carbon cloths (Type B-I and B-a) are better.

The cult and E values are approximately 85% of those for the 0*

*ply material. The value of v is also close (0.3). The a ult of

- the Type B-I transverse carbon cloth is the lowest. Its ema is

* also the smallest (0.6%). v is also small 0.083. The strength

of an orthogonal ply specimen is approximately 50% that of the

00 ply material. Therefore, one can see that the tensile load is

* primarily on the 00 ply. The cult and c of the +45* specimen are

* similar to those of the (30/60] specimen.

- (2) Acoustic emission can be used to monitor the

destruction of a composite material and to identify the

properties of various multi-ply composite materials. They have

* common patterns as well as individual properties. The weighted

ring of acoustic emission can reflect the release of the strain

* energy during the initial damage. It usually appears at the

turning point of the stress-strain curve, at approximately 40%w

a ult* (However, it appears at a higher stress for this batch of

+45* specimens. In other +450 specimens tested earlier by the

- authors, AE was also found at the turning point.) It is

- approximately at 2/5 of maximum strain (only Type B-a at 1/5

* maximum strain). In [+450], [30/60] and transverse carbon cloth

specimens, AEr , occurred at the yield strength of the material.

* Because the AEr value of substrate shear separation is usually in

- the 1-4 x 102 range (only Type B-i transverse carbon cloth has a

*slightly lower value), crack propagation occurs at near 60%a ult
* (see Table 1) and longitudinal cracks take place at 907%. The

* maximum AEr value is generally around 10(larger for Type B-a

and smaller for Type B-i). However, there is a big difference in

* the total number of maximum weighted rings. This indicates that

* the total energy released by different multi-ply materials at

their destruction is different. It is the highest for Type
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B-I longitudinal carbon cloth (1.4 x 105). The rest of the

materials are in the 10 -8.6 x 104 range. From the acoustic

emission pictures, the deformation and energy release of the

carbon cloth are continuous. There is an abundance of signals

with longitudinal signals. In bidirectional ply specimens, AE

t signals are discontinuous. Initially, they are wide apart.

i" After 60% cult, signals then began to pick up. Signals appear in

regular intervals with perpendicular ply specimens. The weighted

ring does not vary significantly. This reflects the anisotropic

characteristics of the orthogonal plies of [0/90] s materials.

The destruction of +450 specimens primarily occurs in the late

stage. The release of energy is concentrated in the final stage.

Therefore, the AEr cumulation curve rises steeply. It is similar

with 30/60 specimens. The relative position of the fractured

r* cross-section to the sensor is also different. The AE is also

slightly different. Different carbon fiber or acoustic emission

properties will also result in different AE patterns.

(3) A multi-ply carbon/epoxy composite material is damaged

from the separation of the interface due to the shear force

- exerted on the substrate. A crack is produced and it begins to

propagate. When the number of cracks increases and cracks

enlarge to a certain extent, the high stress causes the

surrourdling fibers to snap. Finally, the specimen is totally

-destroyed. The destruction mode is different for various multi-

ply materials. The longitudinal carbon cloth is damaged by

brittle fracture. The cross-section is neat. The stress-strain

curve is linear. The [+45 °] and [30/60] specimens are destroyed

primarily to shear force. The crack propagates along the

interface (i.e., fiber direction) and gradually destroys the /247

specimen. Finally, it is unable to carry the load. However, the

specimen usually does not break. The early part of the stress-

strain curve is linear and it begins to yield (slightly) after

40%. A perpendicular multi-ply material has the properties of
both types. It sometimes breaks due to brittleness. However,

in most cases the 90° layer is separated and the 0* layer does
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.. not break open. But, it has many longitudinal cracks.

The mechanical characteristics of composite materials can be

fully utilized by designing the plies according to the load. It

-: is an effective method to use acoustic emission to identify the

* properties of different multi-ply composite materials, to analyze

the damage process and to predict destruction.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Comrades

Zheng Weiping, Liu Jingzhen and Xie Changchun for their
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